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ABSTR.ACT

Today's hospitals are becoming increasingly complex and
stressful organizations. Few studies have examined the

stressors experienced by nurse executives working in this
highly stressful environment. None have considered the
stressors experiånced by nurse executives working in a rural
hospital setting
An exploratory descriptive design was used to explore
and describe the major stressors that have caused nurse
executives in rural Manitobats community hospitals to

As \'üell, the relative
experience job-related stress.
intensity of the identified stressors was determined.
Cooper and Marshallrs (1g78) Sources of Managerial Stress
Model served as the conceptual- framework for the study
The Delphi technique, consisting of three successive
rounds of maited questionnaires which .incorporated feedback
from the previous round, \¡Ias used for data collection. Data
were analysed after each round of questj-onnaire using both

qualitative and quantitative procedures. Fifty-four
executives completed all- three questionnaires.

nurse

Forty-four stressor items 1¡/ere identified. Findings of
the study generally supported Cooper and Marshallrs (Ig78)

Two additional categories
intra-organizational stressors.
of extra-organízational stressors, namely the governing
As welI,
board and physical-related issues' arose.
contextual stressors related to the provincial governmentrs
health reform initiatives were also evident. The stressors
that ranked highest in the degree of perceived stressfulness
pertained to health reform, certain factors íntrinsic to the
rural nurse executivers job and problems with staff and
staff relationships.

Strategies to prepare rural nurse executives to
address the identified
individually and cotlectively
stressors are recommended. Vüays that employers' the
and educational
professional
nursing association,
institutions can help to lessen nurse executivesr perceived
stress are also suggested. Design and methodological
considerations for future research are addressed.
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OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Introduction
Todayts hospítaIs are becoming increasingly complex and

stressful organizations. rtÎhe management of interpersonal
relations, the importance of services offered, and the ever
changing technology in the hospital all contribute to a
highly stressful environmentrt (white & Vrlisdom I l-g85, p.113).
Nurse executives are particularly vulnerable in this
environment as they manage the largest number of employees
and material resources (Scalzi, 1988). Rural hospital nurse
executives are no exception. Furthermore, Henry and Moody
(1-986) found that nursinq directorsr jobs in small rural
hospi-ta1s were more complex and demanding than they had
anticipated.
Dynamic changes in health care have produced complex

situational stressors, such as l-imited financial resources'
changing governmental regulations, and competition for
clients and funding, that can adversely affect nurse
executives (Cohen I L98g). Nurse executives are likely to
experience many situational stressors given the multiplicity
of their roles and functions (Cohen | 1-gg}). Key issues
challenging Manitobars rural nurse executives today are

2

budgetary cutbacks and uncertainty as to the future of their

organizations and their

roles related to rural

health

reform.

Work-related stressors can cause physical and
psychologic disorder:s, affect nonwork 1ife, and have
potential deleterious consequences for their organízation
(Cohen, l-99O). These outcomes may negatively influence the
nurse executivers job performance. As the nurse ,executive
has overall responsibility for the department of nursing,
the delivery of patient care may be adversely affected.
This possible outcome provides substantial justificatioir for
investigating the occupational stressors for nurse
executives. The success of efforts to minimize stress
depends on the accurate diagnosis of stressors, since
different stressors will require dj-fferent actions (Cooper &
Marshall , Ig78).
This assumes that the stressors are
amenable to interventions.
ScaIzi (l-984, 1988t l99o) and Cohen (I989t I99o) have
studied the sources of job-related stress in top-Ieve1 nurse
executives. Having worked as a rural- nurse executive for
over ten years, the investigator had personally experienced
many of the identified stressors.
Furthermore, through
discussions with other rural nurse executives across the
province, the investigator \^/as av/are that they too

3

experj-enced tress related to their roles as nurse
executives. These experiences led the researcher to wonder
what caused the stress in their roles as rural nurse
executives.

zit s (L984) study on role stress \^/as conducted in a
Iarge metropolitan county in the United States. cohenis
(l-989) research on occupational stressors was set in
Califor:niars public health departments. The question arose:
Were the occupational stressors for nurse executives in
rural Manitoba's community hospitals similar to those
Previous
stressors identified in the above studies?
interactions with both urban and rural nurse executives
suggested that the rural nurse executi-ves had certain
stressors s¡ìque to the rural setting.
For example, the
nurse executive r^/as often the only non-unionized nurse in
the facility
and \^/as sole1y responsible f or labour
management in the department. ïn addition, rural nurse
executives frequently assumed. a variety of additional roles
such as pharmacist, materlal manager and inservice
coordinator.
As nothing had been documented in the
Scal

literature regarding the perceived sources of occupati'onal
stress for rural nurse executi-ves, it. v/as a valid focus for
a research study. A clearer understanding of the rural
nurse executivesr stressors was seen as key to stress
prevention and reduction for this vulnerable group.

Statement of the Problem
The objective of this study was to explore and describe

major stressors that have caused nurse executives in rural
Manitobats community hospitals to experience job-related
stress and to determine the relative intensity of the

identified sLressors.
Research Questions
The research questions that guided this study were:

1. What are the perceived sources of occupational
stress for top-leve1 nurse executives in rural Manitoba t s
community hospitals?

2. Vühich stressors do rural nurse executives perceive
as most stressful?
ignificance of the Study
Investigation of the major sources of occupational
stress can provide valuable information and direction for
rural nurse executives. Once the sources are identified,
nurse executives can individually and collectively address
these issues.
Individually, each nurse executive can
anticipate stressors and develop personal strategies, and
skilts to manage his/her workplace stressors. In addition,
nurse executives can share or jointly develop strategies for
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dealing with these major stressors. Regulating bodies, such
as Manitoba Health and the Manitoba Association of
Registered. Nurses, can use this information when providing
policy direction for rural hospitals and rural nurse

administrators. This information will- also be useful to
employers when developing organizational structures and
nurse executivest job descriptions. Nurse educators can
incorporate this information into planning educational
programs that will better prepare nurse executives to deal
with anticipated stressors.
Conceptual Framework

Cooper and Marshall's (L978) Sources of Managerial
Stress model served as the conceptual framework for this
study. This model posits that managers have sources of
stress both within and outside the organizational boundary
(Figure 1). The fulcrum of the model is the individual
manager. Factors such as the managerts personality,

motivation, tolerance for ambiguity, adaptability and
behavioural patterns (Type A or Type B) contribute to
differences in the managerrs ability to cope with stressors
(Cooper & Marshall , 1,978). The methodology chosen for this
study did not address the characteristics of the individual
manager that predisposed them to stress but focused on
identifying and prioritizing intra- and extra-organizational
stressors.

Intra-orqani-zational Source of Stress
Cooper and Marshal-l- (7978) described five categories of

stressors within the organizational- boundary: 1) factors
intrinsic to the job, 2) role in the organízation, 3)
relationships at work, 4)
career development and, 5)
An
organj-zational structure and climate (Figure 1).
overview of the sources of managerial stress in each
category foll-ows

Intrinsic job factors that cause stress involve having
too much or too little work, time pressures and deadl-ines,
poor physícal working conditions, having too many decJ-sions,
having to cope with changes, and the consequences of making
mistakes. Excessive travel, long and,/or inconvenient hours,
and having to work too fast are examples of stressful
working conditions.
Workload is seen as being either
quantitative (too much work) or qualitative (work is too
difficult).
Both types are linked with symptoms of stress.
Potential- stressors associated with a manager's role in
an organization include role ambiguity, role conflict,
having responsibility for people, having too 1ittle
responsibility, lack of managerial support, havinq to deal
with increasing standards of performance, and coping with

rapid technological change.

Role ambiguity exists

when
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their work roles,
whereas role conflict occurs when managers are torn by
conflicting job demands. Differences between orqanizational
structures will determine the extent of these stressors in
the workplace.
managers have inadequate information about

Poor relationships with superiors, colleagues and
subordinates are suggested as sources of stress at work.
Difficulty in delegating responsibility, the managerrs skill
in participatory management, collegial rivalry, and a lack
of social support in difficult situations are also potential
stressors for managers.
Lack of job security, few job opportunities, and over
or under promotion are potential- stressors in the career
developrnent category. Frustration with having reached onets
career ceíling and the resultant fear of redundancy,
obsolescence or early reti-rement al-so cause career
development stress. Status incongruency, the inconsistency
between a personrs achieved and ascribed status ranks, or
the incongruency between an individual's social status and

that of his/her family, can al-so be stressful for managers
as it generates role conflict from incompatible expectations
of a socj-al- position.
The organizational structure and climate can be
stressful when it involves limited participation in decision

o

naking, ho sense of belongíng, lack of effective
on
poor communications, restrictions
consultation,
behaviour, and office politics.
These factors may threaten
the managerfs freedom, autonomy and identity.
Extra-orqanizational Source of Stress

Extra-organizational sources of stress arise from the
interfaces between the manager's worklife and life outside
the organization. .Family problems, life crises, financial
difficulties,
company versus famí1y demands, and company
versus personal beliefs or interests are possible external
stressors for managers. The dual career marr'iages common
today rnay also add stress to the manâger's life as there is
no longer the traditional segregation of work roles for men
and home rol-es for v¡omen. The resultant sharing of roles
may require excessive energy inputs and may prevent any of
the roles from being fulfill-ed. successfully.
Cooper and Marshall (1,978) posited that knowing the
possible sources of managerial stress would assist in the

mínimizing its negative
consequences. They, therefore, compiled the research
findings from the management and organ:-zational stress
literature into a framework that would facilitate the clear
identification of managerial stressors. This framework is

develo¡lment of suggestions for

9

thus appropriately suited for the proposed study of
occupational stressors experj-enced by rural
nurse
executives.

10

SOURCES OF MANAGERIAL STRESS

ROLE IN

CAREER

ORGANIZATION

DEVELOPMENT

INDIVIDUAL
ORGANIZATIONAL

MANAGER

BOUNDARY

EXTRA.

ORGANIZAT!ONAL
FACTORS

FIGURE 1:

Adaptation from the Sources of Managerial Stress Model. From Cooper, C. L. &
Marshall J. (1978). Stress at Work (Figure 3.1) New York: W¡ley.
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Definition of

Terms

For this study the following terms are defined below:
1. Rural Hospitals
(acute care) community hospitals

located outside the cities of l{innipeg and Brandon;
excluding federal and provincial nursing stations.
2. Nurse Executive the one registered nurse from each
hospital with overall administrative responsibility
for the department of nursing and who reports to the
chief executíve officer.
3. occupational Stressors events or conditions in the
working environment that promote perceptions of
increased work-related stress.

rrthe degree to which events or
4. Stressfulness
conditions involve uncomfortable feelings or
sensations such as fear, anxiety, I,'iorry, concern,
frustration or angerr' (Mu11en , !985, p. 370) .
Some of

the Iiterature pertaining to occupational
stress has its basis in role theory. Terms unique to role
theory appear in the literature review and therefore require
definition to enhance the reader's understanding of the
review.

rrthe expected and actual behaviours
associated with a position'r (Hardy & Hardy, L988, p.

5. Role

165).

72

rrdesignates

various role
relationships inherent in occupying a particular
positiontt (Scai-zi, 1990, p. 85).
7. Rol-e Set Diversity
requirement of a person to
maintain working relationships with others in wide
variety of complimentary roles (Snoek, L966).
tra social structural condition in
8. Role Stress
which role obligations are vague, irritating,
difficult,
conflicting , oy impossible to meetil
(Hardy & Hardy, 1988, p. 165).
rrfelt difficulty in job performancefr
RoIe Strain
(Arñdt '& Laeger , I97 Oa, p. 253) .
10. RoIe Conflict
rol-e expectations are contradictory
or mutually exclusive .(Hardy & Hardy, 1988).
l-l-. Role Ambiguity role expectations. are vague or lack
ctarity (Hardy & Hardy, 1988).
12. Role overload
role . expectations are excessive
relative to tirne availabte (Hardy & Hardy, 1988).
13. RoIe Diffusion
the inability to keep separate the
activities and behaviours of an individual-rs various
roles (Long & I,rÏeinert, 1989).
l-4. Boundary Position - one in which some members of the
individual rs role set are located in another
department 'within the same organization or in
(Kahn,
another organization entirely
Quinn,
6. RoIe

Set

Rosenthal, Snoek & Wo1fe, 7964).

the
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Organization of the Thesis

This introductory chapter has presented the statement
of the problem, the research question, the signíficance of
the study, and the conceptual framework and a definition of
terms used in the study. The second chapter provides a
review of literature relevant to the study. Chapter 3
outlines the methodology used in conducting the study.
Chapter 4 focuses on the results and analysis of the study.
The final chapter discusses the findings, the implications
for practice and the recommendations for future research.

I4
CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Very little
research reviewed proved relevant to the
topic under study. Much of the available literature is
anecdotal in nature and originated in urban areas of the
Uníted States. The literature revj-ew critically examined
the following topics: (1) Rural- health factors relevant to
rural nursing administration i (2) Rural nursing issues that
predispose the nurse executive to occupational stress; (3)
Rura1 nursing administration ì (4) Stress related to work and
families; (5) Executive stress ì (6) work stress among heal-th
care administrators ì (7 ) Occupational stress among nurse
executives.

Rural Health Factors

A number of rural heal-th factors and issues relevant to
rural- nursing administration are evident in the l-iterature.
Forty percent of Manitobats population lives outside the
cities of ï,rlinnipeg and Brandon (Manitoba Heaitf, Services
Commission, Tgg2). This rural poputation is served by 7I
community hospitals, excluding the northern and provincial
nursing stations (Manitoba Heal-th Services Commission,
l-991). Fifty (7OZ) of the 7L hospitals have 30 or fewer
beds. The majority of these hospitals are clustered in the
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extreme southern part of Manitoba often within a 30 minute

drive of each other (Appendix A). Most rural hospitals
continue to offer traditional medical-surgical, pediatric
and obstetrical- services for their communities (Canadian
Hospitat Association, L993) .
Rural people and rural- communities have unique values
and beliefs about health and health needs. A descriptive
study, that used both qualitative (ethnographic interviews)
and quantitative (survey) methods to col-lect data over a six
year period in rural Montana, identified concepts important
to understanding rural health needs and rural nursing
practice (Long C Weinert, Lggg; Weinert & Long , Lg87).
Health was def ined as rf the ability to work or to be
productive in oners rol-ett (Weinert & Long , L987, p. 452) .
Hea1th \^Ías of secondary importance to work; a work ethic
that may affect the use of social and health services.
Health care must therefore
geared to rural work
practices. Sel-f-reliance and independence were also key
concepts for rural people. As weII, they preferred the
informal- support of friends and families and resisted help
from persons seen as outsiders to their support system and
ne\^/comers to the community. Consequently, formal health
care services need, to be blended with the community's
informal helping system. Health care providers living in

L6

rural communitj-es were found to experience lack of anonymity
and greater role diffusion.
Establishing networks for
information exchange and peer support would help nurses deal
with the stresses of rural practice
Bu.ghy (1990) attributed

rural dwellersr reluctance to
seek otherts assistance to their work ethic, pride in selfreliance, fear of recei-ving insensitive treatment, and fear
that confidentiality may be broken. Functional illiteracy
may al-so deter them f rom seeking health care.
Ruralcommunities v/ere described as being slower
change
traditional cul-turaI values, pref erring less orgianized
bureaucrâcy, having lirníted employment opportunities and
fewer special interest groups. Intergenerational businesses
are common in rural communitj-es and the familyts j-ncome is
often dependent on the financial success of the arears major
industry. The recent farm crisis ín America was cited as
contributing to the increase in unemployment, accidents,
dornestic violence, child abuse and neglect in the rural
population.

Fenton, Rounds and ïha (1988) refer to rural dwell-ers
as economically and socially intertwined.
As a resuJ-t,
gaining support and acceptance for health programs and
changing health behav j-ours is greatly inf l-uenced by peer

pressure. Health care must be accessible and integrated
into daily routines of rural people's 1ives.
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Socioeconomic and health concerns specific

to ruralareas in the United States included an urban bias in
resource allocation, a higher proportion of elderly, a
declining utilization of services and the high incidence of
work- related injuries, hospitalization and deaths among
farmers (Vüakefield, 1990). Coupled with the disparity in
funding, rural hosp j-ta1s faced increased f inancial- burdens
related to an increase in medical tests and procedures, as
well ês, escalating costs for capital equipment and
employeest salaries and benef its
(Jamieson, l-981) .
Manitobars rural hospitals share many of these problems.
The allocation of financial resources is one part rural to
three parts urban despite the 40:60 ratio in population
(Horne, 1989). Horne justified this disparity in funding by
saying that rural- dwellers use urban health care facilities.
Manitoba data confirmed that many rural Manitobans admitted
to Winnipeg hospitals do not require complex care; however,
al-ternative services are often not availabl-e in their
community (Manitoba Hea1th , LggZ) .

As in the United States, rural Manitoba has a higher
proportion of elderly. Winnipeg has I2.5 percent of its
population over 65 years whereas L4.I percent of Manitobars
rural population is in this age category (Manitoba Health
Services Commission, 1990).
Rural hospitals will like1Y
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encounter greater demands for services as the elderly tend

to be heavy consumers of health care servíces.
Lo\ø, declining and fluctuating utilization

is an issue
for many rural hospitals in the United States (Fuszard,
Slocum & Wiggers, L99O; Kovner, L989). Many small rural
Manitoba hospitals have an occupancy rate of 50 percent or
less (Horne | 1-999; S. Derk, past Executive Director,
Manitoba Association of Registered Nursesr pêrsonal
interview, October, 1991). Twenty-five of Manitobats rural
hospitals reported less than 30 births peÈ year (Canadian
Hospital Association, 1993).
Reilly and Legge (1980)
asserted that a declining utilization
coupled with
escalating costs causes small- rural hospitals to be less
efficient and provide a lower quality of care.
Downs (1980) identified the following problems as
having an impact upon Canadars rural- hospitals during the

1980's: increased legislation and regulation which demand
higher standards of facilities
and their employees,
increased costs of employees t salaries and benefits,
difficulties
in recruiting specialists and providing
technical and support services, increased financial burden
due to a greater use of medical tests and procedures,
increased pressure to accept underqualified people in order
to remain open, and j-ncreased need for gerontological
services.

L9

Eighty-one percent of Manitobats doctors practice in
either Vüinnipeg or Brandon (Horne, 1989). fn the period

1980 1992, the number of phlzsicians in Winnipeg increased
22 percent and the population increased 10 percent. Duríng
this same period, the number of physicíans in rural areas
increased 12 percent white the population increased only 0.8
percent (Manitoba Health , L9g2). A , comparison of the
physician per lOOO population ratio between Winnipeg and
Manitoba's rural health regions makes this disparity
blatantly obvious. ïn Winnipeg there are approximately 2.5
physicians for each lOOO people whereas the Parkland,
Centrat, Interlake and Eastman regions each have less than
one physician for each 1OOO people (Manitoba Health, 1992) .
Rural- hospitals experience difficulties

in recruiting
and retaining physicians and specialists (Fuszard et âf. ,
1980i Jamieson, 1981; Vüakefield, lggO). Jamieson (1981)
attributes these problems to the dearth of technical and
personnel support in rural hospitals, professional isolation
and an overwhelning amount of responsJ-bility. Many rural
Manitoba communities have encountered .problems with frequent
physician turnovèr. Rura1 nurses and nurse administrators
indicated that, âs a result of this frdoctor-of-the-monthtr
syndrome, the scope of services in their hospital varied
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with,

the current physicianrs interests
(personal interviewsl , October, 1991).

and expertise

Manitobats rural health care províders and recipients
complain about the lack of coordination in the health care
system, including overlapping services, service gaps and an
inability to access services (Rura1 HeaIth Services Task
Force , 3,ggl) . vühile rural Manitobans were acutely ahlare of
such problems, they felt that they were powerless to change

the system. The Rural Health Services Task Force (1990)
recommended the amalgamation of Manitoba Health Services
Commission and the Community Health Services of Manitoba
Health in order to consolidate program delivery.
In
addition, the task force recommended the establishment of
regional councils to manage health care and budget.
all-ocations within each region.
In May I9g2, Man j-toba
Health issued its health reform p1an. As part of this plan
a Rural Health Advisory Council \¡/as established. This
council was:
challenged to implement, by fiscal year 1993/94 | a
realignrnent of up to 2OO rural hospital beds that could

1

In preparation for. teading a seminar on ruraI nursing, the investigator interviewed ruraI
nurses, ruraI nurse admjnistrators, the Intertake/East RegionaI Nurse Administrators Interest
Group and S. Derk, past.Executive Director, Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses, regarding
their perceptions of ruraI nursing issues, This seminar was done. as partiaI fuIfiIment for the
course Foundations, Issues and Irends Ín Nursing (49:70Ð. lnformation gteaned from these
intervieu¡s is incorporated into this Literature revieu.

staff
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be more effectively used by such examples as:
. placement of mental health patients j-n accordance

.
.
.
.

with the principles of mental health reform;
redirected services from urban centres;
replacement of some acute care beds with long term
oare facilities;
home care services and supports;
community health centres;
revj-ewing the progress of Westman Integrated Strategy
for Health (W.I.S.H.) to determine regional
applicability where appropriate. (Manitoba Health,
1992, p. 36).

Both American and Canadian Iiterature
suggest
regionalization, shared health services and increased
community services as solutions to providing cost-effective,
accessible and comprehensive health care for the rural
population (Downs, 1980; ,lamieson , L98I; Kovner , IgSg ì
Lahaie, 1990).
Defining the rural hospital as the
communityrs health centre with diversified services, such as
ambulatory clinics, day care programs and hospice care, is
key to its survival- (tahaie , l-g9o; ReiIly & Legge , 7980;
Robinson t 7987). Reilly and Legge (1980) suggest that small
rural- hospitals focus on services, such as.home health and
follow-up care, that cannot be provided at more distant
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urban centres. Some communíties have resisted regional
planning fearing that changes will result in a lower level
of healthcare service and a loss of jobs in the community
(Downs, 1980).

In summary, many rural health factors contribute to a
potentially
stressful working environment for nurse
executives in rural communities. 'Rural people are known to
consider work more important than health, to be independent
and to favour informal support systems (Long & V'leinert,
lrggg) over what they perceive as poorly coordinated health
services (Rural Health Services Task Force , I991). fn
addition, rural hospitals are troubled by decreased
occupancy rates, âD urban bias in provincial health care
dollars (Horne , L98g) , escalating costs in deliveri ng
services, physician recruitment and retention problems
(Downs, l-980), as well âsr the uncertainties associated with
Manitoba Health's (lr9g2) plan for healÈh reform.
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Rural Nursing Issues
Rura1 hospitals in the United States have an aging
nursing population and difficulty recruiting and retaining
ne\^r graduates (Fuszard et â1. , L99O) .
S. Derk, Past

Executive Director, Manitoba Association of Registered
Nurses, (personal interview, October, LggI) referred to the
ttgreying nursett in rural Manitoba as 54 percent of aIt
registered nurses are over 40 years old.
She expressed
concern that there may be an acute nursing shortage in the
next five to ten years as many rural nurses could retire at
the same time. A study of heatth care worker vacancies in
Manitoba (Manitoba HeaIth Organizations, IggO) also
predicted a rural nursing shortage related to a national
shortage and the nursest unwillingness to relocate to rural
areas. Probl-ems occur in recruiting into part time and
casual positions as nurses will not often relocate for less
than fuI1 time hours.
Rural staff nurses (personal
interviews, October, LggI) indicated that they work in the
community because they \iùere either raised there and./or they
married a ]ocal resident.
Rural nurses need a broad knowledge base, are
professionally isolated, and work with a lack of physical
and human resources (Anderson & Kimber , 1rggI). Rural nurses
must function as generalists;
specialization being
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inappropriate as they mu.st care for a wide variety of
patients (Fuszard et â1., 1990). On evenings, nights and
weekends the rural nurse may be the only staff on duty; an
overwhel-ming responsibility for which many fee1 ill-prepared
(Manitoba Health Organizations I I99Oi Rural HeaIth Services
Task Force, J:ggL). Experienced. urban nurses who had moved
to rural hospitals spoke about the huge adjustment required
before they became comfortabl-e with the responsibilit.y and
the generalist role in a rural hospital (personal
interviews, October , 1-9gi-) .
They missed the support of
other disciplines as wel-l- as the advanced technological
equipment avai-lable in city hospitals. The generalist role
is particularly problematic for ne\^/ graduates as they have
lirnited clinj-ca1 experience. Furthermorer Manitoba Health's
policy that a regj-stered nurse must be on duty at all times
limits the recruitment of nonregistered graduates to
hospitals that only have one
on shift (E. Heinrichs,
.nurse
Past Consultant, Manitoba Heal-th, personal communication,
November,

1-991-) .

Long and l¡Ieinert (L989) found that role diffusion
experienced more by rural nurses than urban nurses.

\üas

The

nursets roles in the community, such as parent, spouse, and
church attender, \¡¡ere related to the nursers ef fectiveness
as a heal-th professional.
Nurses also experienced
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professional ro1e diffusion as they were expected to
function i-n a variety of clinical areas: medical, surgical,
pediatrics, obstetrics and emergency. In addition, they
hrere often required to perform tasks of other hearth care
workers such as the pharmacist or dietician.
Rural nurses are described as |twelcomingil the chance to
perform ancillary duties when their hospitalts bed

utilization

\¡ras Iow as a \day of retaining fuII time
employment (Fuszard et a1., 1990). Rural nurses in Manitoba
indicated that clerical-, housekeeping, and other support was
often absent, increasing their workload with non-nursing
functions (personal interviews, October, f991).
As
hospitals are the onry 24 hour service in most small towns,
nurses also served as the dispatcheú for the fire department
and ambulance servi-ce .when the switchboard staff left after

the day shift.

As wetI, some rural_ nurses have taken
emergency medical- attendant training and provide ambulance
coverage when the need arises.
Rural- staff nurses also
confirmed that they assumed the duties of other
professionals, recognizing that there was insufficient
funding to hire additionat staff.
The Interlake/East Nurse Administrators
(group
interview, October, l,ggl-), affirmed that rural nurses
access to continuing education is impeded due to distance,
I
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cost and insufficient personnel (Anderson & Kimber, L991,).
Timel iness of continuing education programs \^/as aI so
problematic as many seminars occurred when the nurses'
families \¡¡ere seeding or harvesting. Moreover, the limited
education budgets of rural hospitals restricted nursesf
initial orientation to this setting.
Most rural communities do not have in-hospital
physician coverage around the clock (Fuszard et âf., 1,990).
Local physicians take call from home: As a rqsult, rural
nurses have a great deal of autonomy in decision making, are
consulted and trusted by physicians and are highly respected
in their communities (Fuszard et a1. , LggO) .
Wiens (1990) suggested that' the absence of physicians

on dutlr contributes to rural nursest frustrations when
tttheir lack of autonomy prevents immediate response to
patient needsrr (p. 15).

ladders and
shared governance v/ere proposed as models to expand rural
nursesr autonomy. Cl-inical Iadders permit expanded practice
for expert clinical nurses. Establishing protocols that
authorize expert nurses to administer certain medícations
without a physiciants order or to make decisions about diet
and activity changes legitimizes and encourages autonomous
practice.
In a nodified shared governance model staff
nursesr autonomy is increased by their participation on
Expanded clinical
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committees that govern nursing practice, establish standards

for nursing practice, define and assess quality nursing care
and address the continuing education needs of nurses. fn
addition, representation on the nursing department's
executive committee provides clinical nurse input into
management decision rnaking and an avenue for their concerns
to be heard.
fn summary, rural nursing issues create potentially
stressful demands on nurse executives in ruraf community
hospitals. Faced with an aging nursíng population in their
communities (Fuszard et â1., IggO; S. Derk, personnel
interview, October, IggL) , anticípated recruitment and
retention difficulties
(Manitoba HeaIth Organizations
Incorporated, 1,gg}) , and lirnited opportunities for
continuing education for their staff (Anrlerson & Kimber,
I99L) rural nurse executives will be challenged to ensure a
complement of nurses that can function as generalists
(Fuszard et â1. , IggO) in an environment of increased
responsibiJ-ity (Manitoba Hea1th Organizations fncorporated,
1990) and with limited physical and human resources
(Anderson & Kimber, IggI).
Rural Nursing Administration

The Iiterature on rural nursing administration is
sparse. Moreover, few research studies related to ruraf
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nursing administration have been published.
the available literature foflows.

An overview of

The administrative behaviours of ten rural_ nursing
directors and the contextual el-ements affecting their jobs
were explored in a quatitative study by Henry and Moody
(1986). These di-rectors were expected to be rrjacks-of-al1trad.esfr , to be prof icient
in clinical practice, well
informed in several- specialities, and to perform well as
managers. They also needed excellent public relations
skilIs and to ensure the delivery of highly personalized
care. The nursing directors experienced high l-evel-s of
stress related to long hours of work and feeling
inadequately prepared to deal with the political
and
financial aspects of their job.
The rural nursing
directorst job challenges included setting goals and
policies when future technology, population, government
regulations and economic status trúere uncertain; balancing
the arlocation of resources (especially human resources) and
motivating and controlling subordinates.
Henry and Moody's (1986) effective rural nursing
directors knew their communities and rocal politics well and
$/ere skil-lfur in infruencing others to achieve their goa1s.
They gathered information from a variety of sources, both
in-hospital and from the community, and performed a wide
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range of agenda-setting activities amid many interruptions.
The most effective nursing directors had built large diverse

networks and spent most of their time accomprishing tasks

through communicating with others. Decisions \^/ere often
made based on first hand observations and face-to-face
contacts. They had a strong sense of the hospital's history
and the needs of both hospital and community. The authors
identified the small- sampre síze, the unique characteristics
of the rural population studied, and the broadly stated
research questions as being limitations to their study.
McMillan (1983) surveyed 26 hospital nursing directors
in rural Montana about management. Their job situation
priorities, ranked from most to l-east important, were: the

opportunity to experience a sense of accomplishment,
opportunity to use oner s skills,
pleasant coworkers,
recognition in the job, job stability,
salary and
promoti-ons. These directors v/ere often the onry nursing
administrative persons for their facilities.
They were
consulted by the hospital administrator and they, in turn,
consurted with their staff on nursing matters. Most had
totar control of patient care standards, nursing poricies
and personnel hiring/firing
but very few had total control
over their nursing budget. The author suggested that this
Iack of control limits their organizational- power and
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discretion

and

their

effectiveness

1n

human resource

management.

Besides managing the nursing department, rural nurse

adminj-strators
frequently involved in direct patient
care, are responsible for support services, and serve on
many hospital and community committees (Johnson & Barba,
:-.992). They are often second in command at the hospital,
providing institution-wide leadership in the hospital
administrator's absence. Rural nurse administrators are
challenged to remain current with professional issues,
examine the. impact of these issues on care delivery, attract
nursing students for clinical
experj-ences/ create an
environment where nurses feel empowered, ensure immediate
access to clinical nurse specialists and other patient care
resources in larger institutions,
via communication
technology, and influence decisions regarding the quality
and quantity of heal-th care services available to small
rural communities. Rural nurse administrators need to be
educated in the unique characteristics of rural communities,
networking and negotiating ski1Is, as well as, financial and
resource managemerit for smal_I hospitals.
EstabI ishing
support systems with educational institutions and peers was
suggested as an alternative to formal educational programs.
Chapman (1968) reported that

nursing directors in
smaller hospitals hrere responsible for pharmacy, purchasi-ng,
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admission, central service, housekeeping and rnåteriel-s
management. Their major problems related to staffing,
nurse-doctor rel-ationships, inter- and intra-departmental
harmony and counselling personnel. AII- directors planned
staff coverage whereas only 72 percent submitted budgets.
High importance is placed on day-to-day operations and
structured activities in smal1 hospitals (Erickson, 1980).
The diversity of roles common to rural nurse executives

hlas described by the Interlake/East Regional Nurse
Administrators (group interview, October, 1991).
In
addition to managing the nursing department, the nurse
executives often functioned as infection control officer,
quality assurance coordinator, staff nurse, purchasing
agent, pharmacist and/or acting hospital administrator. As
well, rural nursing directors were often' on 24 hour cal-I to
assist at the hospital as required
ManÍtobats rural- nurse administrators are not wel-I
prepared academically. for the responsibilities of their
jobs. Twenty-four percent have only their basic nursing
diplorna and 59 percent have only a post basic certificate
(Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses, IggI),
The
Canadian Hospital Associationfs fntroduction to Nursing
Management and the

University of Manitobats Nursing
Administration in the Health Care System are the two
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certificate programs most common]y completedt neither of
which have a broad enough scope of information to prepare
nursing directors for administering an entire cìepartment (s.
Derk, Past Executive Dj-rector, Manitoba Association of
Registered Nurses, personal interview, October t TggI). The
education profile of Manitoba's rural nursing directors is
shown in Tabre 1 (Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses¡
1ee1).

Table

1

Education Profile of Directors of Nursinq
i-n Rural Acute Care Hospitats
Doctorate
Masters

O9o

3.7e"

Baccalaureate

13.0å

Post Basic Diploma

59.32

Diploma in Nursing

24.t2

Based on her interactions with rural nurse executives

they consurted her about difficult situations, such as
physícian po\,rer relationships, labour relations j-ssues, et
reporting professional misconduct, S. Derk fèIt that they
v/ere ill-prepared
to
handl-e
these situations.
Interlake/East Regional nurse executives agreed that they
were i1l-prepared for their responsibilities and needed more
education,. however, distance, cost and rack of avail_abl_e
when
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time were cited as prohibitive
October, I99I).

factors (group interview,

Professional isolation is also an issue for rural nurse
administrators.
The fnterlake/East Regional nurse
executives affirmed that in their rural hospitars they r^rere
th.e only nurse managers and the only non-unionized nurses
(group interview, October, LggI) .
Many regional nurse

administrators' interest groups have been established for
networking, information sharing and col1egial support.
The Canadian College of Health Service Executives is

a

national association avaitable to health care executives for
professionar networking and leadership development (canadian
College of Hea1th Service Executives, 1991). College
members can establish contacts both provinciatly, ät chapter
meetings, and nationally,
at conferences.
Ongoing
educational- and career development programs are offered by
the College. In addition, the Colleqe's Certified Hea1th
Executj-ve program is becoming a recogrrtized national standarcl
of professionalisrn in health service management. OnIy seven
of Manitoba t s rural nurse executives are members of the
canadian college of Health service Executives (ccHSE); two
of them being Certified Health Executives (CHE) (Canadian
College of Health Servíce Executives , 1992). Membership and
certifj-cation are more common among rural hospital chief
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executive officêrs.
The differences between the chief
executíve officers and directors of nursing membershj-p is
shown in Table 2.
Table

2

canadian cofleqe of Hearth service Executives Membership of

Chief Executive Officers & Directors of Nursinq in Ruial
Manitoba's Acute Care Hospitals
cEo

# Hospitals

CCHSE

DON

CHE

Member

Rural
Urban

62
853

29

CCHSE

CHE

Member
10

72
42

(lrlinnipeg & Brandon)

fn summáry, there are characteristics unique to rural
nursing administration that predispose nurse executives
working in rural setting's to job-related stress.
Rural
nurse executives are expected to be expert crinicians and
competent mangers (Henry & Moody, l-9g6) for nursing as well
as a variety of other departments (Chapman, Lg68i
Interlake/East Regional Nurse Administrators, group
interview, October, J,gg:-i Johnson & Barba I Lgg2) despite
being i1I prepared for these responsibte positions (Henry &
Moody, 19g6ì s. Derk, past Executive Dj-rector, Manitoba
Association of Registered Nurses, personal interview,
October I 1gg1). Moreover, they often laclc the support of
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other nursing administrative persons (McMillan, 1983).
Distance, lack of tine and cost have rimited rural nurse
executives' involvement in ongoing education (rnterlake/East
Regional Nurse Administrators, group interview, October,
1991) and professional development activities
(Canadian
College of Health Services Executj-ves, IggZ).
Stress Related to Work and Family Roles

A potential source of stress for nurse executives is
the conflict between work and family ro1es. Based on a
review of the literature, Greenhaus and BeutelI (1985)
defined work-farnily confl-ict as a type of rol-e conflict in
which the rol-e pressures from the work and famíly domains
are incompatible in some respect. work-family confl-ict
exists when the time devoted to one role, or the strain from
participation in one role, oy the specific behaviours
required by one rol-e make it dif f icult to fulf il-1 the
requirements of another rol-e. The three forms of workfaniry conflict are tj-me-based, strain-based and behaviourbased conflicts.
Time-based conflict arises when work
schedules, work orientation, marriage, children or spousal
employment patterns interfere with participation in either
the work role or the family role.
Strain, conflict, or
absence of family support, and conflict within the work
domain may
contríbute
to
strain-based conf 1i-ct.
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rncompatibre behaviour expectations between home (warmth,
openness) and work (aggressiveness, independence) result in

the behaviour-based conflict (Greenhaus and Beutel1, 1995).
In a two part study, Kopelman, Greenhaus and Connotly
(1983) exarnined the construct validity of scales developed
to measure work conflict, family conflict and the inter-rore
confl-ict between work and family roles: In addition, they
studied the relationships between the focal constructs and
the constructs, job satisfaction, family satisfaction and
l-ife satisfaction using correl-ationar and path analysis.
The strongest relationships occurred. between work conflict
and job satisfaction,
fami-ly conflict
and famiJ-y
satisfaction, and between both job and family satisfactions
and life satisfaction. Moderate linkages were found between
both work and role confricts and inter-role conflict.
The
authors identified the small sample size (N:91), use of a
convenience sample, and the failure to obtain longitudinaldata as methodological weaknesses of their study.
Most nurse executj-ves are women, whereas most other
health care executives are men. Vühen working in a
traditional mare domain, \iüomen add the rrmasculj-nerr role to
their identity.
As a result, they experj-ence sex-roIe
conflict, which contributes torrhome versus officefrrole
confrict often experienced by career women (chusmir &
Durand, 1987)

.
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Barnett and Baruch ( 19g 3 ) studied \^/omen ' s involvement
in multiple roles in relation to ror-e conf r ict, ror-e
overload, and anxiety. significant rerationships v/ere found
between the role of parent and rore conflict,

role overload,
and role anxiety. ïn addition, the quality of experience
within a vromenrs roles of paid worker, wife and mother was a
major independent predictor of role overload, role conflict
and anxiety. work family conflict has not been investigated
as a source of nurse executi_ves r role stress.
In summary, when nurse executivest diverse rofes at
work cl-ash with their roles at home, they will be subjected
to the stress of rol-e confricts.
Moreover, female nurse
executives' may experience the stress associated with the
multiple roles of a career woman.
Executive Stress

Role confrict has been purported to be a stressor that
contributes to adrninistrator burnout (Harvey & Raider,
1984). when the administrator's values confr-ict with the
demands of the administrative role or when the
administrator's service goals differ with the priorities of
funding agencies, the potential for stress exists.
Relationships with funding bodies, boards .and other
agencies, accountability to consumers, and acting as the
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liaison between employeesf needs and demands of the externalenvironment are stressors unique to the administràtive role
(Harvey & Raider, I9B4) .
Burke and Belcourt

(I974)

studiecl the occupational

stress and coping responses of

I37 managers employed by

Canadars Federal Government.
Participants rated L4
individuaf stress j-tems on a four-point scale.
These
managers \^Iere concerned about having the required
information to do their job, feeling uneasy about lack of
career development and too heavy a workl-oad. They \^iere
rarely bothered by too much responsibitity,
feeling
unqualified for their jobs, feeling pressurecl to improve
performance or ignorance about what their next job would be.
Ro1e ambiguity and rol-e overload hiere identified

through

a

factor analysis of the 14 stress Ítems. Managers scoring
high in role ambiguity were younger, better educated females
who received less income and had shorter lengths of service
in their present jobs and the government. The hiqh role
overload group had more females, lesser incomes, less formal
education, longer servibe in the system and intermediate
length of time in their present jobs.

and
]-96

The relationship between potential sources of stress
manifestations of il-I-heal-th was the focus of a study of
senior managers in England (Cooper & Melhuish, 1980). A
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four stage research process was used.. First,

each manager

underwent a medical examination.
Second, a clinical
intervíew and questionnaires (health measures) were used to
obtain information about the managerts worklife and personalcircumstances. Third, the hearth measures and potentiar
stressors hrere reduced, by factor analysis, to a few groups.
Lastly, multiple regression anarysis r,r/as used to determine
the rerationship between physical and mental health measures
(raised blood pressure, poor physical fitness and mental

itI-heal-th) .
The manager at risk of hypertension \^/as
outgoing, tough-mínded, sel_f-sufficient,
forthright,
venturesome and aggressive. This manager al-so experienced
conflict
between personal and company values, poor
rel-ationships with subordinates and corleagues and little
social support from home or work. The Type A/ assertive,
expedient manager whose varues confrict with the company was
prone to poor physical fitness.
Furthermore, the manager
who worked in a poor organizationat climate and experi-enced
demands from other peopre and the company v/as vulnerable to
poor physical fitness. The tense, apprehensive, suspicious,
serious but intelligent
manager who experienced job
insecurity was at risk ôf mental ill-health.
ïn summary, executives experience many job-related
stressors incl-uding rore conflicts (cooper & Merhuish, rg}oì
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Harvey

&

Raider, Ig84) , role ambiguity and role overload
Belcourt , l-97 4) ,
Difficult
relationships with

(Burke &
funding agencies, boards (Burke & Belcourt, I974) ,
subordinates and colleagues coupled with a poor
organizational climate and Iack of social- supports also
cause executj-ve stress (Cooper & Melhuish, 1980).

Having

accountability to consumers and serving as the l-iaison
between the organization and its external environment is
also stressful (Harvey & Raider, LgB4). Nurses functioning
in executive roles are subjected t.o these same stressors.
Work Stress Among Health Care Administrators

trHealth services administration is one of the most
difficult
and complex of management challenges" (Quick,
Dalton, Nelson & Quick, 1985, p. 103). The unique and
stressful challenges of hospital administration include
direct interaction with diverse public and professional
groups (physicians, nurses, the public and government), an
inconqruent social status with physicians, Iack of col-legiaI
support, and a heavy workload. The increased emphasis on
cost-effective services, alternative servj-ce delivery
systems and. consumerism are al-so stressful. Restrictions in
decision-making freedom,
rnaking decisions :iegarding
staffing, equipment and policies that have life-and-death
impact without the technical information and the failure to
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make transitions

stress-inducing

in roles from job to home are further

demands.

In a national survey, Numerof, Hendin and .Cramer (]9g4)
explored occupationar stressors, coping strategies and
demographic characteristics in relation to stress symptoms

in health administrators. rnitial data on stressors r^/ere
collected via terephone interviews, content analysed and
deveroped into a questionnaire.
The questionnaire \¡/as
mailed to
chief
executive
of f j_cers,
associate
administrators, directors of nursing, presidents of medical
staff and other department heads (N=143). Mean stress
scores for each stressor listed in the questionnaire were
carculated and rank-ordered to determine the rel-ative
intensity of associated stress. The totatr stress score lüas
val-idated by correration with a global measure of stress.
Directors of nursing reported the highest total stress score
of all positions, whereas their stress symptom scores were
at the rower end of the ranges. All groups demonstrated
emotj-onal symptoms, followed by interpersonal and
internarized mj-nor somatic symptoms as their most frequent
stress outcomes. Nursing directors reported depressive
symptoms as the third most frequent outcome, whereas
externar behaviour symptoms v/ere reported by the other
groups. The authors attribute this difference to the fact
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that most nursing directors are v/omen, who tend to report
greater incidence of depressj-ve symptoms than men.

a

The three top stressors for the executive group as a
whole v¡ere having too many time demands, meeting one I s o\^in

expectations for excellence, and having to wait for others
to get things done (Numerof et ê1., 1984). Directors of
nursing rated having too many time demands, getting others
to carry out their job responsibilities,
and seeing

organieational problems but not having the resources to
correct them as their t'hree most stressful- situations.
Response-set bias occurring during questionnaj-re completion
and the lack of longitudinal data were identified as the
studyrs limitations.
General- hospital administrators were studied to
determine their work stressors and to examine the
rel-ationships between their perceived stressors and
demographic variables, extra-organizational- stressors and
physical and mental- symptoms (White & lüisdom, Lgg5ì Wisdom,
1984). Cooper and Marshallrs (1.978) model \^/as the studyrs
conceptual framework. The rnethodology included a mailed
questionnaire (N=71) to explore the stress factors, followed
by interviews (N=10) to add qualitative insights to the
survey findings. six main stress factors \¡/ere identified.
The Írnpact of time or lack of time related to decision
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making, being caught between confl-icting groups such as the
board of dì-rectors, community groups and medical staff v/ere

priority

stressors.

As well,

involvement in boundary
spanning activities when middre managers failed to resolve
operational issues or when interacting with government
agencles lras stressful. The final-priority
stressor related
to the rate of changer âs werl âs, the volume of technical
information managed by the administrator.
Stress related to role ambiguity, rol_e conflict and
organizational- poritics lessened with increased age and
administratorsr experience in the field and in their
positions, but increased with exposure to extraorganizational stress (Wisdom, 1,9g4) .
Signif j,cant
predictors of physical illness were dissatisfaction with the
difficurty of work to be performed, concern over the gravity
of decisions to be made, and perceptions of inadequate
influence.
Mental illness
\^/as
associated with
dissatisfaction with the quantity of work required.
survey asked nursing
home
adininistrators to identify and then rank stressors according
to the degree of negatj-ve emotion elicit.ed by the stressorrs
description. The nomj-nal- group and derphi technj-ques \^/ere
used to generate the prioritized stressors. study findings
reported that boundary spanning activities with çtate
Mullen I s

(

le85

)
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legislators and regulatory agencies, the press and other
media, patients' fanilíes and the generar public were most
stressful. stressors related to employee rel-ations such as
people not doing their jobs, recruiting and retaining
quarified staff, rack of care, concern and commitment by
staff, lack of cooperative relationships among staff, and
having to counsel and,/or fire employees \^/ere next most
j-rnportant. The highest stressors tended to be outside the
administrators t control- ( inconsistenc j-es among inspectorrs
interpretation of ru]es and regulations, inspectorsl
negative attitudes and the attitudes and conduct of
legislators) .
Lappa (1989) summarized the results of an American
Hospitar Pubrishing, rnc., survey on chief executive officer
stress.
An overwhelming gB .7 percent of 3BO hospital
executives consider their positions stressfulrt (p. 5O).
chief executive officers ranked stress factors on a scare of
one to five, with five being most stressful.
Their causes
of stress, in descending order/ v/ere financial probJ-ems,
difficulties with recruitment and retention of staff, heavy
workload and poor medicar staff rerati-ons. pressures from
the Board and public/community ranked lower in terms of the
amount of stress they produced.
tf

role ambiguity and job dissatisfaction
v¡ere studied in hospital executives in Texas (Burke, r9B9).
Rol-e conflict,
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The study population included all members of the American

CoIlege of Health Care Executives in Houston and San
Antonio.
Respondents (N=119)
completed a mailed
questionnaire that included the Rizzo, House and Lirtzman
(L97O) scale to measure role conflict and role ambiguity,
the Porter and Lawler (1969) job satisfaction instrument and
organizationar demographics. Hospital executives reported
l-ower role conf l-ict and role ambiguity scores Rizzo and
colleaguesr (rg7o) than industriaf managers. Executives
higher in the organization reported l-ower levers of role
conflict, although the differences v¡ere not significant.
Rol-e ambiguity and. job satisfaction varied according to the
l-ever in the organization with chief executive officers
reporting
significantly
Iess
role
ambiguity and
significantly more job satisfaction than their subordinates.
In summary, âs Manitoba t s rural- nurse executives take
on broader executive functions or assume the role of chief
executive offj-cer they wirl likery experience many of the
unique and 'stressfur demands of hospital administration.
Heavy workl0ad (Lappa I 1989; Quick et â1., 1985), tirne
demands (Numerof et â1. , 1,984; I¡üisdom , rgg4) and boundary
spanning activi-ties within and outside the organization
(Mul1en, 1985; Quick et â1. , 1985; Wisdom, Igg4) are
stressors common to health care executives. other sources
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of stress inctude managing confricts (VÍisdom I r9B4) and
difficurt employee and medical staff relations (Lappa, r9B9;
Mu11en, 1985) in the absence of colleagial support (euick et
âf., 1985). Heal-th care executives also have concerns about
the volume of technical information managed, âs well âs,
having the appropriate technical information for deciçion
making (Quick et â1., 1985; Wisdom, tg}A) .
Financial
problems and recruitment and retention difficulties
are also
known stressors for this group (Lappa, lggg).
Occupational Stress Among Nurse Executives

Professional-managerial conflict is a source of rol_e
conflict for nurse administrators (Nyberg, L989; Styles,
le88).
Professionals experience conflicting
role
expectations when the idea]ized perception of their rore, âs
hel-d by members of their profession, differs

from the role
expectation that emerges in the work setting (Carey,
craighead & Netzel, 1988). Directors of nursing v/ere found
to experience conflicting
role expectations as the
expectation of humanistic caring, nurturing and sympathetic
qualities to which nurses are soci-arized differed from the
multiple dimensions of their positions that emerged in the
hospitals (Carey et âI., tgBB). The authors referred to
confl-icting role expectatj-ons as role dissonance, a facet of
rol-e confrict experienced by nurses in administrative
positions.
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As a top-1evel administrator, the nurse executj-ve is
rrexpected to perform an array of activities
with an
unusually diverse professional group'r (Kulbok , IggZ, p.
1ee).
Arndt and Laeger (I97Oa) designed a study to
determine whether directors of nursing have a diversified
role set and, if so, to explore the relationship between
their role set diversity and rore strain. Rore strain was
defined as rrfelt difficulty
in job performancer (p,253).
Their study was based on the work of snoek (1,g66) who
described a diversified role set as one that invo]ves
maintaining working relationships with a wide variety of
complimentary roles.
Snoek asserted that the more
diversified the rore set, the greater the possibirity of
role conflict as each role occupant develops expectations
attuned to their or^/n goars and values. Role set diversity
was more common in supervisory than nonsupervisory jobs
(Snoek, 1966).
Arndt and Laeger (I97Oa) administered
questionnaires during personal interviews to a random sample
of 47 directors of nursing from carifornia hospitals. Three
instruments were used: a tool to determine the percentage
of tirne the directors of nursing interact with members of
their work rore set, a rist of members within each rofe set
and the Job Related Stress Tension Index (Kahn et âI. ,
1964). Directors of nursing were found to have a highfy
diversified role set with the largest number of rore senders
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being outside their department. The number of rore senders
increased with organizational- size. Kurbok (rggz) described
nurse executivesr role set as including subordinates, the
chief executi-ve of f icer, the ,governing board, other
department heads, physicíans, patients, families, other
nurse executives, and professional organizations. Arndt and
Laegerrs (1970a) study design did not permit establ-ishing â
causal- rerationship between rore set diversity and rore
strain.

Arndt and Laeger (l-970b) also explored directorsr of
nursing sources and consequences of stress.
conflicts
within the structure of the work role, conflicts between the
work role and other roles of importance (work:famiry),
confricts between role demands and personar needs, values
and abilities,
role overload, and ro]e ambiguity were
significant sources of stress. The study demonstrated that
nurse executives occupied boundary positions, linking two
departments. They also experienced many confl-icting rore
pressures as they h/ere bombarded with differing role
expectations from all others in their role set.
A qualitative study designed to determine the factors
leading to job satisfaction and dissatisfaction among z6
acute care nursing directors identified major stressors as
l-ack of achievement, aspects of the work itself, hospitar
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policies,
confrict
with immediate supervisors/ and
interpersonar relations (Kovner & oliver, 1977). Herzbergrs
notivation-hygiene theory (Herzberg, Mausner & snyderman,
1959) was used as the conceptual framework. Half the sample
hlas asked to describe a work situation in which they fel-t

exceptionally good and half were asked to describe a work
situation in which they fel-t exceptionarly bad. Hygiene
factors, which lead to job dissatisfaction,
included
interpersonal- relations, supervision-technicar factors (rrthe
competence or fairness of the directorsr superiors or the
directorsr willingness to delegate responsibilityrt, p. 62),
hospital poricy and job security. Motivators, those factors
which lead to job sati-sfaction, v¡ere mentioned in both
positive and negative stories.
Herzbergrs theory \¡/as
therefore not supported by the findings.
In a descriptive study, Johnson (19g6) explored the
rerationship between work values and the l-evel- of role
stäain in a sample of 113 top-revel nurse administrators in
washington and oregon. work values were defined as the
meaning individuars attach to thein work. Rore strain vras
the subjective state of' distress experienced by the role
occupant when exposed to role stress.
Rore stress was
defined as societal-, structurar conditions in which toi"
obligations are difficurt,
confricting or impossible to
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meet. Instruments included a demographic questionnaire, the
Survey of Work Values tool and the Job Demands and Work
Hearth instrument. Quantitative work]oad and responsibirity
for others were significant sources of rore strain and
subsequent stress for nurse administrators
i

Scal-zi ( l-984 , IgBg , Iggo) studied role stress in topIevel nurse executives. A descriptive correlatíonal design
vras used to identify the levels of role conf lict', rol_e
ambiguity, job satisfaction and depressive symptoms, the
mai or sources of j ob-rel-ated stress, and the rel-ationships
among these variabres. This study's rnethodology consisted
of maj-l-ed questionnaires (N:75) folrowed by semi-structured
j-nterviews with some respondents (N=30). Rízzo, House &
Lirtzman's (r97o) role confrict and rofe ambiguity scales
and the centre for Epidemiologic studies Depression scare
(Radloff , Ig77) v/ere used. Three predominant job stressors
$/ere identif ied: overload stressor rel-ated to too many
expectations; quality concern stressor related to poor
quality of nursing staff, medical staff and patient care;
lack of support stressor related to their supervisors and
subordinates
and
to
difficult
interdepartmental
relationships. Role confrict and rore ambiguity v/ere both
negatively related to job satisfaction.
Similar
correrations were reported in other managerial groups (Burke

5L

& scalzi,

¡ Rizzo et aI.,

r97o). scalzi (1990) reported
relationships between increased role conflict and increased
rol-e ambiguity, increased quality concern stress, and
decreased job satisfaction.
Higher l-eveJs of depressive
symptoms \^/ere associated with higher revef s of role
confrict, rore ambiguity and quality of concern stressor and
lower leve1s of job satisfaction.
19gB

scalzits ràsults for nurse executives were compared
with Burkers results for Lr9 hospital executives (Burke &
Scalzi, l-998).
Nurse executives reported higher role
conflict and rore ambiguity scores than the hospital
executives, although the dif f erences tÀ/ere not substantíal .
Both groups reported significantry

l-ess rore ambiguity than

did the corporate and managerial staff (N=199) in Rizzo,
House and Lj-rtzman's (rg7o) original study.
Their role
conf lict
scores \¡/ere also l_ower, but not signif icantly
l-ower, than Rízzo and corleaguesr scores. scal-zi (J,9go)
attributed the nurse executivesf lower role conflict scores
to the fact that the Rizzo, House and Lirtzman scale was not
sensitive to role overload, a stressor reported by all nurse
executives during their intervíews.
schuler, Aldag and
Brief (1977) studied role conflict and rol-e ambiguity among
staff. nurses (N:374) in general hospitals,
schuler and
associates staff nurses I rol-e conflict scores were ress than
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s nurse executives however,
scores \¡/ere similar

Scal-zi

I

their

role ambiguity

cohen (1989, r99o) used a descriptive correlational
design to explore the occupational stressors, coping
strategies and sources and types of sociar support of nurse
executives, compare the sample's level of psychologic
symptomatology with

norms and examine the effects of
stressors, social support and optimism in predicting
psychologic well-being. The sample included public health
nursing directors from california.
Data were corl-ected
through a rnailed questionnaire (N:43) and forrow-up
interviews (N=21-). The revj-sed hassl-es and uplifts scal-e
(Delongis, Forkman & Lazarus, 1988) and open-ended interview
questions with probes on Lack of funding, program changes,
understaf f ing, workload and quality of care concerns , r¡/ere
used to gather data regarding work stressors. The brief
symptom inventory was used to assess psychorogic symptoms.
occupational- stressors identified during the interviews
were, in rank order, lack of funding, severe work overload,
understaffing due_ to recruitment problems and position
freezes, role conflict and role ambiguity, inadequate
working space and conditions, political issues, program
changes, quarity of care and staff competency concerns, lack
of power, ethical concerns, relationships with superiors,
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increased reguration, communication difficulties
and legar
concerns regarding scope of practice.
Nurse executives
experienced some psychologic distress, although not at
dysfunctionar l-evelsr âs werl as physical symptoms, such as
sreep disturbances, gastro-intestinal symptoms/ overeating,
muscle tightness in the neck and headaches.

vühile data from the intervÍews portrayed moderatery
stressed nurse executives, total hassres faí1ed to reach
statistical significance in a regressj-on anarysis. The
authors suggested that, rrbecause most of the directors \^/ere
moderatery stressed, there was not enough variance to yield
a good prediction" (p.210) or the hassles scale did not
address the nature and scope of stress experienced by the
nurse executives (Cohen, 1990).
The Health Professions Stress Index (Wolfgang, 1988)
was used to measure the stress of 4g long-term care
directors of nursing in New york (Kann, LggI).
These
directors of nursing vrere found to have moderate to high
level-s of stress. Their high stress areas related to the
perception of having no peer support nor authority to make
decisions, operating with inadequate members of staff, whire
being rimited Ín recruitment efforts by budget constraints,
quantitative workload, nehr federal regulations and
associated documentation, sensory overl-oad, and. managing
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confricts.
As the order, more experienced directors of
nursing reported l-ess stress, Kann (Lggr) suggested that,
with rnaturity and experience, directors either r-earn to
manage their stress or their stress ressens as their
management skills develop.
Summary

Rural communitíes and rural
hospitals
have
characteristics unique to their setting.
RuraI nurse
executives are responsibLe for providing nursing services to
a population that places work before health, is self-reriant
and independent, and prefers informal support systems (Long
& Weinert, 1989; Vüeinert & Long, ]ggT). Other unusual
circumstances that rural nurse executives encounter are an
urban bias in resource allocation (Horne I rg}g) | a declining
utirization of hospital services (Horne, rgeg) , difficulty
recruiting physicians and nurses (Fuszard et âf. , rggo) and
a state of transition in rural health servj-ces , (Manitoba
Heartht rggz). Furthermore, rurar nursesr general-ist roles,
increased scope of responsibilities due to the tack of
physicians, other professionals and support staff,
professional isoration and rimited opportunities for
continuing education are issues common to rural nurses
(Anderson & Kimber, IggÐ.
These issues are 1ikely to
complicate recruitment. and retention probJ-ems for ruralhospitals in the future
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Rurar nurse executives function both as managers and
direct care providers (Henry & Moody, L9B6), assume
responsibility for support services and serve as the
hospitarrs liaison on many committees (Johnson & Barba,
rgg2) - They face a multitude of job challenges (chapman,
1968; Henry & Moody, :9g6i Johnson & Barbat rg92) while
being i11-prepared for their responsibilities and feeling
professionally isol-ated from other nurse executives
(rnterlake/East Regi-onal Nursing Directors, group interview,
october, L991). Nurse executives have diversified role sets
and occupy boundary positions in complex stressfur
organizations (Arndt & Laeger , L97oa¡ Arndt & Laeger,
1970b). Ar1 factors combined create many challenges for
rural nurse executives chal-lenges that set the stage for
them to experience occupational stress.
Occupational stress has been acknowledged at the
executive lever but litLle research has been reported.
Research rerated to stressors for heaïth care executives is
al-so limited.
These studies varied in methodologies and
stressor outcomes. Three recent Ameri-can studíes have
investigated the major factord contributing to nurse
executives I occupational- stress
certain stressors were
commonly identified:
work overload (cohen I rggoi Kann,
l-991ì Scal-zi, ]-984), concerns about the quality of care
.
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delivered

I LggIì Scalzi, L984) , inadequate staffing
(Cohen I I99Oi Kann, Iggl-) , role conf1ict and role ambiguity
(Cohen I
tggoi Scalzi,
1984)
and increased government
regulations (Cohen, l99O; Kann, lee1).
(Kann

These studies, although enlightening, did not consider

the unique
asþects of rural health care settings.
Furthermore, occupationar stress for nurse executives in
canada has not been researched. An investigation of the
sources of occupational stress of nurse executives in rural
Manitobats hospitals is timely, relevant and badly needed.
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CHAPTER

3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Design of the Study

Before addressing the issue of design, it is first
necessary to consider the appropriateness of the research
question. vüilson (1989) states rfone mark of a good research
study is that the research question is written at the
appropriate level" (p. 234).
What are the percei-ved
sources of occupational stress for top-leveI nurse
executives in rural Manitoba community hospitals?" is
classified as a lever r question as it begins with 'what. .
(wilson I 1989). Lever r questions are used when tittle
is
known about the topic under study. As minimal- inf orrnation
has been documented in the literature
about nurse
executj-ves I occupational stress I a 1eve1 r or rtwhat'
question is appropriate for this topic.
wilson (1989)
asserts that revel r inquiries a1low for description of a
subject and provide a foundation for higher ]evel studies.
ff

rr

A descriptive design was appropriately chosen for this
studyr âs it is a rever ï inquiry in which the goar is to
describe a phenomenon about which rittle is knor¿n (wirson,
1989). Descriptive studies serve to describe a single broad
variable previously investigated in one population but not
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in another (Brink & Vüood, Iggg).
As the sources of
occupationar stress for top-J-evel nurse executives has not
been investigated in Manitobats rurar- nurse executives, a
descriptive design is therefore appropriate for this study.
Study Sample

This study's subjects were the top-1evel nurse
executives working in (acute care) community hospitars in
rural- Manitoba. Nurse executíves working in personal care
homes, mental- health centres and nursing stations were

excluded from the study because, based on personal
experience, the i-nvestigator was avrare that nurse executives
from these settings dear with many unique issues that
predisposed them to different occupational stressors.
A top-leve1 nurse executive is the department head for
nursingi the one registered nurse from each hospitat with
overarl administrative responsibirity for the clepartment of
nursing. This person works in a non-unionizecl position ancl
reports directly to the chief executive officer. Titles for
these positions includes Assistant Executíve Director or
Director of Nursing. This position did not incrude the
Assistant Director of Nursing, Nursing supervisors, Nursing
Coordinators or Head Nurses
The ideal sample for a descriptive design is either the

total population or a probability sample from the target
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population (Brink and wood, 1989). The target population
Itrefers to the totat group of subjects about whom the
investi-gator is j-nterested and to whom the results coul-cl
reasonably be generalized'r (poIit & HungJ-er, 1987, p. 195).
The target popùration for this study incruded all top-revel
nurse executives working in the acute care hospitals in
rurar Manitoba. seventy of the rural Manitoba hospitals
listed in the 1gg2-g3 canadian Hospitar Directory (canadian
Hospitar Association, rgg3) constituted the sampling frame
for this study. Delphi questionnaires ì^¡ere mailed to the
entire target population as the popuration ÌÁ/as sma1l enough
to al-Iow reasonable handling of the vorume of data produced.
Procedure

The Delphi technique is a procedure designed to obtain

a reriabl-e opinion consensus from a group of experts using a
series of questionnaires, interspersed with controlled
opinion feedback (Dalkey & Helmer, 1963). ïts benefit is
that it invo]ves a large number of peopre in forming a group
opinion without the need for multiple meetings (oberst,
Ventura, Frederickson, Schmitt, Noel- & Corless, 19gl).
Nursing has used this technique for a variety of purposes:
to identify research priorities (Bond & Bond I L9B2; Henry,
Moody, Pendergast, OtDonnell, Hutchinson, & Scully, I9g7¡
Lindeman, T975; McKenzie & Gupton, l-9g5; oberst et â1.,
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1981; western consortium for cancer Nursj-ng Research, L9g7)

ì

to provide information for curricur-um planning (sulrivan &
Bryce, 1983); to predict future events in nursing and health
care (HiI], 1984) ì and to select criteria to evaluate
nursing care (Farrel1 & Scherer, 1983). It is a useful
technique for involving administrators who cannot come
together physicarly (Derbecq, van de ven & Gustafson, rg75).
The
,Delphi technique is, therefore, an appropriate
methodorogy for this study as through a serj-es of maired"
questionnaires it will be possible to obtain a majority
opinion on the sources. of occupationar stress from all rural
nurse executj-ves who are widespread geographically across
Manitoba.

The three key features of the Delphi technique,
anonymity, iteration
with controlled feedback, and
statistical- group response (couper, rgg4) , strengthen the
design of this study. Anonynity al1ows for freedom of
expression without pressure from influentiar participants
(couper, Lg84) and encourages greater frankness- of opinion
among the nurse executives. All nurse executivesr responses
are considered equally' in the anatrysis. rteration with
controlled feedback uses successi-ve rounds of questionnaires
which incorporate the grouprs collective opinion (couper,
1e84).
This feedback enables the nurse executives to
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consider occupationar stressors they had not considered,
change or support their opinions, and address othersr
stressors.
The end result is a consol-idated opinion
regarding the major occupational stressors for rural nurse
executives.
The statistical
group response involves
providing the mean or median response, arongr with their
individual ratings, back to the respondents so they can see
where their responses stand ín relation to the grouprs
response (Couper I L9B4) . Couper suggests that the group
median is improved through anonymous feedback.
Ethical Consi-derations
Ethicar approval \,ras obtained f rom the Ethicat Revi-ew
committee of the Facurty of Nursing at the university of
Manitoba (Appendix B). prior to mairing any questionnaires,
the investigator terephoned potentiar subjects (Appendix c)
to introduce the study and invite them to par:ticipate. At
the time of mailing the first Derphi questionnaire a letter
of introduction (Appendix D), which further described the
study and requested consent ' to participate, \,,Jas encrosed.
In the telephone contact and the letter of introduction each
nurse executive was assured confidentiality and anonymity.
He/she was informed that participation \^ias voluntary and
that he/she courd withdraw from the study at any time
without recourse. The letter was written in a manner that
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tried to stimul-ate the nurse executives' interest, give Lhem
a sense of the importance of their contribution, but not put
undue pressure on them to participate.
Returned
questionnaires \^rere deemed to represent the nurse
executivesr tonsent to participate.
To ensure respondent
anonymity, alt questionna j-res v/ere coded, mailed and
received by a secretary hired by the investigator.
rnformation matching the subjects' Ídentity with the code
v/ere kept locked and available only to the secretary doing
the nailíngs. The investigator did not know the identity of
t'he respondents until the analysis v¡as completed. The
reminder letters

(Appendix E) atternpted to elicit

the nurse
executj-vesr participation without being coercive in any v/ay.
The results are based on group data, not individual
responses, thereby assuring the anonymity of participants.
Furthermore, results are reported in a vray that protects the
identity of groups which night be identifiable because of
small numbers. For example, data for male participants are
not reported as a group as there are very fev,r men ín the
target population and it would have increased the likelihood
of the individual participants being identified.
Application of Delphi Technique
The De1phi procedure in this study consisted of three

rounds of questionnaires.

A demographic questionnaire,
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which incruded questions about both the respondent and
his/her hospital, was also maired with the Round 1
questionnaire (Appendix F). euestÍons relating to the nurse
executives included years in present position, years of
prior nursing executive experience, number of equivalent
ful-1 time positions supervised, number of depa.rtments
éupervised, sarary range, educational- preparation, advanced
administrative preparation, sex, age and marital status.
Questions rerati-ng to the hospital included number of beds,
average occupancy, number of unionízed ancl non-unionized
nursing positions and dj-stance from an urban hospital. This
demographic information arlowed for a comprehensive
de'scrJ-ption of the sample.

A letter of introduction (Appendices D, H and I) and a
self-addressed stamped envelope v/ere sent with each of the
three questionnaires.
This procedure simprified and,
therefore, increased the likel_ihood of return.
Round

1

The first

questionnaire was a semi-structured, numbercoded questionnaire designed to generate percej-ved sources

of occupational- stress from the nurse executives (Appendix
rrThe f irst questi onnaire in a Delphi aI1ows
G).
participants to write responses to a broacr probrem issuerl
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(Delbecq et al. 1975, p. 90).

Couper (IgB4) cautioned that

participants may have difficulty
responding to a broad
question and suggested that starting with a list of
questions or events may avoid irrerevant responses. Derbecq
et al-. (lr975) argued that a broad problem statement allows
the respondent to remain problem-focused but prevents them
from focusing on a partj-cular idea too soon. Furthermore, a
general question avoids competition, status pressures and
conformity issues.
Since unbiased input from nurse
executives was desired the tf broad probremrt approach \,,/as
used. Nurse executives v/ere asked to identify at ]east
three major sources of stress that they experienced in their
rol-e as rurar nurse executives. rn addition, they v/ere
asked to add exampres and brief comments to clarify their
sources of stress. The instructions and questionnaire for
Round 1 (Appendix c) v/ere pilot-tested for clarity of
wording and completion time wit,h three fel-1ow graduate
students and two colleagues with nurse executi-ve experience,
prior to being mailed to the rural subjects.
Delbecq et a1. (I975) recommended sending a reminder
l-etter when questionnaj-res are not returned.
If the
questionnaires were not received by the two week deadline, a

reminder letter that included an offer
questions (Appendix E) was sent.

to answer

any
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Round

2

rn the second questi-onnaire, Round 1 respondents h¡ere
asked to review and prioritize a summary of items from
questionnaire 1 (Derbecq et âr., Lg75). rn addition, the
subjects could agrree or disagree with items and clarify
items with further comments. euestionnaire 2 arlowed for
identification of areas of agreement and disagreement, and
an earJ-y understanding of priority stressors. using trre
responses to Questionnaire r, a l-ist of stressors v/ere
compiled in random order for use as the basis to
Questionnaire 2 (Appendix H). Rurar nurse executives were
asked to rate how stressfur each item was ín their job on a
scal-e from 0 (no stress) to 5 (hiqh stress) . This rating
scare created ordinar level data and arlowed the
investigator to establish a median for each stressor itern,
ïn addition, nurse executives were given the opportunity to
add brief comments beside their scores.
Prior to mailing out euestionnaire z, t]ne instruction
sheet and questionnaire (Appendix H) v/ere pretested with two
nurse executives outside the target population to check for
face varidity and ease of administration. As suggested by
Delbecq et al.

(J,g7s), euestionnaire 2 incruded ampre room
for respondentsr comments and had an estirnated completion

time of less than thirty

minutes.

A reminder letter
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(Appendix E)

\Àias

sent after two weeks to those subjects

who

had not replied.
Round

3

t'The third and f inal questionnaire permits the
participants to review prior responses and express their
individual- judgements as to the importance of each item"
(Derbecq et âf., rg75, p.103). This questionnaire allows
for both the aggregation of priorities and the expression of
individual differences in judgement
Questionnaire 3 incl-uded the grouprs rist of stressors
comprete with the grouprs median score and the individual's

score for each stressor (Appendix r). Round 2 respondents
were asked to reconsider their original ratings in right. of
others I responses and to qualify their responses where
deemed necessary.

As with the previous round, the
investigator pretested euestionnaire 3 and its instruction
sheet (Appendix r) with two nurse executives outside the
target population, to check f,or face validity.
one reminder
Ietter was mail-ed after two weeks as required.
Limitations of the Study
This study presented a number of potential limitations.
certain aspects of the method.ology \^/ere included to
specificalty address these Iimitations.
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To lessen the attrition rate in later rounds of the
Delphi technique, the investigator attempted to convey the
irnportance of the nurse executivesf continued participation

with the letter and instruction sheet sent out with each
round of questionnai-res. rn addition, reminder letters v/ere
mailed two weeks following each roundrs questionnaire.
Assuring the subjectsr anonymity and confidentiality of
responses also served to increase participation.
To
determine whether those nurse executives who dropped out
differed
in important respects to the remaining
participants, hence lessening the generalizability of the
findings, demographic data \Á/ere corlected in Rouncl 1 so that
a comparison could be made.
Ai-1 rural nurse executives in the target population
were included in the sampling frame in an effort to obtain a
representative

sample

and

hence

]-ncrease

the

generarizability of the findings. The potential for sample
bias through nonresponse exists with the Delphi procedure
(Polit & Hungler, rgBT). To increase the response rate the
investigator telephoned all nurse executives in the target
population prior to rnailing the first questionnaire to
introduce the study and ínvite them to participate
(Appendices c and D). As wer1, a Manitoba Nursing Research
rnstitute pin hras offered as a reward to those nurse
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executives

returned alI three questionna'ires. Reminder
lette,rs were sent to reduce problems of nonresponse.
tn/ho

Validity and accuracy is an issue with self-report
questionnaires (Polit & Hungler, LggT). The possibitity of
a social desirability response set existed with the Round z
questionnaire as the participants may have tended to
misrepresent their perceptions of stressfurness by giving
ans\,vers that

h¡ere consistent with prevail ing nursing
administration mores. A simir-ar threat existed with the
Round 3 questionnaire as the nurse executives may have been
swayed to accept the grouprs response without considering
the content of the stressors.
Assuring anonymity and
confidentiality fostered openness and frankness in their
responses and, thereby, d.ecreased the risk of response bias.
To avoid bias introduced by the subjects' fatigue
during the completion of the 44 item questionnaire, three
separate sequences of both the stressor categories and the

items within the categories were used. Random assignment
v/as used to determine the order in which the categories of
stressors appeared in the questionnaire, âs werl âs, the
order of items within each category. The subjects were
divided into thirds and each third received the same
questionnaire sequence for Round 2 and Round 3.
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As the investigator, âr experienced rural nurse
executive, had ideas about the sources of occupationar
stress and knew many of Manitobats rural nurse executives
personally, the potential- for bias imposed by the researcher
existed. The Derphi technique \^/as chosen as
.it used serfreport questionnaires thereby eliminating the possibility of
interviewer bias (polit & Hungler, rgBT). Rather than using
participantsf names, a coding system was establ-ished for
labelring all- questionnaires. As welr, the secretary hired
for the project coded, mailed and received questionnaires.
To address the issue of investigator bias during the
analysis of the Round I data, six nurse executivest
responses \^/ere coded by two nurse adrninistrator colleagues

to assess inter-rater re]iabi1it.y. Details of the procedure
and outcome are described in the Round 1 analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

The objectives of this study were to:

1) Exprore and describe major stressors that have caused
nurse executj-ves in rurar Manitobats comrnunity hospitars
to experience job rel_ated stress
2) Determine the relative

íntensity

of the identified

stressors.

Data for this study Tiùere corrected over a seven month
period from october rgg3 to May Lgg4. rnitial telephone

contacts to explain the study and invite the nurse
executives to participate were made between october 14, r9g3
and November 3t L993. The mailing schedul-e for the pilot
tests, questionnai-res and reminder retters for the three
rounds of the De1phi is summarized in Table 3.
Table

3

Mail-inq Schedule
und

12
3

t Test

estionnaire

September 28/93
January 7/94
March ZB/94

October L8-22/93
January 24/94
April L5/94

Ren'.inder Letter
November 8/e3

February 7/e4
Mav 2/94

Sample Characteristics

. i'rom the

7o

L992-93 Canadian

rural Manitoba hospitals listed in the
Hospital Assoc j-ation Directory (Canadian

7L

Hospital Association, Lgg3) | the investigator locatecl 6s
nurse executives who met the incl-usion criteria for the
study. AII agreed to partj_cipate in the study. Of the
remaining five hospitars, three had a shared nurse executive
position with other hospitars in the study, one did. not have
a non-unionized nurse executive position and one had been
converted from an acute care to a long term care
institution.
A total

of 54 of the

participate

nurse executives who agreed to
in the study returned aIl three rounds of

questionnaires (See Table
Table
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4)

4

Response Rate

Round

# Mailed

# Resnonses

Percent

65

60

92

60

56

86

56

54

83

The risk of serious response bias is considered to be
negligible if a response rate is greater than 60 percent

(Po1it & Hung1er, f987). With an overall response rate of
83 percent, this studyts sample may therefore be considered
representative of the target population
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Demographic Data

Demographic information (Appendix F) v¿as collected with

the Round 1 questionnaire. unress otherv¡ise indicated,
descriptions of the demographic information is based on the
54 subjects who completed a1l three rounds of
questionnaires.
summarize

Descriptive statistics

\À/ere used to

the demographic data

The data regarding the nurse execut j-ves' àgê, sex,
marital status and chirdren are summarized in Tabl-e 5. Most
subjects hrere married (81. 5å) females (g4 .42.) in the 40-49
year range (48.1?) and had no children living at home
(37 .22)

.
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Tab1e

5

Personal Information

Variable

Percent

Age

20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 & over

26

3.7
25.9
48.L

11

20 .4

1

r.9

51

94 .4

3

5.6

4

7.4

44

B1-.5

4
2

7.4
3.7

0

I6

37 .2

1

6

r4.o

2

11

25.6

3

7

16 .3

4

2

4.7

2

14

Sex

FemaIe
Mal-e

Marital Status
Sing1e

Married
Divorced/Separated
V[idowed

Childrena

5
6
7

Note.

1

A dash indicates that no subject fel1 ínto this

designated category.
ân : 43
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Table 6 summarizes the data related to the subjectsl
nursing
education,
additional
forma]
education,
administrative preparation, experience in present and
previous nurse executive positions and current annual
salaries.
only twelve (23.s2) of the nurse executives
reported having additional formal education. These 12
subjects Ì/ùere enrolred in or had completed masterrs degrees
in public administration, health administration, business
admi-nistration or nursing, baccalaureate degrees in nursing,

hearth services administration or arts t or held intensive
care nursing or nurse practitioner certificates.
Arthough. most nurse executives had not achieved
additionar formal- education beyond their nursing education
programst 94.4 percent of them reported having advanced

administrative preparation. of these subjects, the majority
(51.0å) had completed the rntroduction to Nursing
Management: Distance Education certificate program. This
proqiram, previously run by the canadian Hospital
Association, is now offered as a credit course through
McMaster University.
Others reported having taken
certificate
programs
such as the University of
saskatche\n/an I s Hearth care Admínistration program, the
university of Manitobats Nursing Administration in the
Health care system program, the canadian Hospital
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Associationrs Departmental Manaqement program
the
university of Minnesota's Advanced studies in patient care
Administration. Al-most 3o percent of the subjects had
completed more
than one
program in
certificate
adrninistration, most frequently the rntroduction to Nursing
Management: Distance Education program plus the university

of Saskatchewants program.
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Table

6

Nurse Executive Education, Experience and Salary
Variabl_e

n

Nursing Educationa
Diploma

Bachelorfs Deqree in Nursing
Masterrs Degree in Nursina

40

t:

Percent

74.r

,2.'

Additional FormaI Educationb
B.A.
M.H.A.
M. B. A.

1

Õ.J

1

8.3
8.3
66.7

I

Other Degree
> 1 Degree,/Certificate
Administrative preparationc
Introduction to Nursing Management:
Distance Education program
Other Certificate proqram
Masterrs Degree
> 1 Deqree/Certificate
Years in present positiona

Õ

1

o2

26

51.

10
2

15.7
3.9

15

29 .4

5

1-5

27
'5
13

6-1_0
11_-l_5

Years of Previous Nurse Executive Experi"r""b
?,

1-5
6-10
11-15

+
3

2
1

0

o.l

50.0
9.3
24 .1,

7.4

16.7
33.3
25.

O

L6.7
8.3

Current Annual- Salarya
$¿0, ooo

or

l-ess

0oo-45, 0oo
946, ooo-50, ooo
$51, ooo-55, ooo
956, ooo-60, ooo.
$or, ooo or more
$41_,

Note.

A

"t =

51

23
13
6
2

dash indicates that no subject fell

designated category.

,on:-s¿
ot:12

2

I

3.7

L4 .8

42.6

24.r
11.1
3.7

into this
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Director of Nursing services v/as the most common
(57.42) iob title among the nurse executives in the study.
The remaining 42.6 percent reported a variety of job titl-es
such as Assistant Executive Director
patient services,
Director of Patient/Resident services, Administrator,
Director, Facility coordinator and Head Nurse. Most of the
subjects (83.32) reported being responsibre for other
departments or programs in addition to nursing.
The
additional departrnents or programs that \^iere identified by
20 percent or more of the nurse executive group included
Pharmacy, central suppty, physiotherapy, Activities, Dietary
and Hea1th Records.

As the data regarding the equivalent full tirne
positions and the annual operating budgets under the
responsibility of the nurse executives did not exhibit
normar distributions the appropriate summary statistics to
describe the central- tendency and .variat j-on of these
variables are the median and range, respectivery (see Tabre
7),

tö

Tab1e

7

Equivarent Full Time positions & A4nqal operatinq Budqets

UnOer

Variable

Particioants
n

Equivalent FuIt Time positions
Unionized nurses
Nonunionized nurses
Other

Annual Operating Budget

Median

Rancle

0-17

45

20

7

1

o-

32

36

9

1-

60

47

s1,251,090

0

s35,000s"7

500 . 000

Information regarding the hospitalts number of actíve
treatment beds, average occupancy during the past year and
distance from the nearest urban hospital (Brandon or
winnipeg) is summarized ín Tabl-e B. one nurse executivers
data has been omitted from the data set for beds and
occupancy as this subject gave two responses for each
question
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Tab]e I
Hospital Information
Variable
Active Treatment
16-3
3

Percent
Bedsa

0

1-60

6r-]25

Average Percentage Occupancy in Past
t-1-2

74
26
7
6

""1u
;
1
9

I2
13
13
1

26-50
51,-7 5

6-100
101-12 s
1_2 6-150
15 1-175
17 6-200
7

20I-250
> 250

17.o
22.6
24.5
24.5
10

¿

11

I2
I2

6

3.7
20 .4
22 .2

22.2
11.

1

?

5.6

;
7

1ô

13.0

A dash indicates that no subject fel1 into the

designated category.
n:53

t.t

l-. 9

3

Distance in Mi1es from Urban Hospital

a

11.3

o

21-30
31-40
4 1-50
5 1-60
6I-7 0
71-80
81-90
9 1-100

Note.

26.4

49 .7
13 .2
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fn summary, the typical nurse executive in a rural
Manitoba community hospital is a married femal-e, 4o-4g years
of age with no children living at home. she has not earned
a further formal degree beyond her basic diploma nursing
education, but has compreted the rntroduction to Nursing
Management: Distance Education certificate program. she
has not previousry herd a nurse executj-ve position. The
typical participant has worked in her current job for 1-5
years, earns $46rOOO-g50,OOO annually and is responsible for
3o equivalent fuII time positions and an annuar- budget of
$1,251,09o. The typical rural Manitoba hospital has 16-30
active treatment beds, âD average annual occupancy between
51-80 percent and ís 26-100 miles from an urban hospital.
There \^/ere four dropouts in Round 2 of the study and

an

additional two in Round 3. The demographic information for
these subjects was compared to the demographics of the
typical nurse executive. Because the dropouts !'/ere few in
number, it
\^/as not possible to draw conclusions
statistically about their differences. From a qualitative
perspective there \4/ere arso few discernabl-e dif f erences.
The dropouts tended to be older, have more experience in
their present position and work further from an urban centre
in hospitals with lower average annual occupancies than the
typical nurse execut j-ve.
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Data Analysis
Rourid 1 Anal_vsis

The Delphi procedure required data anarysis after each
round of questionnaires. The analysis of Round 1 resurted

in a summary list of items that reflected the respondents
initiar opinions (Delbecq et â1. , rgTs) . Round 1 responses
\i/ere analysed using Derbecq and colleaguesr (Lg75) method,
resulting in a list of occupationar stressors expressed in
terms used by the nurse executives.
Round 1 questionnaires \^/ere read through severar times

to develop a generar sense of the stressors and terminorogy
used. The identified stressors !,/ere transcribed verbatim
onto index cards so that each card represented one item from
one questionnaire. As suggested by McKenzíe and Gupton
(1985), items that \Á/ere ambiguous or incomprehensible were
eliminated form the data set. A total- of 183 usabl-e items
hlere identified on index cards. After reading the entire
data set again, the investigator sorted the index cards so
that essentially identical- items liiere praced in a stack.
The next step involved labelling each card stack and

establishing a set of tabels suitabre for coding all
responses. trThe essential criterion for establishing the
rist (of l-abers) is to arrive at a mutually excrusive but

õ^
ô¿

exhaustive set of categories. Each final label must be
clear and conciserr (Delbecq et âI., 1975, p. 95) . I,r/henever

possible, the investigator used the subjectst terms or
wording in the labels as familiar language would enhance
their understanding of the stressors in the Round 2
questionnaire. Table 9 illustrates a sample of the labels
and the Round 1 data from which they were derived.
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Table

9

Sample SÈressor Labels and Round
STRESSOR

label¡

L Data

EXAMPLE

COMMENT

leolatLon/Lack of support from other nonunion management nurEee.

Lack of support from
others, i.e. Out-ofScope nurses

going through a
work stoppage, staff or
work restructuring
process, there is no
other out-of-scope
nurses.
When

I don't think that
unionized nurses, other
departmental directors,
the CEO or the board
understands the
I'aioneness" that a rural

Director of Patient Care
Services can feel in
these s.ituat ions .
Feelings of isol-ation
are the only
nonunion nurse in the
facility.

when you

Dealing with grievances
that sometimes have
provincial implications
or are just plain
stressful.

Isol-ation - no close Vüho do I caII when I
net\^rork of peers to
can't figure out a new
meet with, meetings
sÈaffing pattern or
of DON's too far away would just like to talk
geographical ly.

about discipline

Director of Nursing
(DON) support groups
extremely val-uable.

It is hard to justify
driving 2 hrs for a 2
hr meeting & then 2 hr
drive home again.

problem?

Unavailability
peer support.

of

Loneliness of position, only nurse in
management

position.

f am sole nurse manager The .distance reguired
in my facility with a
to Èravel to meet ings
good distance to travel is too time consuming
to meet my provincial
I miss many meet ings
due to ihis fact.
Coalition of nurse and
physicians to pressure
nurse executive to
agree to situation
which is not sound from
a management point

It is not uncommon
for CEO's to sit on
fence in these
situations.

of view.
Label:

of input from rural
provinclal level.
Lack

Lack of input from
rural nursing into
health care reform
plans.

nurses into healt,h care piannj-ng at the

The nursing guidelines
by Manitoba Health
clearly show a l-ack of
understanding on how a
rural health centre

operates.

r¡rill it change? It' s
probably too late; the
wheels are in motion and
I'II just have to make
the best of it.
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STRESSOR

Frustration

Correspondence from
Manitoba Health with no
validation of informa-

++

cot'ftfENT

EXAMPLE

Funding guidelines were
enforced without any

tion or vision of
future health delivery
- lack of strategy or

collaboration with
stakehol-ders - MARN,
MALPN, DON's , sLaff,
etc.

All correspondence is
directed to Boards or
CEO's. V,iith a CEO like
above description
(Shares only parts of

If a true anal-ysis was
done in most rural
facilities, DON's are
responsible for all care

PIan.
The systems, i.e.
Manitoba Health

Organization and
Manit,oba Health,
constantly sol_icit
direction from Boards correspondence which
and CEO' s r,rithout
leads to misinterpretaconsidering the
tion of information.
expertise of the
No direction or leaderDON' s.
ship on critical
leadership on critical
issues. No support for
DON if controversy),
DON is excluded from
decision makinq.

Label:

Management

Etyle of

Administrative
style.

management

Personality conflict
with CEO.

and

conflict with administrator.

iscal responsibilities.

Change in CEO results
Adjusting management
in change of management style the CEO's is
styLe, i.e. open to
stressful to both DON

closed styJ-e

and staf f especial ly
from open to closed
stvle -

Leadership style

His approach verges on
harassment at times.
Occasionally feel there
is no trust on his part.
Interferes with everyday
running of the depart-

dictatorial,
patriarchal.

Very

aggressive. Needs to
control.
BeIiefs, values

f

CEO.

demeaning and

work ethic are in

services but there is

never any credit given
to this - only the

Autocratic employer
Iacking respect for the
worth of peopler professionals and wornen.
!,Tithholds information
and acts independent of
the team process

Results in a sense of
isolation. Destroys
self esteem a¡rd the team
approach to leadership.
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Forty-four stressor labels \^/ere derived f rom the card
stacks. These labels became the basis for the stressors
listed in the Round 2 questionnaire (Appendix H). Some of
the index cards contained information that rel-ated to more
than one Iabel. These cards v/ere duplicated and a copy was
placed with each ]abel. For exampre, one subject identified
as a stressor ttisolation from peers and educational
opportunities. Ã,1I nursing staff are unionized. Dialogue
with peers and opportunity for education is more difficurt
due to distances.rt A copy of this card was praced under two
labels:
isolation/rack of support from other nonunion
management nurses, and; isol_ation from education
opportunities for rural nurse executives/rural nurses.
The stressor labels formed natural clusters as many
pertained to the same general topic. For example, five of
the l-abeIs or stressors related to the chief Executive
officer.
six clusters that emerged rel-ated to the chief
executive officer, the nurse executivers job, health reform,
physicians, staff and staff relationships and Board of
Trustees/community. To provide a framework for organizing
the stressor labers for the Round 2 questionnaire the
investigator grouped the labeIs under these six cruster
categories. The categories and stressor labels are listed
in the Round 2 questionnaire (Appendix H).
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The assigned

labels

were

tested

for

interrater

rel iabit ity.

Two colleagues, an assistant director of
nursing and a nursing supervisor f rom a rural- hospitar / ü/ere
asked to read the completed Round 1 questionnaires of six
subjects and match the 1B identified stressors with the
labels developed by the investigator.
Fifteen of the 1g
stressors were assigned the same Iabel as the investigator,
for an 83.3 percent interrater reriability.
An interrater

reliability of over 80 percent is acceptabre for purposes of
determining that ínvestigator bias is not a significant
factor during Round l- analysis (She11ey , irgf^4).
Round 2 Analvsis

Subjects vi¡ere asked to rate the stressfulness of each
item on the rist of identified stressors on a scale from o
(no stress) to 5 (high stress).
As this type of scale

creates ordinar l-ever data, the median is the appropriate
measure of centrar tendency (polit & HungÌer, 1987). under
the direction of a statisticaL consurtant, the sAS computer
package was used to analyse the Round 2 data. All variables
\¡Iere tested for normality. None \i/ere found to assume normal
distríbutions, providing further just.ification for choosing
the median as the measure of centrar tendency. The medians,
which ranqed from 1 - 4 .5 , \^/ere used as the group response
in the Round 3 questionnaire (Appendix r). Because many of
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the stressors had the same median varues the means were used
for ranking purposes in determining the relative intensity
of the stressors. The sixteen stressors that ranked highest
in intensity on the stressfurness scale are risted in Tabre
10. The comprete ranking of the stressors for Round 2 is
incl-uded in Appendix J.

subjects \¡iere requested to add comments regarding the
stressors. specifi,cally they \^iere asked to argue in favour
or against an item or request crarification if an item was
uncrear. Many comments r^¡ere received. These comments were
compiled according to each stressor and read several tírnes
to determine if any itêns overlapped, ]acked clarity, or had
been interpreted differently

by the subjects.

As ilrustrated in the folrowing examples, the nurse
executivesr comments added richness to the data and
emphasized their numerical scores. one subject, who scored
the stressor Management style of cEo highly, added the
comments:

Autocratic; f must constantly assert my right to
fair leadership or CEO will (and has) yel1, throw
things, beat on the desk with his fist.
This is
very anxiety producing. I wear a mask and play a
role from the time he arrives till he leaves. If

õÕ

not, then he completely dominates every aspect of
my job. His limited understanding of our problems
and needs, combined with a dictator-type style of
leadership, contributes to a very high stress
leveI
The comment of one nurse executive, who scored. a four for

the stressor: laying off staff in a smaIl community where
staff are known personally and./or sociarly to the nurse
executive \¡/as ttHospita r/pcT (personal- care home) is No. 1
employer (in our community) and the sluggish rural economy
places responsibility for the liver:-rrooa= of farm families
on the staff of the facility. "
For the stressor:
incons j-stent giovernment directives
rerated to health
reform/cutbacks, another nurse executive added rrMy stress is
in the form of frustration and anger such inconsistent
work habits on iny part would lead to reprimand and./or
dismissal, but must be tolerated due to our doubre
ttconf lict consumes energy in enormous amounts.
standardrr .
unions give lip service to patient carer was one comment
rel-ated to the stressor, dealing with union issues,
grievances and arbitrations.
Another emphasized the
stressfurness of physicians influencing operationar matters
by adding ttphysicians ans\,,/er to no one in smar-r community
hospitals. rf they 1eave, the Board knows they wirl be
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stuck with no doctor. A no win situation.
should be salaried by the facility. "

Al-1 doctors

also shared for stressors scored. at the
lower end of the scal-e. 'r rike change do not find this
particurar aspect of my rol-e stressfulr v/as the comment
given by one subject who scored a one for the stressor:
dearing with constant change. Another subject added "The
Board members are, good listeners and very supportive of
adrninistrationtr regarding the stressor:
rack of
support/understanding for nurse executivers role by the
Board of Trustees.
comments were

ïn general, subjects' written comments did not indicate
overrap or l-ack of. clarity.
Rather, comments reflected
their thoughts and feerings about the stressors and
supported their chosen stress scores. when a disparate
comment arose the investigator considered it in light of the
groupts score and comments for that item. rn most instances
the disparate comment refrected the subjectrs unique work
situation and was not indicative of the item being
misunderstood. As comments seemed to be added as qualifiers
to
chosen stress level-s rather than as indicators of
overlap or rack of clarity among the listed stressors, the
items v¡ere left unchanged for the Round 3 questionnaire.
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Round 3 Anal_vsis

Nurse executives \¡/ere asked to revi-ew the identif ied
stressors and reconsider their original ratings in light. of
the groupts responses. The sAS computer package was used to
anaryse the Round 3 data that included the subjectsr changes

in rating. As none of the variabres were found to assume
normal distributíons the medians hrere used
the
appropriate measure of central- tendency. As in Round z, the
for ranking the intensity of the stressors.
The medians and means for the sixteen stressors that ranked
highest in their degree of stressfulness are identified in
Tabl-e 10. A complete ranking of the stressors based on the
Round 3 data is found in Appendix J.
means v/ere used

9I
?ab]e

L0

The ToÞ 16 Nurse Executive Stressors Ranked bv Int,ensitv in Delphi Round
2 (n=56) and Round 3 tn=54ì

Category

Stressor

Health Reform

Inconsistent government
directives related to health
reform/cutbacks. (For example,
plans rushed to meet oct. I/93
deadline, then plans for cutbacks
put on hold indefinitely).

HeaLth Reform

Coneern that application of
Manitoba Health's staffing guidelines witl compromise the
standard/safety of patient care

Round Rank Mean Median
2

4.1o7
4.370

4.5
s.0

3.786
3.870

4.O
4,O

3.696
3.75s

4.O
4.O

1
1

2

2

z

provided.
Nurse

Executive's
Job

Nurse

ExecuÈive's

Nurse executive job parameters
are too broad (t,oo many roles/
"hats", too many departments/
programs, spread too thin).

Heal-th Reform

Health Reform

Health Reform

J

2 -6
344

3.

s36
3.74t

4.O
4.O

in nurse executives roLe/
responsibilities related to
health reform (new work, more
work, less admj-nistration time).

27

3.527
3.74t

4.O
4.O

4.O
4.O

Change

Lack of input from rural nurses
into health care planning at the

provinciaL level.
Heal-t.h Reform

4

3

Insufficienù time in a day to

complete work.

Job

HeaLt,h Reform

2

Laying off staff in a small
community where staff are known
personally and/or socially to the
nurse executive.

344

¿

3

3

6

3.732
3.722

2

5

J.

a

7

3.556

A JJ=
CÇA

Uncertainty about the future of
hospital and the potential
economic stress to the community.

¿

I

3

a

3.
3.

Decreased staff morale related

2

9
9

3

to layoffs/1oss of. jobs.

3

A A
V

=.

4.O

518
s19

4. 0
4,O

3.4ss
.407

4.O
4.O
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categorv

stressor

HeaLth Reform

?hreat to job.security for nurse
executive (reduced hours, layoff).

Health Reform

Round Rank t4ean I'fedian

Deadl-ines for implementation of

staffing guidelines did not al1ow
for planning or staff involvement.

Health Reform

Staff/staf f

Relationships

Limited resources available for
service delivery due to budgetary
restraints (staffing, medicalsurgical suppliesf pharmacy budget
cuts).
Promoting professional attitudes
and behaviours in staff that are
conÈenL with the "status quo".
( Staff apathetic
/ Lndifferent to
cont inuing educat ion/prof essional

a
2

2

3

2
3

a
?

10
10

3.286
3.222

4.O

3. s

13b 3.Lol
1l_ 3 . 111

?tr

3.0

l-3b 3 . Lol 3. o
L2 3.O74 3.0

L2 3.t25
13 3.0s6

3.0
3.0

development ) .

staff/Staff
Relationships
Nurse

Executive's
Job

Deal-ing with problems of poor

performance, inctuding disciplinnary measures.

Tsolation from educational opportunities for rural nurse executives/rural nurses.

staff/staff
staff and./or physicians resistant
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Stressors are list,ed in rank order of mean scores for Round
score was tied at 3.741 for Round 3
score was tied at 3.107 for Round 2

3
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As in Round 2 | subj ects \^/ere asked to comment or
quarify their opinions as desired for any of the stressors.
Noticeabry fewer comments !ùere received on the Round 3
questionnaires. The comments were compiled according to
each stressor and reviewed in detair to determine whether

the Round 3 instructions had racked clarity.
There \^/as no
evidence that the .instructions had been misunderstood.
comments vnere added to qualify the subjectsr reasons for
either changing or not changing their stress score from
Round 2 Eo Round 3.
some comments \^rere added

to defend a stress score that
differed from the grouprs score. For example, the group
score (nedian) for the stressor: isol-ation/Lack of support
from other nonunion management nurse was two. subjects with
stress scores of four or five added comments such as rrr
stilr feel \^/e are very isolatedrt, ronly nonunion nurse in
facilitytt, ttlimited amount of support. r am only nonunion
nurse in facilitytt, and rrwe are isoratedr'. on the other
hand, subjects with stress scores of one or two of,fered
comments such as rrr enj oy the challenge of var j-ous rhatsl
and the scope of understanding it gives.rr and 'The statement
is true. It is not a high source of stress for me. r , for
the stressor: nurse executive job parameters are too broad
(median = 4. o) . These comments were considered so]-e]y as
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justification

for disparate scores. As the purpose of the
Delphi procedure v/as to obtain the grouprs consensus
regarding priority stressors, the grouprs score v/as given
primary consj-deration

ïn addition, some comments were given to demonstrate
agreement with the stressor and the corresponding group
stress score. rrFil-mon Fridays directive was another example
of crisis management from governmentfr and nBirr 22
information dated March 28, to be implemented Aprir r,
arrived April 5th! " were comments added for the stressor:
inconsistent government directives rerated to hearth refarm/
cutbacks.

some of the changes in nurse executives r responses
between rounds v/ere rerated to events that had occurred in

either their employment situations or their institutions.
For exampre, one subjectrs'comment "previous response from
previous employment situation.
situatioñ dif ferent no\n/.rl
a rower Round 3 stress score for the stressors:
lack of support from cEo, conflict between nurse executive
rol-e and cEo role when nurse executive is ,r in chargerr in
cEors absence, staff l-ack commitment to hospitar, lack of
communication/rrturf protectionr
between departments,.
affecting the delivery of nursing care, and staff and/or
physicians resistant to change
accompanied
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Changes

l_n

some

nurse

executives

I

job

rores/responsibj-lities during the data collection period
accounted for increases in their Round 3 stress scores for
the stressors: insufficient time in a day to complete work
and change in nurse executivesr role/responsibirities
related to hearth reform. one comment that accompanied an
increase in stress score from a two in Round 2 Lo a four in
Round 3 was rfHave just taken on Assistant Director of
Nursing and Staff Development rolesr.
Another added
trQuickly changing environment; absorbed more j obsrr to a
change in stress score from a three to a five.
six subjects reported situations, in which their chief
Executive officers had either changed or gone on extended
leaves of absence during the data collection period. As a
result, some of their stress scores for the cEo-related
stressors changed. For exampre, one subject, whose stress
scores for the cEo-related stressors dropped from five to
zero, i-ndicated that the cEo had been oi1 an extended reave
of absence and would not be returning. Another participant
reported an increased stressfulness in Round 3 for the
stressors: lack of support from cEo and ineffective
organizational structure with the hiring of a ne\^/ cEo. The
stressfulness of the cEo-rerated stressors clearly depended
upon the characteristics of the current CEo.
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ïn both Rounds 2 and 3 there were stressors with
identical- mean scores. urgency indicators were used to
discriminate between the degree of stressfulness for these
items. specifically, to differentiate between stressors
with the same mean scores, the percentage. of subjects that
ranked each stressor as a five and the percentage that
ranked each item as a four or five on the stressfulness
scale hrere calculated. The item with the higher percentage
of f ives or higher percentage of fours and f ives Ì^¡as
considered more stressful-. urgency indicators and ranks for
stressors within the top L6 category that had tied means are
found in Tabre 11. A complete rist of all stressors that
had identical mean scores in either Round 2 and Round 3 |
their urgency indicators, and their rerative rankings is
contained in Appendix K.
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Tabl-e

l-1

Urgencv Indicators
to
Identical Mean Scores

Differentiate

Stressof

Median Mean
Round

in nurse execut,ives roLe/
responsibilit,ies related to health
Change

Bet'óreen Top 16 Stressors

3 (n=54)
4
3.74!

Z4+5

.65

42.6

]-6.7

with

Rank

reform.

Insufficient time in a day to

3.74L

complete ürork.

Round

Limited resources available for
service delivery due to budgetary
restraints.

Deadlines for implementation of
staffing guidelines did not aIlow
for planninq or staff invoLvement.

2 {n=56)
3
3. 107

3.

5

3.

107

64.8 27.8

39.

3

50.

0 28.6

16.

1

A comparison of the medians, means and rankings for the
stressors in Round 2 and Round 3 showed that the opinions

regarding the stressfulness of the certain items had
changed. some items were ranked as more stressfur in Round
3 whereas other items lrere perceived as less stressful once
the grouprs opinion from Round 2 was considered
A computer analysis \^/as done to determine whether there
\^Iere statisticarry
signif icant changes in the stressorsl
mean scores between Round 2 and Round 3.
The defining
factor in this anarysis was that most nurse executives did
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not change their stress scores between rounds.
The
percentage of subjects that indicated no change in their
stress scores between rounds ranged from 72.2 percent for
the stressor:
deadrines for imprementation of staffing
guiderines, did not alrow for planning or staff invorvement,
to 94.3 percent for the stressor: continued rrbad feelingsrt
about the Manitoba Nursesr union strike of rggr. Table i-2
depicts the changes in stress scores from Rouncl 2 Lo Round 3
for the sixteen stressors that v/ere ranked highest in
stressfulness. A complete risting of the stressors and the
corresponding changes in stress scores between rounds is
l-ocated in Appendix L. As at least 72.2 percent of the
nurse executives showed no differences in their stress
scores for al-1 44 items, ther:e \¡/as clearry no real
difference in the mean scores between Round 2 and Round 3 of
the Delphi Procedure. This result indicated the commonality
of the identified stressors among rural nurse executives.
Hearth reform contj-nued as a major contextual factor
throughout the data col-rection period giving rise to the
najority of highly stressful_ items.
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TabLe 12
chanqes in Stress Scores for the Top L6 Nurse Executive stressors
Between Delphi Round 2 and Round 3

in Stressors
fncreased Decreased
Stress
.Stress

Chanqe

Stressor*?#e"#Z
Inconsistent government directives
related to health reform/cuÈbacks.

No Chanqe

46 95.2

g

14.9

O

O

Concern that application of Manitoba 42 77.8
Health's staffing guidelines wiIl
compromise the standard/safety of
patient care provided.

Z

13.0

5

9.3

Nurse executive job parameters are
too broad.

44 81.5

5

9.3

5

9.3

Insufficient time in a day to

45 83.3

g

14.8

1

1.9

Change in nurse executive s roLe/
responsibilities related to heatth
â

43 g1.1

g

15.1

2

3,g

Lack of input from rural nurses
into health care planning at the

44 91.5

4

7.4

6

11,.1_

Laying off staff in a small
eommunity where staff are known
personally and/or socially to the
nurse executive.

49 90.L

L

1.9

4

7.4

Uncertainty about the future of
hospital and the pot.ential economic
stress to the community

45

g3 . 3

4

7

.4

5

9.

Decreased staff morale reLated to

42 77.g

5

9.3

7

13.0

Threat to job security for nurse
executive.

47

O

3

5.6

4

j .4

Deadlines for implementation of
staffing guidelines did not aIlow
for planning or Staff involvement.

39 72.2

6

11.1

g

16.7

complete work.

reform.

provincial level.

layof.fs/Ioss of jobs.

g7.

3
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Cha

Stressor

No Chanqe

#

e"

in Stressors
Increased Decreased
Stress
#

Stress
o,[o,

Limited resources available for
service delivery due to budgetary
restraints.

41 75.9

o2

1,4

Promoting professional attitudes
and behaviours in staff that are
content with the "status quo".

45 83.3

aa

13.0

Dealing with problems of poor
performance, including disciplinary

46

8s.2

1ô

13.

Isolation from educationa] opportun- 41 75.9
ities for rural nurse executives/
rural nurses.

o2

74

Staff and/or physicians resistant
to change.

??

.8

O

measures.

d

40

74.L

t2

.8

22.2

n=5J --

rn. summary, there \^/ere 44 items identified as sources
of occupational stress for top'1eve1 nurse executives in
rurar Manitobats community hospitals. The use of the Detphi
procedure resurted in the development of a consolidated
opinion as to which stressors the nursé executives perceived
as most stressful.

Firstly, the subjects were asked to r.ate
how stressful each item r'¿as in their particular j ob:
secondly, they vrere asked to reconsider their original
rating ín light of the grouprs median response for each
item.
The means h¡ere used to determine the relative
intensity of the identified sLressors. of the 16 stressors
that ranked highest in the degree of stressfulness, ten
pertained to heal-th reform, trrtà" rerated to the nurse
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executive's job and three were associated with staff and
staff rerationships.
rnconsistent government clirectives,
concern that application of governmentrs staffing guidelines
woul-d compromise patient care, inadequate time for planning
and staff involvement in guideline apprication, changes in
the nurse executivets roles and responsibilities, threats to
job security for nurse execuLives, traying off .staff ín a
snal-l community, decreased staff morare related to layoffs',
uncertaÍnty about the hospital's future, lack of nursing
input into hearth care planning and limited resources
availabre for service derivery were the major stressors
arising from health reform
Job parameters that vüere too broad, having insufficient

time in the day to complete their work arid being isolated
from educational- opportunities were job factors that the
nurse executives found to be highry stressful-. stressors
rel-ated to staf f and staf f relationships that v/ere highly
stressfut included promoting proiessional attitudes and
behaviours in staf f that are content with the 'rstatus güo,r,
dealing with probrems of poor performance and resistance to
change on part of staff and physicians. somè changes in the
ranking of stressors were observed between Round 2 and Round
3t however these changes r¡/ere not found to be significant.
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CHAPTER

5

DISCUSSION

. A paucj-ty of information exists relevant to workrelated stress for rural- nurse executives, particularry in a
Canadian setting (Arndt & Laeger, lgT}b; Carey, êE âf.,
1988; cohen 1989, L990; Johnson I lgg6i Kann I rggLi Kovner &
'
oliver, rg77; scalzi, rgg4, 1988 , :-gg}) . Consensus emerged
as to the major work-related stressors for nurse executives
in rurar Manitobats community hospitars over three rounds of
the Delphi procedure used in this study. stressors arising
from effects of the government plan for heaLth reform were
generalry the most stressful- for this nurse executive qroup.
other issues that vÍere highry stressful- related to the nurse
executivesr jobs and to staff and staff relationships.
The following discussion of the research findings is
organj-zed according to cooper and Marshallrs (lg7g) sources
of Managerial stress Moder. The discussion begins with the
sources of stress arising within the instÍtution, then moves
to stressors occuring outside the organization's boundary,
and ends with major stressors not found in cooper and
Marsharil s (r978) model. The l-iterature review provides the
basis for comparison of this study's findings with those of
previous research
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stressors are discussed either with reference to their
ranking by intensity in Round 3 (Appendix J) ot t more
generalry, in terms of their rerative degree of perceived
stressfurness. For purposes of discussing the relative
degree of stressfulness, the 44 iterns were arbitrariry
divided into thirds according to their ranks and referred to
as hiqh, medium or Iow in perceived stressfulness. As the
top 16 ranked stressors formed the same cluster in Round 2
and Round 3 they were considered the high stressor category.
stressors that. ranked 17-30 were considered as medium range
stressors. The low range inc]uded those stressors with
ranks 3L-44.
Stressors Vùithin the Organization

Factors intrinsic
to the j ob, the rol-e in the
organization, relationships at work, career development and
the organization structure and climate guide the discussion
of stressors arising within the organization.
Factors Intrinsic to the Job

rntrinsic job factors purported to cause stress for
managers include having too much work, too many decisions,
time pressures and deadlines, long hours, having to cope
with changes and the expenses of making mistakes (cooper &
Marshall, r978) . Job parameters that were too.broad and the

IO4

resultant heavy workload v/as the third most stressful
stressor identified in this study. Heavy work]oad/overload
has been previousry reported by executives (Burke &
Bel-court

I r974) , heal-th care executives (Lappa , rggg; euick
et ar., 1985), and nurse executives (Arndt & Laeger, rgTob;
Kann, L994; Johnson, 19g6; Cohen, ]rgggi ScaLzL, Igg4). The
diversity of rural nurse executivesr rol-es (chapman , L96gì
Henry & Moody , 1,9g6; Johnson & Barba , I9g2) was described by
many participants in this study.
Two subjectsr comments
illustrated their "jack-of-all-tradesrr roles:
rrlf you need a maternity nurse, equipment fixed,
someone to teach cpR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation),
someone to talk to a grieving family, ambulance
supplies checked, a room at the pCH painted, a nurse
to start fV (intravenous), someone to work on budget,
sit on a reform committee, etc., etc. - Call the DON
(Director of Nursing) ! "
Another added, rrRole includes:
scheduring, purchasing,
inservi-ci-ng, pranning, direct patient/resident care when
necessary both on unit and ambulance transfers, providing
annual performance appraisars for >50 staff members,
multiple committee representation, managing, Liaising,
crisÍs interventiontt. Not only do rurar nurse executives
assume a greater variety of rores within the nursing
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department (manager, direct care provider, staff development

officer,
infection control- officer) than their urban
counterparts, many arso assume roles hetd by other
departments in larger hospitars (purchasing agent,
pharmacist). This diversity of rores contributes to their
oïerwherming workl-oads and the assocíated perceived stress.

ïnsufficient time in the day to complete work ranked
fourth in intensity of stressfur-ness among the study's
participants. comments such âs, trtrying to ensure r meet
requirements of job description in 8 hour days is
impossibte. Tirne frames of projects - hearth reform - makes
for anxious momentsrr and tNever enough time to complete
work. There are always interruptions with day to day things
making it, difficurt
to work on and comprete projectsrl
clearry articul-ated the subjects' time pressures and
deadl ines .
In addition, the governmentrs July lgg3
directive to implement staffing guíderines by october r,
rgg3 gave rise to the highry stressful item: deadrines for
implementation of staffing guidelines did not arlow for
planning or staff invorvement. Experiencing time pressures
and deadl-ines has been reported by both nurse executives
(cohen, lggg; scarzi, rgg4) and health care executives
(Mul]en, 1985; Numerof et âI., L9g4; White & Wisdom I IgBsi
t¡iisdom I L984). The subjectsr diverse roles also predisposed
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ther¡ to stress related to time pressures and deadl-ines.
Furthermoret many participants' time pressures intensified
during the course of the study because of organízationar
changes related to hearth reform. some subjects had taken
on additional rol-es, such as Assistant Director of Nursing
and staff Development rores, while others reported having
their hours cut from full time without a corresponding
reduction in responsibilities.
As a result of having j ob parameters that \^/ere too
broad and being faced with time pressures and deadlines many
nurse executives reported working long hours. one subject
commented rrmore work is being taken home, (am) often awake
at night reviewj-ng mental task checkri-st". Another offered,
rralmost every night r bring work home, plus attend several
evening meetingsrr. Nurse executives in both rural- and long
term care settings \^/ere also found to work tong hours (Henry
& Moody, I9B6i Kann I L99I) .
Rural nursê executive
colleagues have discussed doing project work at home in the
evening to avoid interruptions and the conflict of other
work roles. rn addition, many attend work-rel_ated rneetings
during the evening without compensation for this time. Longr
work hours is liketry to become a greater stressor given the
trends occurring with heal-th reform.
Dearing with constant change at work was identified

in
this study although it \¡/as not one of the hiqhry stressful
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items (see Appendix J).
Coping with change was not
identified as a major stressor in other related studies
(cohen, 1989, Kann, rggr, scalzi, rgel) . Health reform has
caused many changes in Manitobars hearth care system. Rural
nurse executives play a key rol_e in facilitating change 1n
their local hospitals.
Dealing with constant change v/as
found to be stressful by some participants whire others
víewed change as a positive chalrenge or as rrpart of the
job". consequently this stressor ranked only twentieth in
intensity
stressfurness.
Those subjects that found
change stressful often made reference to the uncertainties
and changes stemming from hearth reform. r'Thj-s has only
been a problem since Health care Reformfr and "thj-s has been
exceedingly stressful- in the past T2 1g months' were such
comments.

Poor monetary remuneration for rurar nurse executives

t

ob responsibilitíes
j ob stressor
\^/as an intrinsic
identified in this study that had not been reported in other
rerated studies (cohen I rgïg, Kann , LggL, scaLzi, rgg4) .
Manitoba Healthts former funding guidelj-nes for senior
management positions in rural- hospitals resulted in the
nurse executives earning less or minimarry more than Lheir
unionized staff nurses who earn weekend, shift and
responsibility premiums in addition to their base sararies.
j
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Having broad job parameters and an overwhelming workroad in
combination with a minimar salary differential from their

subordinates, resulted in this studyts nurse executives
feeling undervalued and underpaid.
RoIe In Orqanization

stressors arising from the managerrs role in the
organization may include rol,e ambiguity, role conflict,
having responsibility for people, having too rittle
responsibility, lack of managerj-aI support, dealing with
increasing standards of performance and coping with rapid
technological change (Cooper & MarshalI, 1rgTg).
Role ambiguity was not identified as a stressor in this
study. Lack of clarity about roles has contributed to the
overal-1 rore stress of nurse executives in some previous
studies (Arndt & Laeger, rgTobi cohen I rggg) but not in

others (scalzi, 1990). The rack of crarity identified in
this study related to directives from Manitoba Health
regarding apprication of new staffing guidelines and Birr
22. Birl 22 was enabling legisration introduced to assist
health care employers in meeting their budgetary targets for
the fiscar years rgg3/g4 and rgg4/gs. rt allowed employers
to impose upon employees an unpaid l-eave of absence of up to
15 days each year (Manitoba Health organizations I 1993).
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regarding lack of clarity about work objectives or
about the scope and responsibírities of their jobs \^/ere not
comments

evident.

conflict between the nurse executive role and cEo rore
when the nurse executive was in charge of the hospital in
the cEo's absence was initialry identified as a stressor,
but the overall consensus was that it Ì¡/as one of the l_east
stressful items for the group as a whole (see Appendix J).
However, comments offered by partícipants in relation to

various other stressors indicated that they experienced the
rore conflicts repeatedly reported by other heatth care
managers (Arndt & Laeger, Lg70b; Burke, L989; cohen, 7989;
Kann , L99I; Kovner & oliver , ioll, Mullen I Lggsi Numerof, êt
âf ., L984; Quick, et aI., 19g5; Scalzi, Lggl,. tr{isdom , Igg4).
one subject in this study described the nurse executivers
role as trvery fragmented with many demands from diverse
departments on many dif ferent j-ssues. rr comments such as
tteveryone gives the rural DoN the message that they donrt
get enough of your time (hospital nurse/ pcH staff,
ambulance personnel, dietician, pharmacist) ,, , 'rtrying to
please aIl- of the people al-l of the time' and 'staf f not
rearizing how many directions the nurse executive is. pulredrl
reflected the conflicting demands experienced by rural nurse
executives. ItThe DoN role is a very central one in rural-
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Manitoba (hospitals) and involves relationships with nursing
staff, medical staff, cEo, management staff, support staff,

rnedicar records , crinic, business office, etc.rr aptly
described the diversi-fied role set of rura] nurse executives
that predisposed them to rol-e conflicts.
The tt j ack-of -a11 tradesrt rol-e of the rural- nurse
executive resulted in them experiencing inter-rore
confl-icts.
rn addition, the stressor: change in nurse
executive's roLe/responslbilities related to health reform
(cut backs in administrative tirne, shared DoN position
between hospitals, combined cEo/DoN role, increased direct

care provider role) further exposed them to rol-e conflict.
Having responsi-bitity for people is more stressfur than

having responsibilÍty for things as it. involves spending
more time interacting .with others, attending meetings,
worki-ng alone and trying to meet deadlines (cooper &
Marshal-1 | rg78). stressors related to having responsibirity
for peopl-e \^/ere identified in this study. Dealing with
problems of poor performance, including disciptinary
measures, and dealing with union issues, grievances and
arbitrations ranked fourteenth and eighteenth respectivery
in the degree of perceived stressfurness. similar personnel
probrems \^/ere also stressful for cohen r s (rggg ) nurse
executives. Poor performance and union-related issues v¿ere
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likeIy probrematic for many rural- nurse executives as they
lack the expertise to deal with these matters and do not
have the support of other nonunionized. nurse managers or
human resource managers in their workplaces as do t.heir
urban colleagues.
Furthermore, one might expect that
encountering these issues in a smal-l community hospitar
wourd resul-t in conflict between the nurse executivesr work
and community roles as often staff are known professionarry,
personarly and sociarly.
rn this study supervising staff
who were peers and/or v/ere known personally and sociarry was
identified as a stressor, however the group consensus was
that it \^ias a 1ow range stressor (see Appendix J). Most
nurse executives were either nev/ to their community, chose
not to socialize with their staff t or felt they \^/ere able to
effectively separate their work and community rol-es.
As the nurse executive is responsible for ensuring an
adequate comprement of nursing staff,
difficurty
in
recruitment and retention of permanent and casual staff can
problems of recruitment and retention \Á/ere
be stressful.
mentioned in this study, however they ranked l_ow in amount
of stress produced.
Staffing difficulties,
including
recruitment and retention of quarified staff has been highry
stressfur for both nurse executives (cohen I rggg; Kann,
rggr) and heal-th care executives (Lappa , rggg ì Mullen , rgg4)

.

1r2

in other setti-ngs. one would have expected recruitment and
retention to rural hospitals to be more stressful. rs the
discrepancy attributable to a stabre work force in rural
communities or is it related to the fact that many hospitars

are currently faced with downsizing

dilemmas?

The nature of relationships with superiors, subordinates

4nd corleagues can be a source of occupational stress for
managers (cooper & Marsharl, rgTg). some nurse executj-ves

in the study experienced difficult rerationships with their
superiors, the chief executive officers and, indirectry, the
.hospital t s Board of lrustees.

The management style of chief executive officers, the.
subjectsf immediate superj ors, caused strained working
rel-ations for some subjects. vlorl<ing with chief executive
officers they described as autocratic, paLriarchal, crosed,
a procrastinator was difficult.
others found their chief

executive officerst
ineffectiveness to be stressful.
Ineffective bosses were often unavailable for consultation
because of commitments outside their hospitals, had poor
decision making skills and,/or failed to provide direction or
leadership for their institutions.
Both the management
styre and ineffectiveness of their superiors were moderately
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stressful items for the group as a whole (see Appendix J).
Other nurse executives (Cohenr ]-g9g; Kovner & Oliver, 1977;
scarzi, rg84) also reported stressful relationships with
their bosses. This similarity in findings r-ends further
support to the stressfulness associated with poor
relationships with superiors.
Poor rerationships with subordinates, such as probrems
with delegating and managing by participation (cooper &
Marshall, r978) , v/ere not identified as occupational
stressors in this study or other related studies (Arndt &

Laeger, I97Ob¡ Cohen, I9g9 i Burke, Igggi Johnson, 19g6i
Kann, I99]-; Kovner & Otiver, 1977; Lappa, I9g9; MuÌlen,
1985; scalzi, rg84; wisdom, rg}4). participatory managiement
and defegation are perhaps more accepted skilrs for managers
today than they hrere in the 1970's. To what extent either
v/ere practised was unknown from these studies.
unique to this study \^/as the stress associated with
continued trbad feelingstr about the Manitoba Nursets union
strike of r99r. v[hile this work stoppage caused permanent
scars in some employer-emproyee rerationships, the majority
of subjects had either not experienced the strike in their
present positions or did not perceive any residual- stress
from the strike in their hospitals.
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Resolving confrict
among staff,
departments or
physicians was perceived to be moderately stressful by this
studyrs nurse executives. Lack of cooperative rerationships
and being caught in the middle of conflicts at work has been

reported as stressfur among other hearth care mañagers
(Cohen, :-g}g; Mullen , IgB4; Wisdom , Lggl). This congruency
of findings further supports the purported stressfurness
managers experj-ence when deal-ing with personnel issues.
cooper and Marshalr (Lg7B) identified collegiaJ- rivalry

and lack of social support Ín difficult
situations as
potential stressors for managers. collegial rivalry was not
an obvious stressor for nurse executives in this or other
studies (Arndt & T,aeger, r97ob; cohen , ' rggg; Kann , r99L;
scarzi, r9B4). Thus collegial rivalry does not appear to
pray a significant role in the stressful experiences of
nurse executives.
Lack of managerial support was not highry stressful for

this study's participants.

Lack of support from other
nonunion management nurses, chief executive officers, Boards
of Trustees, and. staf f nurses \irere stressors that indicated
insufficient manageriar support. fn the final- anarysis, all
four ranked medium or row in intensity of perceived
stressfulness (see Appendix J).
Lack of support from
superl-ors
' subordinates and/ or col reagues has been a
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previousl-y reported stressor for executives in health care
(Cohen L98g; Cooper & Melhuish, 1980; euick et âI., LgB5l

scal-zi, 1984). rt was a major stressor for scalzi,s (LgB4)
nurse executives.
These stressors 1ikely rated lower
overarl in the degree of stressfulness because other
stressors related to heal-th reform v/ere more pressing at the
time- Also, while some subjectsr comments indicated that
lack of support from their chief executive officer created
great stress for them, others offered that their chief
executive of f icers \tiere very supportive.
Furthermore,
arthough most nurse executives did not have nursing
colleagues at the same level in their organization, many had
deveroped networks of support with other nurse executives in
their region and/or around the province.
Upon closer examination of the lack of support
stressors, l-ack of support/understanding of staff was
observed to be more stressful than rack of support from the
chief executive officer, the Board of Trustees or other
nonunion management nurses (see Appendix J).
Perhaps
conflicting expectations between the nurse executivest
professional- and manageriar rores (carey et al., 19gg) made
the subjects more sensitive to the perceived lack of
support/understanding from direct care provi_ders.
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Career Devel-opment

Potenti_a1 stressors rel_ated to career development
inctude lack of j ob securi_ty, fear of redundancy or
obsolescence, status incongruity and concerns of under or
over promotion and frustration at reaching oners career
ceiling (Cooper & Marsha1l, J,97e).
hlhereas threat to job security for nurse execulives was

found to be highly stressful in this study (see Appendix J),

it had not been a priority stressor for bther nurse
executives (Arndt & Laegert rgTobi cohen, rgSgì Johnson,
1986; Kânn, l-99I¡ Kovner & Otiver, 1977¡ ScaIzi, Ige4).

The

difference may be situation specific in that recent funding
cuts for administration resurted in many nurse executives
having their hours reduced.
Others feared that with
regionarization and further budgetary restraints, their
positions woul-d become redundant or obsolete.
over-promoted managers are those managers promoted to

higher positions which they have difficulty
firring and
consequentry overwork to maintain their jobs and hide their
insecurities (Cooper & Marsha11, IgTg) .
Feeling i11prepared educationally or experientially for the scope of
their responsibilities woul-d reflect on the over-promoted
nurse executivets job performance. As lack of education
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and,/or experience for their responsibilities/cìuties hras not

perceived to be highry stressful in this stucly or previous
studies (Arndt & Laeger, j,g7ob; cohen I rg}g i Kann , rggLì
scalzi, L984) over-promotion does not appear to be a major
issue among nurse executives. one might have expected this
studyrs participants to experience more stress relat.ed to

their educationar preparation given the complexities of
todayrs hospitars and the fact that most subjects v/ere onry
prepared at the diploma lever prus held a certificate
nursing management.

in

not addressed in this studyrs model or in related
studies, the investigator purports that new managers'
feel-ings of comfort are also linked to the adequacy of
orientation to their positions. rnadequate orientation to
the nurse executive position !,ias identified as a stressor in
this study, however it ranked row in intensity of perceived
Vühil-e

stressfulness.

Some subjects

commented that

1ack of

orientation was an issue when they commenced their jobs but
it was no longer a stressor at the time of data col-lection.
The stressfulness related to orientation was therefore a
factor of the length of service in that position
Related to career deveropment and the manager's ability
to adapt to changing circumstances in the work environment

is the availability

of ongoing educational opportunities for
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the manager. rsotation from educational- opportunities for
rural nurse executives and their staff fell_ in the top third
of the rank-ordered stressors. This item was not a stressor
in other nurse executive studies as they ri,/ere conducted in
metroporitan, urban, suburban or less isol_ated rural
settings (cohen I rg|g; Kann, r99r¡ scarzi, l-9g4). However,
Anderson and Kimber (r99r) and the rnterlake/East Regional
nurse executives (group interview, october I rggL) had
previously fragged access to continuing education as an
issue for rural nurses. As more distance education programs
and improved communication technology becomes availabl_e to
Manitobats rural nurses, it is expected that isolation from
educational- opportunities will become ress of an issue.
Orqanizat j-ona1 Structure anq_1]¿f mglg

stressors such as limited participation in decision
making, lack of effective
consul-tation and poor
communications within the organization tend to threaten the
managerrs freedom, autonomy and identity (cooper & Marshall,
r978) rn this study, lack of participation in decision
rnaking r¡/as evident in the stressor:
having limited
understanding of and invol-vement in the budget process,
although it was not highly stressfur overal1. Limited input
into decisions on hospitar p]-anning and policy development
was a source of job dissatisfaction for Kovner and oli-verrs
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(r977) study on nurse executives. As wert, McMirranrs
(1983) nursing directorsr organizational power was. l-imited
by their rack of control over theír budgets. rn more recent
studies (cohen, LgSg; Kann, rggr; sca:-zi, Lg84) lack of
participation in organizational decision making has not been
a major issue.
As previously suggested, perhaps
participatory management is more accepted and practised in
the 1990rs.
rneffective organizational structures, including unclear
or poorly fo]lowed lines of authority and failure to take
ownership of problems, and poor communication/turf
protection between departments affecting the derivery of
nursing care v/ere stressors identified in this study. Both
stressors ranked low in degree of perceived stressfulness.
Problems arising from the organizational structure \^/ere not

noted in other related studies (cohen, r9B9¡ Kannt rgg!,
scarzi, 1984). communication difficurties was a stressor of
lesser importance in cohen,s (1989) study. These findings
confirmed that issues of organízational structure and
interdepartmental communications are not major stressors for
nurse executives.
Two stressors in this study that v/ere not specified in

cooper and Marshal-1's (r978) model, but that relate to
organizational- climate were promoting professional attitudes
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and behaviours in staff who are content with the rrstatus
quott and staf f ts/physiciansr resistance to change. l{hire

neither stressor had been found in other related studies
(cohen, 1989; Kann | 1_9grì scalzi, rg84) , both were perceived
to be highry stressful by this studyrs participants (see
Appendix J).
subjects expressed frustration with their
staffts indifference to continuing education and resistance
to change amid the cl-imate of change in today's health care
system; Perhaps certain factors associated with working in
small rural hospitars contribute to apathy toward
professional development and the corresponding resistance to
change. staff turnover is minimal in many rural hospitars
as the staff have settled in the community and there are few
other employment opportunities. when the introduction of
new staff and ideas are limited, attitudes and practices can
easily become entrenched. conseguentry, change is perceived
as a threat rather than as an opportunity to enhance
standards of care
staff who lack commitment to the hospital was another
stressor found in this study that had not been previousry
identified by nurse or hear-th care executj-ves (Burke, L9B9;
Cohen, Igggì Kann, L99I; Kovner & Oliver, L97jì Lappa, I9g9¡
, 1984; Numerof et âf. , r9B4 ì scarzi, LgB4; wisdom,
1984). However, the consensus of participants was that lack

Mullen
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of staff commitment \^/as not highry stressful (see Appendix
J). The comment given by one subject likely captured the
essence of this stressor, rrvery few staff (lack commitment)
You can count them on your fingers of one hand but these
are the ones who are the thorns in your side. . .rr others
offered that staff commitment had changed with the recent
threat of job losses in their institutions.
Hence, this
lack of commitment may be considered another situation
specific stressor.
sex-role stereotyping

evident in comments of femare
nurse executives who v/ere assigned the secretarial duties at
nu]tidisciplinary committee meetings. v,Ihen presented to arl
subjects, they ranked sex-role stereotyping last in the
degree of perceived stressfulness. sex-role stereotyping
had not been raised as a stressor among other nurse
executives (cohen , LgBg; Kann I rggr; sca]zi, r9B4) . These
findings lead one to question, does sex-ro1e stereotyping
not occur in the health care system or is sex-role
stereotyping not recognized or acknowl-edged by nurse
executives? rt is 1ikely the latter, given the longstanding views that secretarial work i; womenrs work and
nurses.are frhand maidens,r to physicians.
Ì^/as
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Extra-organizational- Source of Stress

cooper and Marshal-l (1978) described the category of
external j ob stressors as fra rcatch-arl- | f or all those

interfaces between life outside and life
inside the
organization that might put pressure on the manager', (p.
94). The model- focused on the stress arising from the
conflicting demands between the managerrs work and personal
and family life.
vühen apprying the moder to managers in the
health care system, there are other potential sources of
stress outside the institutions that need to be considered.
The following discussion addresses the external stressors
identified by cooper and Marshall (Lg7B) as welr as those
stressors unique to the heal-th care system.
Personal and Fami1v Life

Demands

Neither the nurse executives in this study br previous
studies (cohen, rglg; Kann, rggri Kovner & oliver , J.g77 ì
scarzi, Lg84) identífied family problems, rife crises or
conflicts between work and famiry demands as externar
sources of stress (cooper & Marshal1, l-gTg). rn casual
discussíons with rurar- nurse executive colleagues, the
investigator has been apprised of stressors in the
colleaguesr "familyt lives that have brought pressure to
bear on their work lives. perhaps the wording of the Round

.
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l- instructions (Appendix F) steered subjects away from
identifying stressors rerated to their personal rives.
one potential source of occupational stress not present

in cooper and Marshalr's (rg7B) model comes from the
hospitalts governing body, the Board of Trustees. This
source of stress \À/as considered external because the Board
members are public representatives appointed by the town
council-s or rural munícipal-ities. The hospital Boardrs role
is to set policy and ensure that thá hospital is run in
accordance with the act and regulations set forth by the
Minister of Heatth.
Governinq Board Issues
Three stressors identified .in this study originated from the

hospitalts Board of Trustees. They r,i/ere. rturf r protection
by Board members when involved in regionar planning for
health reform, Board members' limited knowredge of their
role/functions and., 1ast1y, Board membersr involvement in
operational matters. The group t s consensus !i/as that none of
the above stressors caused. high stress revels. ïn most
cases, the nurse executives reported to the chief executive
officers,
creating a buffer between the Board and
themselves. Perhaps this buffer ressened the impact of
these stressors. Board pressure was identified as a cause
of stress for chief executive officers in Lappa's (rggr)
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survey, hovrever, it al-so ranked low in the amount of stress
it produced. That Board-rerated issues \¡/ere not raised as
stressors in other studies (cohen, r9g9; Kann t rggr Mullen,
L984; Numerof et â1., rgg4; scalzi, r9B4; wisdomt rg}4)

may

be due to subjects having limited contact or involvement
with their hospitars' Boards or there may not have been a
Board in their organi-zationar structures. Furthermore, the
data collection tools used in other studies may not have
been sensitive to Board-related issues.
Dealing with community criticisrn and pressure vüas a
stressor common to both this study and Lappa's (1989)
survey. Hovrever, community pressure and criticism were not
perceived to be hiqhly stressful in either study, perhaps
because this stress can be controrred by taking the tirne to

investigate the concern and exprain the hospital's position
to the pubric. rn addition, the intervíew guides used j_n
nursing studies (cohen, rgggi scarzi, rgg4) did not focus on
issues arísing from the nurs.e executivesr interface with the
community.
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Phvsician-ReIated Factors

Another group of stressors not identified in cooper and
Marshal-l's (1978) model, but which caused stress for nurse

executives, pertained to physicians. physicians do not
usually have line authority in the organizational structures
of Manitoba's rural hospitars, but their interface with
hospitars are often felt in terms of rrhospital pol j-ticsr.
Doctors failing to follow hospital rules, and their poî/er in
infruencing operational matters, were two stressors
perceived to be moderately stressful_.
Cohenrs (l-989)
suþj ects reported a lack of po\iüer over their departments,
some of which stemmed from ttthe ord rnurse-physician gamel
oftwho is the real- boss hererr (p. r22), as a mid-range
stressor. Hence, this study further supports the finding
that nurse executives are also subjected to the stress
associated with nurse-physician power struggles, albeit at a
different level in the organizati-onal- structure.
A lack of qualif ied and experi-enced physicians \^/as
raised as a stressor, however, it ranked low overal-1 in
amount of stress produced. A few participants commented on
physician competency problems, a component of scal- zit s
(1984) quarity concern stressor.
A greater number of
comments referred to stress associated with the frequent
turnover of physicians in their communities. Hence, the
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stress in rural Manitoba hospitals is more related to the
organizational changes required to accommodate a nerd
physician I s practices.
Other Sources of Stress

A final- group of stressors found in this study that was
not identified in cooper and Marshall's (Lg7g) model,
related to Manitoba Hearth's reform initiatives and funding
policies.
A few of the health reform stressors viere
discussed as they appried to intra-organizational sources of
stress; however, the rnajority of stressors in this category
courd not be pinpointed as arising solery from within or
outside the organizational boundary. Health reform issues
tended to be broader or more encompassing than the
categories delineated in cooper and Marshal-rrs (ir978) model
and, therefore, are discussed as a unique category.
Of the top 16 stressors. that ranked highest in the
degree of perceived stressfulness, ten pertained to Manitoba
Heal-th's recent hearth reform initiatives
and funding
policies. The key events that contributed to this group of
stressors were the introduction of Manitoba HeaLth's (Lggz)
pran to realign up to 2oo rurar hospital beds with more
community-based and long term care servíces, the
governmentts mandate to develop proposals for regional
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associations, and the imposed budgetary restraints and
staffing guiderines to redirect funds from hospitars to
community care. As tii= study's data h/ere coll-ected during
the same period that Manitoba r s rural hospitals \Álere
experiencing the first major effects of health reform, many
of the participants' priority stressors centred around
health reform. To appreciate the impact of health reform on
this studyts findings it is necessary to chronologicarly
review the events of health reform occurring prior to and
during the data col_lection period.
rn the spring of Lgg3, Manitoba Heal-th informed rural
hospitals that severe fiscar real-ities necessitated budgeÈ
restraints starting the fiscal year r9g3/g4. on July 15,
1'993 Manitoba Hearth issued staffing

guidelines for the
nursing, dietary and housekeeping departments, along with an
october !, Lgg3 deadrine for implementation of 50 percent
(Phase r) of the guideline and April L, rg94 for the
remaining 5O percent (phase II).
Application of the
staffing guidelines meant downsizing and layoffs in most
rurar hospitars as werl as a perceived threat to the
standard of health care service provided to rural
communj-ties. Rural- nurse executives were forced to quickly
deverop plans to accomplish the first 50 percent reduction.
The october 1st deadline did not allow for adequate planning
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or collaboration with staff causing anger, anxiety and poor
morale to pervade their institutions.
on october r, 1993, the deadrine for implementation of
Phase r, Mr. Frank Maynard, then Deputy Minister of Health,
advised rurar hospitars that the applicatj-on of the staffing
guidelines v/as rron holdr.
The stated reason for this
"pause" policy was to aIl-ow for an in-depth review of
staffing guidelines for al-1 hospital departments, in
consul-tation with representatives from rural hospitars.
Nurse executives who had hastily developed ne!ü staffing
plans and given layoff noti-ces to unionized employees next
had to tell- their staf f that al-l prans r^iere now on hold,
resurting in a r'loss of credibility with staf f r'. Round 1
questionnaires were mailed october 1g : 22, Lgg3, soon after
the announcement of the ttpausett policy.
2 questionnaires were mailed January 22, Lgg4, ât
a time when the participants were expecting to begin the
staffing guidelihe review. Moreover, the subjects vüere
still dealing with their staff's anger and poor morare as
wel-I as the uncertainty of when and how the revised
guidelines would effect their hospitals.
Round

The third round of questionnaires

\Á/as

maired April 15,

1994. The review process did not get underway until June,
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L994, eight months after the "pause" policy was put into
effect. After deraying the review by eight months, Manitoba
Health imposed short time rines for the review process. The
scenario of waiting months for Manitoba Heatth to issue
directives and then having only a few weeks to implement
them has occurred repeatedly since heal-th reform was first
introduced, adding to the stress experienced by rural nurse
executives.

A discussion of those stressful items related to heal_th
reform that \^/ere not discussed with íntra-organizational
stressors folIows.
Inconsistent government directives
related to heal-th reform/cutbacks caused the greatest
occupational stress among this studyrs participants.
Feelings of frustration, anger and powerlessness with the
governmentrs inconsj-stencies were evident in such comments
as tt(we suf fered) a 1oss of credibility with staf f r, rrfias
been a major stressor in the past year

creating lack of
trust in staff nurses and decreased moralerr, and rFilmon
Fridays (8i11 22) directive
another example of crisis
rùanagement from governmentr. That inconsistent government
directives have not caused major stress for other nurse
executives (Cohen, Iggg; Kann I 1rggLì Scalzi, IgB4) suggests
that this stress is attributable to Manitoba Hearth's unique
practices in conveying policy directives.

1_3

0

concern that application of Manitoba Heal-thrs staffing
guideli-nes wourd compromise the standard/safety of patient.

care provided hras the second most stressful itern in this
study. This stressor arose from th.. threat of severe
cutbacks in staff related to the application of staffing
guidelines, schedured for october, j,9g3. rf the cutbacks
became a rearity,

the subjects feared that understaffing
wou]d jeopardize the standard and safety of care. As the
guiderine review \4ras still in process at the completion of
data collection, the concern that the apptrication of
staffing guiderines would ultimately effect patient care
continued. Linked closery to the concern about the standard
and safety of patient care h/as the high stress of having
limited resources avaír-able for services delivery due to
budgetary restraints in areas such as medical-surgical
supplies and drug costs. euality of patient care concerns,
some of which stemmed from decreased financial resources and
understaffing, is not new among nurse executives (cohen,
1989; scarzi, 1984). rn fact, lack of funding resurting in
a decreased level of service ;" clients qas the most
stressful item for cohen's (l-gg9) subjects. Because nurse
executives are, in part, responsible fór the standard of
patient care, âhy threat to the quarity of care delivered is
perceived to be stressful
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Lack of rurar nursesr input into hearth care planning
at the provincial level vüas also rated as highty stressful
in this study. Participantsr frustration with their lack of
invorvement in developing the staffing guidelines for rural
hospitals i¡ias obvious in their comments, rfthe realities of

rural- nursing are not taken into account...rr and rreven with
discussion at Manitoba Heal-th lever, there was stil1 no
recognition that input from rurar nurses was needed. rl
cohenrs (1989) subjects hrere also excluded from planníng at
the state level. The political system made alr decisions
regarding the funding for health programs, giving rise to

ethicar issues for nurse executives rel-at.ed to rationing
care. Excl-usion of nurse executives from planning at the
provincial ]evel rei-nforces the powerlessness of nurses in
defining provincial health policies.
To accomplish the staffingr reductions necessary to meet
the guiderine targets, nurse executives \^/ere anticipating
deleting positions and raying off the incumbents. Laying
off staff
a small community where staff are known
personally and/or socially to the nurse executive and the

resurtant decreased staff morale \irere two highry stressfur
r-tems unique to this study (cohen, 1989; Kann t 1,99rì scalzi,
1-984 ) .
comments such as tr have fel-t very anxious and
fearful as my decisions effect the nurse, her famiry and the
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farm, etc. tt indicated the nurse
executives t
ahiareness
of
their
personal
staff's
cj-rcumstances and the anticipated hardships that tayoffs
would cause. Having to i-mpose stress on others was a source
of stress for this study's subjects. Al-so found only in
this study v/as nurse executivesr stress related to the
uncertainty about the future of their hospital and the
potential economic stress to their communities (cohen , rgggì
Kann, r99li scalzi, 1984) . That rural nurse executives find
these effects of hearth reform on their staff and hospitars
highly stressful may be a reflectÍon of their caring and
concern for the welr-being of their staff and the viability
of the community as a whole
viability

of

their

Revisions to the Conceptual Framework
To concl-ude the discussion of findings, the investigator
revisited the conceptual framework within the context of the

hearth care system in rural- Manitoba today. Alr of the
j-ntra-organizational stressor categories ancl many of the
specific stressors derineated in cooper and Marshal-l's
(1-978) moder were reÌevant to nurse executives working in
rurar Manítobats community hospitals. rn addition, there
were some sources of stress within the institution that,
while not specificarly identified by cooper and Marshal1,
did fit into the generar categories identified.
The
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categories for extra-organizational sources of stress need
to be expanded to include the specific interfaces between
l-ife outside and rife inside a hospital that can create
stress for managers. A revised moder that ref l_ects r'*the
interfaces unique to a hearth care setting is depicted in
Figure 2.
cooper and Marsharl-'s (1978) moder did not consider the

context within which the stressors occurred. This studyrs
findings demonstrated that contextual- faetors in the
environment influenced the subjectsr perceptions of
stressors. Health reform was a key factor in the health
care environment at the time, hovrever, it was more
encompassing and pervasive than any of

the individuat
stressor categories j-n the model. Therefore, hearth reform
was more appropriately considered as a contextdal factor.
All other stressors needed to be interpreted within the
context of hearth reform. The revised moder (Figure z)
illustrates contextual factors of health reform as a circre
within which the managerts occupational stressors are to be
interpreted.
Another proposed revision is the inclusion of contextual

factors specific to a rural setting.
lthile many of the
sources of occupational- stress for rural nurse executives
could be described within the moder¡ they were definitely
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influenced by factors considered to be uniquely rural. For
example, rural nurse executivesr stress associated with
heavy workl-oad and time pressures stemmed in part from their
diversity of rores within and beyond the nursing department.
Furthermore, living and workíng in smalI communities where
peopre are socially and economically intertwined predisposed
rurar nurse executives to experiencing stress when faced
with staff rayoffs, uncertainty about their hospitals'
futures, and the resur-tant economic stress on their

communities. such professional and personar ro]e díffusion
is a rural- phenomenon (Long and Weinert, J'ggT).
rsolation r/,/as another uniquely rural factor evident in a
number of identified stressors. Lack of support from other
nonunion management nurses, i-solation from educational
opportunities, and problems with recruitment and retention
of nurses and physicians \^¡ere partly attributable to being
geographically dÍslocated from urban centres.
The rural- setting arso infruenced the physician-rerated
stressors. The power of physicians \^/as often enhanced when

they were in rimited suppry. some nurse executives voiced
their frustration with rocar- physican manpov/er issues and at
physicians being all-owed to break the rules and/or influence
operational matLers. rrphysicians ans\^/er to no one in smal_lcountry hosptial-s. rf they leave, the Board know,s they wilr
be stuck without a doctor. A no win situationl "
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Figure 2 depicts the rural contextual factors as a
second circre extending beyond the contextuar factors of
health reform. Health reform is considered as temporary
factor affecting the health care system, whereas the rural
contextual factors will remain constant.
Hence, the
contextual- factors rel-ated to hearth ref orm must be
considered within the framework of the rural setting and are
therefore depicted as cradled within the rural- contextualfactors.
cooper and Marshalr's (1,g78) moder assumed that the
managerfs stressors occured within a stable environment and
that they tr^/ere static over time. coping with change at work
was identified as a stressful intrinsic job factor.
The
findings of this study suggest that change is not limited to
stressful intrinsic job factors. change is omnipresent in
todayts hearth care system. As a result, the stressors
experienced within this setting varied both in content and
magnitude. Hearth reform was the primary change agent that
altered the perception of stressors in this study. For
example, the subjectsr stress related to time pressures
intensífied when their hours were cut, without a reduction
in responsibilities, to meet revised budgetary guiderines
for administration. Al-so, ]ack of job security stemmed from
hearth reform changes occuring at both institutionar and
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regional levels. other major changes affecting health carel
such as a major disease epidemic, ffiây procìuce different
resul-ts in future studies. Therefore, the model as revised
acknowredges the variability of stressors within an unstabre
environment.
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Revised Model: Sources of Managerial Stress in the Health Care System.
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fnplications for Nursing
The occupationar stressors identified in this study
have imprications for the nurse executive's practice. what
can nurse executives, their
superiors, and their
professional association and educational institutions do to
lessen nurse executives t perceived stress?
The following suggestions and recommendations are based

on the research findings, the literature review, and the
discussion of the results.
They generally focus on those
stressors perceived to be most stressful-. The implications
are proposed with consideration of health reform, the major
contextual element behind many of the priority stressors,
and the omnipresence of change in Manitoba's heal-th care
system today.

wakefierd (1,992) delineated three steps for nurses to
control workplace stress. whil-e wakefieldrs focus \i/as the
staff nurse, the principles are transferrable to this
studyrs nurse executives. Recognition is the first step in
managing a stress problem. Knowing and being able to
identify the signs and symptoms that indicate nurse
executives are not coping with excessive job stress is the
key to controlling their stress.
The second step for nurse executives to manage
occupationar stress is to understand why they are
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experíencing it (wakefield, rgg2). This study's findings
provide nurse executives with insights to the sources of

stress that they corl-ectively perceived to be most
stressful.
The methodology used required each subject's
introspection during data col-rection. comments offered by
subjects verified that, âs individuals, they found this
process personally enrightening. Two subjects who had rated
many of the items as highly stressful ad.ded the comments,
ttThis questionnaire scares me. vühen do T expect my Mr? No
wonder r go home at the end of the day exhaustedlr and ryou
may wonder v¡hy ïrm in the job!
certainly many of the
stressors identified do appty. "
wakefiel-d (1gg2) suggested that nurses examine theír
work environment to determine which stressors cause them to
experience apprehension, uncertainty, and a rack of contror

in changing the situation and, as a result, to feel
powerress, anxious and stressed. Armed with the results of
this study, nurse executives could scrutinize their work
situation to determine whether the stressors they perceive
to be most stressful are similar to these findings or unique
to their positions. As there is usually onry one nurse
executive in a rural hospital, the incumbent has no
benchmark with wiricrr to compare his/her perceived job
stress.
This process will allow nurse executives to
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recognize that they are not alone in experiencing job
stress.
once nurse executives are ar^iare of both their
common and unique stressors they can begin to individually
and collectivery develop strategies to address them.
The third step in managing work-rerated stress is to
try to change the perception of the stressor (vriakefield,

Striving for increased control over the work
environment l-essens perceptions of powerlessness and
inevitability.
Nurse executives can attempt to gain greater
reez)

.

workplace control in many ri/ays. As many of the príority

stressors refated to hea]th reform nurse executives need to
focus their efforts on controlling these stressors.
To enhance their

infruence in planning their work
environment, nurse executives must take a proactive approach
in acquiring greater invorvement in planning at the hospital
executive and board levers. They must also obtain nurse
executive representation on regional ancl provincial
committees whose mandates are to operational-ize Manitoba
Heal-thrs (L992 ) reform p1an.
The benefits of nurse
executives' participation are twofol-d. They contribute a
strong patient-centred perspective to planning and policy
setting at all levels. As individuals they will feer their
opinions and expertise can make a difference in deci sions
that may effect their work environment and the standard of
.
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patient care delj-vered. Their contributions may help to
identify inconsistent government directives and unrealistic
deadlines, and avoid future directives that threaten both
the governmentrs and nurse executivers credibility.
continuing education is critical in preparing nurse
executives to deal with the changes happening in their
hospitars. Advanced knowledge and skirrs obtained through
courses or seminars on organizational restructuring,
managing organizationar change, leadership in a time of

J-ayoffs, and other such relevant topics could arlow nurse
executives to feel more competent, confident, and in control
of their workplace environments
Nurse executivesr concerns about job security can also
be partly addressed through education. By taking distance
educatíon programs they can ready themselves f or ne!À/ or

roles shourd their position be changed or deleted,
or shoul-d opportunities for shared administration or other
types of diversification become available. Nurse executives
can. al-so assume greater control of their destinies by
polishing their
interview skirls
and developing a
professional curricurum vitae for use in apprying for nev/
positions.
expanded

work overload and time pressures are stressors common
to nurse executives (cohen, rggg; Kann, rggoì scalzí, rgg4).
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Heal-th reform has added a ne\^/ dimension to'these stressors

for Manitobats rurar nurse executives. Many are having
their hours reduced at the same time their responsibilities
are being expanded. They need to consj-der innovative
methods of handling this workload. Dr:iedger (j.g94) reported
that rural nurse executives do not have dedicated
secretarial support and, consequently, must perform
secretarial- and crericar functions. An evaluation of the
non-executive functions done by these nurse executives and
the allocation of secretarial,
technical and other
administrative resources that would allow nurse executives
to attend to priority executj-ve functions were recommended
(Driedger, r994).
Deregation of certain administrative
functions, such as scheduling and completion of tirne sheets,
may al-so be an appropriate means of finding more time for
executive functions. Time management courses are suggested
to assj-st nurse executives in evaluating their workroad,
determining their priorities, and optimizing their workdays.
strategies for enhancement of sociar support from
colleagues would be beneficial in helping nurse executives
cope with stressfur situations (cohen , tgilg). some subjects
indicated their invorvement in regional and provincial nurse
administrators t interest
qroups.
Participation
is
encouraged as it, facilitates probl-em sol-ving and information
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sharing prus provides emotional support. conference cal-I
meetings are a r..iistic
al-ternative for nurse executives
who are widespread geographically.
Networking on an
individuar basis, including computerized communication, is
also suggested as a valuable support strategy in working
through stressful situations. Nurse executives also need to
deverop supports within their
institutions
whenever
possible. supportive rerationships with the chief executive
officer, feIlow executive members or department heads would
foster collaboration and participative decision making, âs
well âs, emotional support in stressful times.
Actual and anticipated changes related to hearth reform
and budgetary restraints have created an environment of
uncertainty and unrest in rural hospitars. some staff fear
they may lose their jobs while others are angry and
resentful of the changes required of them within the
institution.
Nurse executivesr stress arises from having to
impose these government-mandated changes on their staff.
They need to understand the dynami-cs of change in an
organization and develop a skill set that will assist them
in successfully leading their staff through these changes.
Duck (rgg3) emphasized the need for open communication
with staff durj-ng organizationar changes. Messages need to

be consistent, clear and endlessly repeated to avoid
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damaging rumours and for staff

to come to terms with the
change. Nurse executives could meet regurarly wÍth the
staff to inform and update them on the status of hearth
.
ref orm changes . Even i f there is no ne\,ü inf ormation, it
would provide an opportunity to review previous information,
ans\4rer guestions, and dispel rumours
Empowerment of

staff
is another strategy for
faciritating change (Duck, Lgg3). rnvolvíng staff in the
planning and decision making regarding the application of
staffing guidelines and changes in the delivery of service
may ease the staffts transition and, thereby, lessen the
associated stress for nurse executi-ves.
Enhancing their confr-ict management and negotiation
skil]s wourd better prepare nurse executives to dear with

difficurt and often stressful interactions whether they be
with their staff, Mani-toba Hearth representativesr or the
Manitoba Nurses union.

Learni-ng to negotiate a win-win

outcome for both parties will

credibility

increase the nurse executivers

and lessen the stress of such encounters.

Decreased staff

morare may be a sign that actuar or
anticipated downsizi-ng in rural hospitals has caused a
phenomenon known as

layoff survivor sickness.
This
phenomenon includes the attitudes, feelings, perceptions and
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that are manifested in employees who remain in an
organization after layoffs (Trio1o, Aflgeier & schwarLz,
symptoms

It is suggested that nurse executives become
faniliar with the symptoms of layoff survivor sickness, the
signs of ineffective coping mechanisms and appropriate
intervention strategies to herp staff work through the
changes. Noer (1993) advocates a four-step intervention
model that nurse executives may find usefu].
Lever 1
interventions dear with the survivors' perspective of the
layoff process. Level 2 interventions help the survivors
grieve by allowÍng for catharsis of repressed feelings and
emotions. Level 3 interventions herp the survivorsr regain
a sense of personal control- and se]f esteem. T,evel 4
interventions create systems and processes to prevent future
occurrences of survival sickness.
1ee5).

chief executi-ve of f icers in Manitoba's rural- hospital
have an important role in creating a supportive environment
in which nurse executives can better address the identified
stressors. ït is suggested that chief executive officers
include nurse executives in devel-oping job descriptions that
maximize their expertise and incrude a real-istic workl-oad.
Furthermore, they need to ensure that appropriate resources
are in place to all-ow nurse executives to fuIfi11 these
evolving ro1es.
Involving
nurse executives in
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organizational planning and decision making plus
".r"årrugirg
their participation on regionar and provincial committees
acknowl-edges

their varuable contribution to the derivery of

health services.
chief executive officers need to be readiry avairabre
for consurtation, directíon, and support when nurse
executives are dealing with difficult situatíons involving
the staff, unions, physicians or the pubric. chalrenging
Manitoba Health on directives that are inconsistent, involve
unrearistic deadlines or will compromise the standard of
patient care woul-d further support nurse executives. rn
addition, encouraging nurse executj-vesr attendance at
seminars on rnanaging transitions, conf Iict resolut j-on or
other relevant topics and./or hiring consultants with
expertise in restructuring,
rabour management and
negotiating skills would assj-st nurse executives in planning
and imprementing changes in today's turbul-ent hearth care
system

Establishing a mechanism by which rurar nurse
executives can access human resource supports is
recommended. Most rural hospitals do not have human
resource managers. As Manitoba Heal-th organizations has
limited expertise and resources avairable for consultation,
nurse executives often struggle alone with performance
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probl-ems, union-related matters and other rabour management
lssues.
W. Byron, Vice President, Human Resources

Manaqement services,

Manitoba Health organizations,
(Manitoba Nurse Adrninistrators rnterest Group, Aprir I rggs)
indicated a desire to coll-aborate with the human resource
departments from vüinnipeg hospitals to develop a pool of
human resource expertise that could be shared with rural
hospitals. ïntroduction of shared human resource services,
coordinated by Manitoba Health organizations, is
whoreheartedry endorsed as it. could provide the guidance
rural executives need when faced wÍth deleting positions and
laying off staff.
- The rural

nurse executivesr professional association
needs to pray an active role in lessening their perceived
stress.
Many nurses have the support of a union when
experiencing employer/employee problems. Nurse executives
are not unionized and tend to feer isorated when they
encounter difficulties with their chief executive officers
or Boards of Trustees. The professional association could
provide strong guidance and support to nurse executives
facing difficurt
relationships at work by creating a
consultant, nursing administration position.
stressors related to professionar attitudes and
behaviours of staff, standards of care and scope of practice
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courd also be addressed with input from the nurse
executivesr professional association. rt is suggested that
nurse executives consult with the association on these
matters and that, in turn, the association assist nurse
executives in crearly articulating the issues and developing
strategies to address them
The Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses has
contemprated disbanding its
Nursing Administration
conmíttee. The Manitoba Nurse Administrators' rnterest
Groupr of which the investigator and many other rural nurse

executives are members, has requested that the Association
not disband this committee as it is seen as nurse
administrators' formar rink with the association (rnterest
Group meeting, December r9g4). This interest group has
recommended that this
committee be maintained and

strengthened as a forum for addressing items of common
concern to all nurse administrators and for developing an
index of persor,= riir, adrninistrative expertise. Rural nurse
executives need these supports, being the only nonunionized
management

nurse in their instítutions.

The studyrs findings also have implications for the
educationar preparation of rurar nurse executives. Most
incumbents v/ere prepared at the diploma level plus herd a
certificate in nursing unit management. Neither program has
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prepared nurse executives for today's expanding roles nor to
manage amid the dynamics of today's turbutent hearth care

system. Furthermore, the study participants found their
isoration from educational opportunities to be particurarly
st,ressful-.
Job and/ or f amily responsi_bil ities make
travelling and/or relocating for courses impractical.
Educational institutions that offer programs for nurse
executj-ves can respond to these needs by increasing the
availability of distance education courses. As we11, the
professional- assocíation needs to continue itrs support for
the deveropment of distance education courses at the
master t s level.
courses or seminars that address hearth reform
initiatives
across caåada, changing rores for nurse
executives, and other topics previousry mentioned wourd
better prepare nurse executives to cope with todayrs job
stressors and, arso, would alrow opportunities for timely
dialogue on these issues.
Teleconferences provide an
interactive alternative for delivery of educational programs
for nurse executives who are geographicarly dispersed.
scalzi (1984) suggested that educational programs for
nurse executives include management skills needed to effect
organizational- change and interpersonal skills needed to get
cooperation from people over whom they have no authority.
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An internship program in which students would be abl-e to
practice these skilrs,
gain insight into the nurse
executivefs diverse rore, and obtain experience in J-eading
in a time of change \^ras also recommended. These suggestions
are also pertinent to the preparation of rural nurse
executives.
Recommendations

for Future

Research

A review of the resu]ts and discussion of findíngs gave
rise to a number of recommendations for future research.

These suggestions focus on aspects of

design

and

methodology.

This study was conducted at a time when Manitoba
Heal-tht s ref orm plan hias the ma j or contextual f actor,
causing many actuar and anticipated changes in the rural
health care system. As a result, many of the priority
stressor items l¡/ere attributed to health ref orm initiatives.
These resurts lead one to question what rural nurse
executives priority stressors would be once health reform is
no longer the major contextual factor in the health care
environment? As a rongitudinal design is "useful for
studying the dynamics of a variabre over timefr (poIit &
Hungrer, 1987, p. 2oo)., a simil-ar study with a longitudinar
design may be a better way to examj-ne rural nurse executives
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stress over time. A major consj-deration with a longitudinar
design is the risk of attrition
threatening the
generalizabirity of the findings (po1it & Hungter, rgBT).
Nurse executives in rural Manitoba's community
hospitals form a smal-r distinct popuration, thereby limiting
the generalizability of findings to other nurse executive
groups. A replication study in another populat.ion of nurse
executives, such as a rurar acute care group in another
province or nurse executives in long term care facilities,
is suggested to determine whether similar occupational
stressors exist among other nurse executives. This type of
study would address the generarizabirity of findings.
A number of intervention strategies \i/ere suggested in
the iinplications for nursing section. subsequent studies
might incrude outcome measures in order to evaluate the
effect of certain strategies on the perceived stressfulness
of the associated stressors. one example wourd be to assess
the effect that a shared, coordinated human resource service
has on the perceived stressful-ness of rayoffs, union issues,
performance or other human resource management problems.
Another study could examine the effect of a centralized
index of persons with administrative expertise on Èhe
perceived sources of occupational_ stress
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The methodology used in this study did not address the

characteristics of the individuar nurse executives that may
affect their perceptions of stress. cooper and Marshall
(3'g78) cite the managerrs personarity, motivation, tolerance
for ainbiguity, adaptability and behavioural patterns as
factors that influence the managerrs abirity to cope with
stress. Because the individualsf characteristics are a key
component of the modeI, future studies should explore these
characteristics in relation to the individual-sr perceptions
of stress.
A natural- extension for future research in the area of
rurar nurse executive stress is the inclusion of the stress
mediating variables, sociar support and coping strategies.
As both variables have been addressed in other nurse
executive studies (cohen I rgggi scalzj-, rgg4) | their
inclusion in future research wourd determine whether there

is support for previous findings
ïn the future the inclusion of a second stress toor to
measure the nurse executivets stress l-evels is suggested.
This addition adds a nevr dimension to the study that
corroborates the intensity of stress experienced by nurse
executives.
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Study Conclusions

very l-ittte research has been reported in the area of
nurse executive stress. This study provides descriptive
data regarding the major stressors, including their relative
intensities, that cause nurse executives in rural Manitobars
community hospitals to experience job-related stress. ft is
the first reported investigation of nurse executivesr stress
in Canada and in a rural setting.
Forty-four stressor items were identified, many of
which \Àrere consistent with previous findings in nursing and
heal-th care administration stress-related research. Most of
the stressors ranking highest in degree of perceived
stressfulness pertained to the governmentrs heatth reform
initiatives.
As health reform v/as broacler and more
encompassing than any of the intra- or extra-organizational

stressor categories, it was more appropriately considered as
a contextual factor. As werl, contextual factors specific
to a rural setting v/ere identified. lncl-usion of contextualvariabl-es advanced the theory base of nurse executive stress
and expanded cooper and Marshallfs (rg7g) model for

application to a rural- health care setting.
The identification of'ruraI nurse executivesr major
occupationar stressors provides the subjects with knowledge
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regarding previousl-y unknoh/n mutual concerns. Based on this

knowledge, nurse executives may be better abre to
individually or col-lectivery plan strategies to ressen or
al-l-eviate severar of the stressors. An awareness of the
priority stressors al-so provides a basis for further
research in rural- nursing administration.
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Telephone Contact with potentiat participant

Hel1o, this is Sharon Edmundson ca11ing.
ïama
graduate student in the Faculty of Nursing
at
t-he university
of Manitoba. rn partial ful-fitment of the program r am
conducting a research study on the sources of- ocðupational
stress for nurse executives in rural Manitobars cãmmunity
hospitaf s. Your name i-s r-ísted in the canadian Hospitai
Directory
AS
the
top-1eve1
nurse
executive
for

Hospital.
ï am phoning to invite you to participate
this
research study. rs this a convenient Èime for you in
to
talk
or would you prefer that r call at another timé? (rf the
ansh/er i-s. tryes, it is a convenient tímefr, the invesù.igator
will continue. ff the ansr,üer ís tfanother time ís bet{.err,
tl" investigator wilr inquire as to a convenient date &
time)
Ygur opinion is important to
study because as a
practising nurse executive you this
are tamil-iar with the
situations which cause you to ðxperience stress in your role
as a rural- nurse executive. whire there are no
inmediate
benefits to participating in this study, the information
provide wil-I help to enhãnce nurse executives' av¿arenessyou
of
the rnajor issues which cause their job-related stress and to
provide a basis for developing strãtegies to acldress these
issues

rf you agree to participate it. wilr involve filling out
a series of three successive questionnaires
over a 4 to 6
month period. Each questionnaire wilr require approximately
30 minutes to complete.
You are not obrigated to participate in the study. ïf
you choose to participate, you may wlthdraw
from the study
your partícipatiãn will remain
at any time.
your name will- not appear strictl|
confidentialthe
quéstionnaires. Each par:ticipant wirr be ássigneaon
a
code
number that is known only to trre investigator, irt" research
assistant and the participant
_
.My study has been approved by the Faculty of Nursingrs
Ethical
Review conmittee. irty ihesis comrnittee
,
Professor Annette Gupton (chaii), Dr. Janet Beatonmembeis
and Dr.
Leslie Roos are supervising my research project.

Do you have any questions? Are you interested in
participating in this Jtuaya ( rf the
aï=w"r is ',no'' the
contact is terminated .
rf
the ansv/er is ttyesrr the
investigator wirl respond). Thank yo., for agreeing to
participate. r will send you the firsf questionnáir"
the next week. May r plèase verify trr-e spelling ofwltrrin
your
name and your correct maiting addresJ.
you once again. rf you have any questions or
. Thank
wish
to discuss the study
pleaèe call me at
please reave message and r -wirl return
your carl_ as soon as
possible)
.
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Letter of Introduction to Study
Date

Dear Nurse Executive:

ï wourd like to invite you to participate in a research
study to determine the sources of oc-cupationar
stress
experienced by nurse executives in rurar Manitobars
"
community hospitals.
has been approved by trre Ethicar Review
lhis project.
committee
of the school of -ñursing át the university of
Manitoba. The study is the focus oñ my thesis, require--d to
comprete ny Masters in Nursing at the univer-sity of
Manitoba. My thesis committee ríembers, professor
Gupton (committee chair, Faculty of Nursing) , Dy.Annette
Beaton (Dean, Faculty of Nursing) and Dr.- Leslie Janet
Roos
(Pr-ofessor, Department of communj-ty'uealth sciences, Faculty
of Medicine) are supervising my reáearch project.
Your name was sêrected from the canadian Hospital
Directory as a nurse executive working in a rural Manitoba
hospital. Your opinion is important tó the study because as
practising nurse executivè you are familia-r with the
1
factors whj-ch cause you to experì-"nce stress
your role as
a rur:ar nurse executi-ve. whire there arein n-o immediate
benefits to participating in the study, the rong term
benefits will- include enháncing nurse exeïutives' awareness
of_the major issues which cauêe their occupational stress
a basj-s for developing stratelies to address
3ld providing
these
issues.
There is no obligation to participate and you may
withdraw f rom the study at any tirne. there are nb known
risks to study participants. rr you agree to participate,
you wirr be asked to fill out a sèries of threã
succeèsive
questionnaires over a four to six month period.
Each
questionnaire wil-I require approximately 30 m-inutes of your
tirne to comprete. Ãrr reÈùrn postafe wilt- be provided

thereby ensuring that you do not incur any costs associated
with this survey. Thõse nurse executive*s
that return ar1
three compreted questJ-onnaires will receive
NursingResearchInstitutepinattheendofthestuaf.-a Manitoba
in the study wil-r remain strictly
-lour participatíon
confidential
your name wir-r
not appear on the
questionnaires. Each particípantrs questioririaires
be
assigned a code numÈer thãt ís known only will
to
the
investigator, the research assistant
the participant.
The questionnai-res wil-1 be stored inand
a
l_ocxèd cupboard
accessible only to the investigatàr.
Based on the
recommendation of the Medical Resêarch councir, the
data
will be retained for 7-IO years, The results will be based
on group data, not indivídual- responses. Thus, flo one wirl
your âs an individual, an-swered the quãstionnaires.
!now_how
Furthermore, the results will be reported
in a way that
protects the identity of grouþs which night be
ioentiriable
because of smal_I numbers (êg. males) .
Completing _ the
questionnaires indicates
your
.__
wil-ringness
and consent ú participate in the study. Each
questionnaire wilr be deveroped rróm the data obtained from
the immediately preceding questionnaire.
each
successive questi-onnaire witt - ¡e sent to you Thus
separately
after you return the previous
questionnãir"". - your
-through
continued . participation
three rounds of
questionnaires woutd be appreciátedärr
as
it
wourd assist in
estabrishing a consoriaateo opinion regarding
the major
occupational- stressors for rurar nurse executivel.
Please contact sharon Edmundson at
(prease
leave a message and r will return your
call
as
soon
as
possible) with any questions or concerns rel_ated to the
study- rq. you wourd rike to receive summary of the finarresults of'this study please completeathe
section of
this letter and return it with your firstbottom
questionnaire.
Thank you for taking the time to read this retter of
invitation.
SincereJ-y,

Sharon M. Edmundson

Principal Investigator

Please

mail a

Name:

Street:

City:
Posta1 Code:

summary

of the study findings to:
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Reminder Letter - Round

November 8, Lg93

Dear Nurse Executíve:

A few weeks ago r sent you a questionnaire asking you to
share the sources of occupationát
your role as a rural nurse executive.stress you "*p"ri"rr"" in
Have you returned your questionnaire yet? rf not, wourd you
take a few moments now to complete and return it in the
self-addressed stamped envelope that \¡/as included with the
letter.
You have been selected from a very limited sampre

in this survey and your ."=pãnré
,rit"r to
I: parti-cipate
the
final results. rf you have alr:eady returned is
the
please accept my thanks and disregarà årri=-iã*i"o"r. survey,
Thank you in advance for your time
co-operation. Those
nurse executives that return and
allcompleted
questionnaires wirl receive a Manitoba three
Nursing
Research
Institute pin at the end of the study.
S

incerely,

Sharon M. Edmundson

sme

Reminder Letter

February 7,

Round

1994

Dear Nurse Executive:

A few weeks ago ï sent you a Round 2 questionnaire for the
study rrsources of occupãtionar stress tor Nurse Executives
in Rurar Manitoba's comrnunity Hospitars".
ïn this
questionnaire you are asked tõ rate
how
stressfur
each
stressor is in your particular job.
Have you returned your questionnaire yet? rf not, would you
take a few moments now to complete and return it in the
serf-addressed stamped envelope that r,üas included with the
As previouèr-y stated you \,ùere selected from a very
llt!:t._
limited
qampJe to pãrticipatä in this survey and you-r
response is vitar to the finar results. rf you hav" aIrãady
returned the survey, please accept my thanÈs and disregarã
this reminder
Thank you in advance for your time and co-operation in
cornpleting the Round 2 questionnaire.
Sincerely,
Sharon M. Edmundson

sme

Reminder Letter - Round
May 2, 1994

Dear Nurse Executi-ve:

A few weeks ago r sent you a Round 3 questionnaire for the
study rrsources of occupãtionat stress for Nurse Executives
in Rural Manitobats community Hospitalsrr. rn this
questionnaire you are asked Lo review the identified
stressors and reconsider )uour original ratings in light of
the responses of others.
Have you returned your questionnaire yet? rf not, wourd you
take a few moments now to complete anã return it in the
self-addressed stamped enveloþe that was included with the
As previouè1y statedl you were serected from a very
J?t!gt._ sample
limited
to parlicipate'iñ trris survey and your
response is vital to the f inal- resul-ts. rf you hãve already
returned the survey, please accept my thanks and dísregard
this reminder.
Thank you

in advance for your time and co-operation in
completing the Round 3 quãstionnaire
Sincerely,
Sharon M. Edmundson

Principal Investigator
sme
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DEMOGRAPHTC INFORMATION

Please check or write in the rnost appropriate response for
each of the following questions:
1. What is your current job title?
Assi-stant Executive Director, patient Services
Director of Nursing Services

other (specify)
2.

How many

years have you been in your present position?

1 - 5 years
6 - 10 years
11 15 years

3. Before assumi-ng. your present position, did you have
previous experience as a Di]rector of mur-sing or
Assistant Executive Director, patient services?
Yes

If yes,

how many

No

years of previous experience in total?

1 - 5 years
6 - 10 years
11 l-5 years

4. rn your current position, are you responsibre for qlher
departments in addition to tñe department of uuisinÇ
Service?

Yes

No

If yes, please list other departments.

5.

equivalent futl_ time positíons (EFT) are
currently under your responsibility?

How many

Unionized nurses
Non-unionized nurses
other (specify)

6- what is the approximate dorlar amount of the annuaroperating budget that is under your responsibirity?
7

- what is the number of active treatment beds in your
hospital?

16 3O beds
31 6O beds
6I -I25 beds
8. What yas your hospital's average percentage occupancy

for the past year?

51 602
61 702
gje"
77
81 902
91 -1002

11 202
21 302
31 402
47 502
9. vühat is the distance from your hospital to the nearest
urban hospital (Brandon or in/innipeú) ?
126 l-50 miles
26 -50 miles
151 175 miles
51 -75 miles
L76 200 mil-es
76 100 miles
2OI 250 miles
101- -t25 miles
10. vühat level- of nursing education have you achieved?
Diploma

Bachelorrs Degree in Nursing
Masterrs Degree in Nursing

11.

Do you have

additional formal education?

Yes

No

If yes, please check híghest degree:
B. A.

M.H.A.

B. Sc.

M.

M. Ed.

B.A.

other (specify)
12.

Do you have advanced

administrative preparation?

Yes

No

If yes, please check the program completed:
Introduction to Nursing Management: Distance
Education Proqram (previously ca11ed The Nursing
Unit Adnínistiation- Course)
Nursing Administration in the Hea1th Care System
Certificate Program (University of Manitobaj
other (specify)
13. Please indicate your sex:
Female
Male
L4. Please check your age range:
20 to 29 years
30 to 39 years
40 to 49 years
50 to 59 years
60 years and over
15. Please check your marital status:
Single, never married
Married

Divorced or separated
Widowed

16. Please specify the number of children living at
and their ages.
of children
L7. P]ease check your current annual salary
$40,000 or less
Number

home

Ages

rangie:

to $+s, ooo
$46,ooo to g5o,ooo
$51,ooo to g55,ooo
$56,ooo to 960,ooo
$61,000 or more
$41, ooo

Thank you for taking the time to filr

information.

in your demographic
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TNSTRUCTION FOR RESPONDTNG TO ROUND

1

QUESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate 3 major stressors you have experienced
in your role as a rural nurse executive. There are three
columnsr orrê for a brief description of the stressor, one

for an exampre and a comment column to clarify this stressor
and avoid misrepresentation. your identified stressors,
exampres and. comments should be

brief, but specific.
Prease have the coinpreted questionnaire in the mail_ to

me by

To ensure anonymity please discard the envelope in
which the questionnaire \^/as mailed and do not sign the
completed questionnaire. A sel-f-addressed., stamped envelope
has been encl_osed for your convenience.

ROUND

1

QUESTTONNATRE

Sources of Occupational Stress Survev

List at l-east three stressors you have experienced in your
rol-e as a rurar nurse executive. stressors are events or
conditions that cause uncomfortable feel-ings such as fear,
anxiety, \^/orry, concern, f rustration or anger.
List
stressors which stand out in your mind as having caused you
to experience the most stress in your rol-e as a rural nurse
executive.
STRESSOR

EXAMPLE

COMMENTS

1.

2.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this
questionnaire.

first

Appendix

Letter of fntroduction

H

to Round 2 euestionnaire

January 24, l-994
Dear Nurse Executive:
Thank you once again for completing the first questionnaire
in my study of tñe sources of occufationa] stress for nurse
executives in rural- Manitobars comrnunity hospitals. Ninetytwo percent of the nurse executive grouþ returned cornpleted

questionnaires. your interest in aña cãntribution to this
study are sincerely appreciated
As there i,{iere many recurring themes in the identified
stressors, r have sorted the stressors, so that essentially
identicat items were grouped together. Next r developed a
set of l-abels that best described the identified stressors.
These labels are the basis for the Round 2 questionnaire.
The next task in the study is for you to rate how stressful
each of the identified stressors iå in your particular job.
Encl-osed are the rnstructions for Respoñoing- to Round 2
QuestJ-onnaire and the Round 2 euestio-nnaire] pl"u=" return
the compl-eted questionnaire to me by FEBRUARy 7, Lg94.
Your continued participation wourd be appreciated as it will
assist in establishing a consolidated oþinion regarding
the
major occupational stiessors for rural ñurse exeõutives. A
Manitoba Nursing Research rnstitute pin will be sent to
those nurse executives that complete all three
questionnaires
Prease contact sharon Edmundson at
(please leave
r wil-l return your call as soon as possible)
with any questions rerated to the second questionñaire.
a.message and

Sincerely,
Sharon M. Edmundson

Principal Investigator
SElsaj

ÏNSTRUCTION FOR RESPONDING TO ROUND 2 QUESTIONNATRE

Listed on the attached pages are the stressors derived from
the Round 1 questionnaire mailing. please proceed according
to the foll_owing steps:
l-. Review alI items on the list
2. Rate how stressful each item is in your job.
3. comment on items as you wish. you may argue in favour
or against an item or request cl-arificatíon if the item
is uncl-ear to you.
4 - Discard the envelope in which this questionnaire \Á/as
maitred and do not sì-gn the compl-eted questionnaire.
5. Return your response in the enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope by
(Date)

ROUND

2

QUESTIONNATRE

Sources of Occupational Stress Survev

on a scale of O-5, with O indicating no stress to 5 indicating high stress, circle the answer which best represents how
stressful you find each item. stressfulness refers to the degree to which the event or condition causes uncomfortable

feelings such as fear, anxiety. r¡torry' concerrl' frustration or anger. circle one response for each
KEY: NS = No Stress
HS = HiSh Stress
ÏTEMS

OUESTTON

COMMENTS

To what degree is

this item stressful
STRESSORS RELATED TO THE CHIEF EXECUTTVE OFFICER (CEO)

1. Lack of support from CEO (regarding
decision making, instituting changes,
continuing education) .

2. Conflict between nurse executive role
and CEO role when nurse executive is "in
charge" in CEO's absence.
3. Ineffective CEO (often unavail_able, poor
decision making skills, Iack of direct,ion/
leadership)

NS

HS

345

o

NS

0

12

NS
O

HS

45
HS

45

.

4. Management style of CEO (autocratic,
patriarchaJ_, closed, procrastinator).

5. Ineffective organizational structure
(Iines of authority unclear or not
followed, no one takes ownership of
problems/issues

).

NS

01

NS
012345

HS

45
HS

j-tem.

Page

2 - Round 2 guestionnaire

rTEMS

QUESTION

COMMENTS

To what degree is

this item stressful
STRESSORS RELATED TO THE NURSE EXECUTIVE'S .IOB

l-. Continued "bad feelings" about the
Manitoba Nurse's Union Strike of 1991-.

NS

2. Inadequate orientation to the nurse
. executive position.

NS

3. fsolation/Iack of support from other

NS

nonunion management nurses.

HS

ol_2

45
HS

0L

2345
HS

ol_2

345

4. Lack of education and/or experience for
NS
nurse executive's respons ibil it ies/dut ies . 0l_2
5. Limited understanding of and involvement NS
in the budget process.
O I
6. Insufficient time in a day to complete
work.

o1

NS

8. Dealing with constant change.

NS

Isolat.ion from education opportunities for
rural nurse executives/ruraI nurses.

2

34s

NS

7. Poor monetary remuneration for rural
nurse executive's job responsibilities.

q

HS

45

34s

HS

HS

4s

oL

o1

HS

45

NS

0

HS

1.2

HS

345

Page 3 - Round 2 guestionnaire
ITEMS

OUESTTON

To what degree is
this it,em stressful
1O. Subjected

to sex-role stereotyping (women NS
expected to take minutes, make coffee).
O j.

11. Nurse executive job parameters are too
broad (too many roles/"hats", too many
. departmenùs/programs, spread too thin)

HS

45

2

NS

ol_

HS

2345

STRESSORS RELATED- TO HEAITH REFORM

L. Concern that application of Manitoba
Health's staffing guidelines will
compromise the standard/safety of
patient care provided.
Laying off staff in a small community
where staff are known personally and/or
socialJ-y to the nurse executive.

NS

0l_

NS

01

3. Threat to job security for nurse
executive(reduced hours, Iayoff ) .

NS

4. Uncertainty about the future of hospital
and the potential economic stress to the

NS

community.

Deadlines for implementation of staffing
guidelines did not allow for planning
or staff involvement.
6.

in nurse executives role/
responsibilities related to health
reform (new work, more work, less
administration time).
Change

HS

234s

HS

01

o1

HS

234s

45
HS

2345

NS

01

HS

45

NS

012

HS

345

COMMENlS

Page 4 - Round 2 euestionnaire
ITEMS

OUESTTON

COMMENTS

To what degree is

this item stressful
7. Inconsistent government directives related NS
to heal-th reform/cutbacks. (For example, O
plans rushed to meet Oct. J_/93 deadline.
then plans for cutbacks put on hold
indefinitely).
B. "Turf protection" by Board members when
involved in regional_ planning for health
reform.

Decreased staff morale related to
Layotfs/Loss of jobs.

10. Lack of input from rural nuises into
health care pl_anning at the provincial

Ievel.

11. Limited resources available for service
delivery due to budgetary restraints
( staffing,
medical-surgical supplies,
pharmacy budget cuts).

1

34s

ot_

34s

NS

NS

0l_

HS

34s

NS

o1

HS

2345

NS

0l-

HS

HS

HS

2345

STRESSORS RELATED TO PHYSICIANS

1. Physicans not following hospital "rules"
(violating medical bylaws/ hospital
pol-icies, expecting nurses to provide
care beyond their expertise and/or
scope of practice).
The power of physicians influencing

operational matters (staffing levels,
nursing practice standards, staff
discipline situations ) .

NS

012

NS

O

34s

HS

HS

1

4s

Page 5 - Round 2 euestionnaire
ITEMS

OUESTION

To what degree is

this item stressful
3. Lack of gualified experienced physicians
(high turnover, 24 lilour coverage,
incompetence).

NS

HS

0123

45

STRESSORS RELATED TO STAFF AND STAFF RELATIONSFIIPS

1. Staff and/or physicians resistant to
change

NS

2. Dealing with union issues, grievances
and arbitrations.

NS

3. Dealing with problems of poor performance,
including disciplinary measures.

NS

4.

Staff lack commitment to hospital ( "alI
take and no give" as related to hours
of work).

5. Resolving conflicts among staff, departments, physicians (Being "caught in the
middle"

¡

HS

O

1

2345
HS

01

45

34s

72

o

NS

HS

o1

23

45

NS

0

HS

L2

34s

72

345

tfs

.

6. Lack of communication/,'turf protection',
between departments, affecting the
delivery of nursing care.
7. Supervising staff that were peers and/or
are known personally and socially by the
nurse executive (the "family" environment
of a small hospital/communíty).
B. Difficulty in recruitment and retention
of permanent and casual staff.

NS

0

HS

NS

oL2

NS

0t

HS

345

HS

4s

COMMENTS

Page 6 - Round 2 euestionnaire
ITEMS

OUESTION

COMMENTS

To what degree is

this item stressful
9. Promoting professional attitudes and
behaviours in staff that are content
with the "status quo". (Staff apathetic/
indifferent to continuing education/
professional development ) .
l-0. Staff do not understand the nurse
executive' s roLe/ responsibilities.

NS

0l_2

HS

34s

NS

012

HS

345

STRESSORS RELATED TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES/COMMUNITY

1. Dealing with community criticism/pressure.

NS

HS

45

2. Lack of support/understanding for nurse
executive's role by the Board of Trustees.

NS

3. Board of Trustees' involvement in
operational matters.

NS

4. Board of Trustees' limited knowledge of
their role/functions.

NS

oL

ol_

o1

34s

HS

HS

2345
HS

45

GENERAT, COMMENTS:

Thank you for taking'the time to complete the second questionnaire.

Appendix I

Letter of Introduction to Round 3 euestionnaire
April 15,

L994

Dear Nurse Executive:

Thank you for cornpleting the second questionnaíre in

my

study of the sources of occupational stress for nurse
executives in rural Manitoba's tomrnunity hospitals. once
again ninety-two percent of the nursè exãcutive group
returned their questionnaj-res. your ongoing contributión tä
this study ís sincerely appreciated.
rn the second questionnaire you rated how stressfur each of
the identified stressors v/as in your particurar job. usj_ng
your responses, r calculated the median group response for
each stressor. The group response indicãtes how stressful
each of the stressors was for Èfre group as a who1e.
Your rast task in the study is to review the identified
stressors and reconsider your original ratings in light of
the responses of others. Enclosed are the rnstructions for
Responding to Round 3 euestionnaire and the Round 3
Questionnaire. please return the completed questionnaire to
me by APRIL 29, j_994
Your continued participation woul-d be appreciated as it will
assist in establishing a consolidated õpi.nion regarding the
major occupational stiessors for rural- ñur=e exeóutives. A
Manitoba Nursing Research rnstitute pin will be sent to
those nurse exeóutives that complete ini= third and fina]
questionnaire

Please contact sharon Edmundson at
(please leave
r wilr return your car] aÉ, soon as possible)
with any questions rerated to the second questionr,.i.".
a. message and

Sincerely,
Sharon M. Edmundson

Principal Investigator
SElsaj

INSTRUCTTONS FOR RESPONDING TO ROUND

3

QUESTIONNAIRE

Listed on the attached pages are the major occupational
stressors, your responses and the grouprs response from the
Round 2 questionnaire. please proceed according to the
following steps:
1. Review all items and their ratings according to Round

2

data.

2- Review each item and reconsíder your original rating of
the item in light of the response of others.
3. circl-e any changes in rating you may want to make or
circl-e no change if you with your rating to remain the
same.

4.

or qualify your opinion as desired, limiting your
comments to no more than three short precise statements.
5. Discard the envelope in which this questionnaire v/as
mailed and do not sign the completed questionnaire.
6. Pl-ease return the compreted questionnaire in the mail to
comment

me by.

(Date)

A self-addressed, stamped envelope has been enclosed for
your convenience.

ROUND

3

QUESITONNAIRE

Sources of Occupational Stress Survey

Your responses from the Round 2 questionnaire are listed in column 1. The group,s median responses are found in corumn 2.
rn column 3 r am asking you to reconsider your originar ratings in right of the responses of others. rf you do not wish to
change your rating, circle no ihange (Nc). rf you wish to change your rating, circre your ner¡, response using the
scale of

O-5' with o indicating no stress to 5 indicating high stress. stressfulness refers to the degree to which the event or
conditions causes uncomfortable feerings such as fear, anxiety, urotryi concern, frustration or anger. circre one response
for each item.
KEY: NS = No Stress
HS = High Stress
NC = No change
' Column 3:
corumn 1:
Column 2:
Your Response
Group Response
No
Change m1r
STRESSORS RELATED TO THE CHIEF EXECUTI\/E OFFICER {CEO)

1. Lack of support from CEO (regarding
decision making, instituting changes,
continuing education) .

2; Conflict between nurse executive role
and CEO role when nurse executive is ',in
charge" in CEO's absence.
3. Ineffective CEO (often unavailable, poor
decision making ski11s, lack of direction/
leadership)

4.

5.

NS

0123

HS

4 5

NS

o723

HS

45

NS

oL23

HS

45

NS

0l_

HS

234s

NS

HS

o1 234s
NS

HS

style of CEO (autocratic,
patriarchal, closed, procrastinator)
Ineffective organizational structure
(lines of .authority uncJ-ear or not
followed, no one takes ownership of

problems/issues

)

NS
.

o1 2345
NS

01 2345

HS

NS

o1

HS

NS

HS

2345

HS

o72345

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

o1 234s
o1 2345

0l_ 2345

.

Management

NS

01 2345
HS

o1 234s

NS

HS

o1 234s

Page

2 - Round 3 euestionnaire
Column 1:

Your Response

Column 2:
Group Response

No

Column 3:
Change

my

STRESSORS RELATED TO THE NURSE EXECUTTVE'S JOB

1.

2.

?

Continued "bad feelings" about the
Manitoba Nurse's Union Strike of 199L.

NS

Inadequate orientation to the nurse
executive position.

NS

fsolation/J-ack of support f,rom other

NS

nonunion management nurses.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Õ-

oL2345

oL234s

Lack of education and/'or experience for
nurse executive' s responsibilities/duties.

NS

LimiLed understanding of and involvement
in the budget process.

NS

Insufficient time in a day to complete

NS

work.

oL234s
oL2345

oL2345

Poor monetary remuneration for rural
nurse executive's job responsibilities.

NS

with constant change.

NS

DeaJ-ing

HS

o1_2345

o]-234s

HS

HS

Isolation from education opportuníties .for NS
rural nurse executives/rurat nurses.
oL234s

10. Subjected to sex-role stereotyping (women
expected to take minutes, make coffee).

NS

oI234s

oL234s

HS

NS

HS

NS

NS

o72345

HS

NS

o7234s

HS

NS

o]-2345

HS

HS

NS

o1234s

NS

oL2345

HS

NC
HS

oL2345

oL2345

HS

HS

NS

oL2345

o1_2345

o

NS

NS
012345

NS

HS

Ot234s
NS

oL234s

NC
HS

NS
OL2

HS

345

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

oI2345

HS
NC

HS
NC

HS
NC

HS
NC

HS
NC

HS
NC

HS

oL2345

oL234s

oI2345
o1234s

ot2345

or2345

Page 3 - Round 3 çuestionnaire
Column l-:

Your Response

1L. Nurse executive job parameters are too
broad (too many roles/"hats", too many
departments/programs. spread too thin).

NS

oL2345

HS

Coluhm 2:
Group Response
NS

No

HS

o1_234s

NC

Column 3:
Change

my

NS

HS

NS

HS

oL234s

STRESSORS RELATED TO HEATTH REFORM

L. Concern that application of Manitoba
Health's staffing guidelines will
compromise the standard/safety of
patient care provided.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

oI234s

Laying off staff in a small community
where staff are known.personally and,/or
socially to the nurse executive.

NS

Threat to job security for nurse
executive(reduced hours, Iayoff) .

NS

Uncertainty about the future of hospital
and the potential economic stress to the

NS

Deadlines for implementation of staffing
guidelines did not allow for planning
or staff involvement.

NS

in nurse executives role/
responsibilities related to health
reform (new work, more work, Iess
administration time)

NS

community
5.

NS

Change

oI234s

o12345

o1234s

oI234s

oI234s

Inconsistent government directives related NS
to health reform/cutbacks. (For examþIe,s oI234s
plans rushed to meet Oct. 1"/93 deadline,
then plans for cutbacks put on hold
indefinitely).
"Turf protection" by Board members when
invoLved in regional planning for heal_th
reform.

NS

o]-234s

HS

NS

HS

or2345

HS

NS

HS

NS

oL234s

HS

NS

oL2345

HS

HS

NS
HS
O1,2 345

HS
NC

HS

NS

HS

o1234s

NC

NC

NS
o72345

NS

NS
OL2

HS

NC

o1-234s

HS

NC
HS

oI234s

NS

oL234s

HS

oL2345

HS

NC

NC

HS

NC

HS

345

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

o7234s

o]-234s

O1-2345

NS

HS

Ot2

34s

NS
O72

34s

HS

Page

4 - Round 3 euestionnaire
Column l-:

Your Response
o

Decreased staff morale related to

Iayoffs/Loss of jobs.

10. Lack of input from rural_ nurses into
health care planning at the provincial
IeveI.
l-1. Limited resources available for service
delivery due to budgetary restraints
(staffing, medical-surgical suppÌies,
pharmacy budget cuts).

NS
oL2345

HS

NS

HS

2345

ol_
NS

o1

HS

Co1umn 2:
Group Response

NS

oL234s

NS

oL2345

NS

HS

NS

ol2

HS

HS

my

HS

345

NS

o1

oL2 34s

2345

Column 3:
Change

No

HS

2345

NS

HS

0l_ 2345

STRESSORS RELATED TO PHYSICIANS

1. Physicans not following hospital "rules,'
(violating medical bylaws/ hospital
poì-icies, expecting nurses to provide
care beyond their expertise and/or
scope of practice).

2.

The power of physicians influencing

operational matters (staffing levels,
nursing practice standards, staff
discipline situations ) .
3.

Lack of qualified experienced physicians
(high turnover, 24 hour coverage,
incompetence) .

Staff and/or physicians resistant to

change.

NS

oL2

HS

345

NS

HS

o1 234s

NS

o7234s

NS

HS

NS

oL234s

NS

o1

HS

o1,2 34s

HS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

HS

NS

HS

HS

NS

HS

or2 34s

oL234s

HS

oL2 34s

2345

NS

o1

NS

2345

NS

o1

HS

2345

or2 34s

ç

2.

Dealing with union issues, grievances
and arbitrations.

NS

o1_2

HS

34s

NS

o1 2345

oI2345

Page
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Column 1:

Your Response
3.

Dealing with problems of poor performance,

including disciplinary measures.

4.

5.

6.

Staf f lack c.ommitment to hospital ( "aII
take and no give" as related to hours
of work).

Resolving conflicts among staff, departments, physicians (Being "caught in the
middle" ¡ .
Lack òf communication/,'turf protection"
between departments, affecting the

delivery of nursing care.
7.

8.

9.

Supervising staff that were peers and/or
are known personally and socially by the
nurse executive (the "family" environment
of a small hospital/community).

NS
oL2345

HS

NS

HS

NS

NS

Promoting professional attitudes and
behaviours in staff that are content

NS

LO. Staff do not understand the nurse
executíve' s roLe / responsibilities.

HS

345

NS

oL2

HS

345

HS

oL2345

HS

NS

o1 2345

NS

oL2

HS

HS

o1,234s

NC

HS

NS

NS

NC

HS

345

NS

o72

NC

HS

NS

NC

HS
NC

HS

345

oL2345

Column 3:
Change

NS
NC

o1 234s

o\234s

ot2 34s

NS

NS

No

HS

0L 234s

NS

Difficulty in recruitment and retention
of permanent and casual staff.

with the "status quo". (Staff apathetic/
indifferent to continuing education/
professional development ) .

HS

2345

oL2

NS

ot234s

o1 234s

o1

Column 2:
Group Response

NC

HS

ol_

HS

234s

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

NS

HS

oi 234s

ot-2 34s

oL234s

OL2 345

NS

HS

NS

HS

01 234s
01 23.1

NS
NC

my

oI2

s

HS

34s

Page 6 - Round 3 euestionnaire
Column l-:

Your Response

Dealing with communit,y criticism/pressure.

2.

2

4.

NS

01 2345

Lack of support/understanding for nurse
executive's role by the Board of T-rustees.

NS

Board of Trustees' involvement in
operational matters.

NS

Board of Trustees' Iimited knowledge of

NS

their role/functions.

GENERAI

0l_

01_

HS

NS

HS

HS

HS

234s

HS

NS

o1

HS

2345

NS

01 2345

my

NS

HS

NS

HS

0l_ 2345
HS

0l_ 2345
NS

Column 3:
Change

ol234s

0l_ 2345

234s

0t- 2345

Column 2:
Group Response

NS

HS

0l_ 2345
HS

COMMENTS:

Thank you for taking the time to complete the third and final questionnaire.

NS

0l_ 2345

HS

Appendix J

Nurse Executive Stressors Ranked bv fntensitv in Delphi Round 2 (n=56)
and Round 3 ln=54ì

Cateqory

StressoE

Heal-th Reform

Inconsistent government
directives related to health
ref orm/cut,backs. ( For example,
pl-ans rushed to meet Oct. 1,/93
deadline, then plans for cutbacks
put on hol-d indefinitely).

Hea1th.Reform

Concern that applicat,ion of
Manitoba Healt,h's staffing guidelines will compromise the
standard/safety of patient care

Round

Rank

2

1

3

1

2

2

3

2

2

4

3

3

Mean Median

4.L07 4.5
.370 5. 0

4

3.786
3.870

4.O
4. O

3.696
3.759

4.O
4.O

provided.
Nurse

Executive'

s

LrOþ

Nurse

Executive's

Nurse executive job parameters
are Èoo broad (too many roles/
"hats", too many departments/
programs, spread too thin).

Insufficient time in a day to

26
34a

3.

536
3,74]-

4.O
4.O

in nurse executives roLe/
responsibilities related to
health reform (new work, more
work, ]ess administration time).

¿/

3.527
3.741,

4.O
4.O

complete work.

Job

Health Reform

HeaIth Reform

Health Reform

Health Reform

Health Reform

Change

Lack of input from rural- nurses
into health care planning at the
provincial l-eveI.

Laying off staff in a small
community where staff are known
personally and/or socially to the
nurse executive.
Uncertainty about the future of
hospital and the potential
economic stress to the community.

344

2

3

3

6

2

5

3

7

2

Decreased staff morale related

to layoffs/Ioss of jobs.

3

3.732 4.O
3.722 4.O
3.
3.

5s4
ss6

4.O
4. O

I

3.

3.518
519

4.O
4.O

9
9

3. 45s
3.407

4.O
4.O

a

cateqorv

stressor

Health Reform

Threat to job security for nurse
executive (reduced hours, layoff).

Health Reform

Healt,h Reform

staff/sraff
Relationships

Round
2
3

Deadl-ines for implementation of
staffing guidelines did not allow
for planning or staff involvement.

z
1

Limited resources avaiLable for
service delivery due to budgetary
restraints (staffing, medicalsurgical suppLies, pharmacy budget
cuts).
Promoting professional attitudes
and behaviours in staff that are
content with the "status quo".

(Staff apathetic/indifferent

2
3

Rank
10
10

Mean Median

3 .286 4.O
3.222 3.5

13b 3.1-07
11 3.1r_1

3.5
3.0

13b 3. 107
L2 3.O74

3. o

3.0

2

I2

3

L3

3.I25 3.0
3.0s6 3.0

L5
t4

3.036 3.0
2.963 3.0

16
l-5

2.982
2.926

to

cont,inuing education/professional
development ) .

sraff/sraff
Relationships
Nurse

Executive'

s

Job

sraff/sraff
Relationships

sraff/sraff
ReJ-ationships

staff/sraff
Relationships

staff/sraff

Dealing with problems of poor
performance, including disciplinnary measures.

Isolation from educational
opportunities. for rural nurse
executive s / rur aL nurses .

I

2

11
L6

3.179 3.0
2.907 3.0

Staff do not understand the nurse
executive' s role/responsibilities.

2

18

2.893 3.0
2.852 3.0

Dealing with union issuesr Çrievances and arbitraÈions.

2

T7

3

18

Dealing with constant change.

t7

"Turf protection" by Board
involved in regional
planning for health reform.

2.9LL 3.0
2.433 3.0

19
19

2,857 3.0

3

2

23

3

20

2.732
2.778

3.0
3.0

2.839
2.759

3.0
3.0

22 2.745
22 2.604

3.0
3.0

2

Job

Board/

O

3

Nurse

Community

3.

2

Resolving conflicÈs among sLaff,
departments, physicians (Being
"caught in the middte.")

Health Reform

3.0

Staff and/or physicians resistant
to change.

Relationships

Executive's

2

2

20

members when

3

2t

Board of Trustees' l-imited knowledge of their role/functions.

2
3

2.81_5 3.0

CaÈegorv

Stressor

Physicians

Physicians not following hospital
"rules" (violating medical byLaws/
hospital policies, expecting
nurses to provide care beyond
their expertise and/or scope of
pract,ice).

Nurse

Executive'

s

Round

Poor monetary remuneration for
rural nurse executive's job

responsibilities.

Job

Dealing with community criticism/

Board/

2

27

3

23

2

26

3

z4c 2.571
26 2.389

3. o

2

28

3

27

Physicians

The power of physicians influenc-

2

st,yle of CEO (autocratic, patriarchal, closed,
procrast inator ) .

sraff/sraff
Relationships

Ineffective CEO (often unavaílable, poor dec!si-on making skiJ-Is,
Iack of direction/Ieadership) .

cEo

Nurse

Executive'

s

Job
Nurse

Executive's
Job

staff/Staff
Rel-ationships

Nurse

Executive'

Staff l-ack commitment to hospital
("all take and no give" as
related to hours of work).

s

Limited understanding of and
involvement in the budget process.
Isolation/Lack of support from
other nonunÍon management nurses.
Lack of communication/"turf protection" between departments,
effecting the delivery of nursing
care.
Inadequate orientation to the
nurse executive position

2
3

2

3

2

3

Executive'
Job

s

Lack of education and/or
experience for nurse executive's
respons ibi l it ies/dut, ies .

3.0

.426 3.0
2.302 3.0
2

zgd 2.3g3 2.o
28 2.204 2.O
27
29

2.453 2.O
2.189 2.O

2gd 2.3g3
30 2 .1,85

2.O
2.O

3

31 2.375 2.O
31 2.1"30 2.O

2

32

2.I79

3

1a

2.000

2

2

3

Job
Nurse

2.564 3.0
2.574 3.0

3

3

Management

2.8Q4 3.0
2.593 3.0

3.0
3.0

pressure.

cEo

Mean Median

24c 2.s7L
25 2.556

¿

Community

ing operational matters (staffing
Ievels, nursing practice standards,
staff discipline situations).

Rank

2

)

2.O

35f 2.036 2.o
33e 1.981- 2.o
42 t.362 2.O
33e 1.9g1 2.o

Categorv

Stressor

Staf f/Staf f
Relationships

Supervising staff that were peers
and/or are known personalty and
social-J-y by the nurse executive
(the 'tfamily" environment of a
small hospital/community) .

cEo

Ineffective organizational
2
structure (lines of authority
3
unclear or not followed, no one
takes ownership of problems/issues).

Physicians

Round Rank Mean Median

Lack of gualified experienced

physicians (high turnover, 24
hour coverage, incompetence).

Lack of support from CEO (regard-

ing decisiorì making, instituting
changes, continuing education) .
Board/

Board of Trustees' involvement in
operational matters.

Community

Board/

Lack of support/understanding for
nurse executive's role by the
goaid of Trustees' .

Community

Conflict between nurse executive
role and CEO roLe vihen nurse
executive is "in charge" in CEO's

cEo

2

lsf . z.oaø

2.o

35

i_.870

35!
36

2.036
1.81L

34
37

2.07]- 1.s
t.796 1.0

3

33
38

2.132
r.792

2

38

3

39

3

2
3

2

2

40

3

40

2

39

?

4I

2.O

2.O
2.O

2.O
2.O

1.982 2.0

L.7ss

2.o

I.873 1.0
1.566 1.0
1.887 t . O
r.49r 1.0

absence.

sraf f/sraff
Relationships

Difficulty in recruitment and
retention of permanent and casual
staff.

Nurse

Continued "bad feelings" about
the Manitoba Nurse's Union SÈrike
of 1991.

Executive'

s

Job
Nurse

Executive's
Job

Subjected to sex-role stereotyping (\^romen expected to take
minutes, make coffee).

are listed in
ã--mean Stressors
score hras tied at 3.741
b
mean SCOfe Ì^tas tied at 3. l-07
c
mean score was tied at 2.571
d
mean score hras tied at 2.393
e
mean score was tied at l-.981
f mean score was tied at 2.036
omean score uras tied at 7.273
Note.

41
42

1.571_ 1.0

2

æS

3

43

7.273 1.0
1.185 1.0

2
3

2

t.463 L.0

439 L.273 1.0
44 L.093 1.0

rank order of mean scores for Round
for Round 3
for Round 2
for Round 2
for Round 2
for Round 3
for Round 2
for Round 2

3

Appendix

K

Urgencv fndicators to Differentiate Between Stressors v,¡ith Identical
Mean Scores

Stressor

l"fedian Mean

Round

3

e"4+5 e"5

Rank

(n=54)

change in nurse executives roLe/

4

3.741

42.6 16.7

2

Insufficient time in a day to

4

3.747

64.8 27.8

1

Inadequate orientation to the
nurse execuÈive position.

2

t.98]-

L8.s 9.3

L

Lack of education and/or experienc e
for nurse executive's responsibil-

2

L.

j,6.7

2

responsibilitìes relat.ed to health
reform.

complete work.

'

99L

l_

.

9

ities/dut,ies.

Round

2

(n=56)

Limited resources available for
service delivery due to budgetary
restraints.

3

3.107

Deadlines for implementation of
staffing guidelines did not allow
for planning or, staff involvement.

3.

5 3. 107

The power of physicians influencing
operational matters.

3

Dealing with community criticism/
pressure.
'

39.3 16.L

2

O 28.6

L

2.571

35.7 L2.5

1

3

2.571

26.8

f lack commitment to hospital .

2

2

LimiÈed understanding of and
invol-vement in the budget process.

2

2.393

30.4 1O.7

Supervising staff that, were peers
and/or are know personally and
socially by the nurse executive.

2

2.036

19.6

1,9.2 g.I

St,af

.393

50.

19

.6

7.1

2

g

2

l_

.

3.6

l_

3

Ineffective organizat.ional structure.

2

2.036

Inadequate orientation to the
nurse executive position.

2

2.036 2I.4 I2.s

1

I

1.273

9.1

5.6

l-

I

1.273

7.3

1.8

2

Cont.inued "bad feelings" about the
Manitoba Nurse's Union Strike of

2

1991_.

Subjected to sex-role stereotyping.

Appendix

L

changes in stress scores Bethreen Detphi Round 2 and Round

3

in Stressors
Increased Decreased

Chanqe

Srressor
ïnconsistent government directives
related to healt,h reform/cutbacks.

i-*tf

i**?
g 14.9

.O

Concern Èhat application of Manitoba 42 l7.B
Healt,h's staffing guidel_ines will
compromise the standard/safety of
pat,ient care provided.

7 l3.O

5

9.3

Nurse executive job parameters are
too broad.

44 gL.s

5

5

g.3

fnsufficient time in a day to

45 93.3

g l_4.9

1

1.9

in nurse executives ro:re/
responsibilities related to heatth
c

43 g1.l-

g 15.1

2

3.g

Lack of input from rural nurses
into health iare planning at the

44 81.5

4

j.4

6

L1.1

Laying of f staf f in a smal1
community where staff are known
personal-1y and/or socially to the
nurse executive

49 9O.L

j-

l-.9

4

7.4

Uncertainty about the future of
hospit,al and the potentiat economic
stress to the community

45

g3 . 3

4

7

.4

5

9.

3

Decreased staff morale related to

42

77

.g

5

9.3

7

13.

O

Threat to job security for nurse
executive

47 gZ.O

3

5.6

4

7.4

Deadlines for implementation of
staffing guidelines did not allow
for planning or staff invoLvement.

39 7Z.Z

6 L1.1

g

1,6.j

Limited resources avail-able for
service delivery due to budgetary
rest.raints.

41 75.9

5

g

14.9

complete work.
Change

46 gS.2

i*t=

9.3

O

reform.

provincial Ievel.

Layotfs/Loss of jobs.

9.3

in Stressors
Increased Decreased
Stress
Stress

Change

No Chanqe

Stressor

#z#z#"d

Promoting professional attitudes
and behaviours in sÈaff Èhat are
content with the "status quo".

45 83.3

2

3.7

7

13.0

Dealing with problems of poor
performance, includíng disciplinary

46 g5.Z

1

L.9

7

1,3.O

Isolation from education opportunities for rural nurse executives/
ruraÌ nurses.

41 75.9

5

9.3

g

14.9

Staff and./or physicians resistant
to change.

40 74.1

2

3.7

12

22.2

Staff do noÈ understand t,he nurse
executive' s role / responsibilities.

47 g7.O

3

5.6

4

7.4

Dealing with union issues,
grievances an! arbitrations.

4s g3.3

3

5.6

6

11.1

Resolving conflicts among staff,
department,s, physicians.

50 92.6

L

1.9

3

5.6

Ðealing with constant change

40 74.1

g 14.9

6

l_1.j.

"Turf protection" by Board Members 45 g3.3
in regional planning
for health reform.

3

5.6

6

11.j_

Board of lrustees , Iimited knowledge of their role/functions.c

41

77

.4

4

7

.S

I

15.

Physicians not fo1J-owing
hospital "ruLes".

42

77

.B

3

5.6

g

J_6.7

Poor monetary remuneration for
rural nurse executive's job

46

g6.

g

3

5.

7

4

7

Dealing with community

46 gS.2

4

7.4

4

7.4

The power of physicians influencing
operation matters

45 83.3

3

5.6

6

L1.1

47 go.4

3

5.8

2

3.8

measures.

when invotved

responsibilities.

.s

c

crit ic ism/pres sure .

Management

1.

style of cEo.b

in Stressors
Increased Decreased

Chanqe

Stress
r

No Chanqe
o#

Stressor

Stress

Staff lack commitment to hospital.

4j. 75.g

za2a

Ineffective

40 78.4

?tro

Limited understanding of and
invol-vement in the budget process.

4t 75.9

2

Isolation/Lack of support from
other nonunion management nurses.

45 83.3

Lack of communication/,,turf
protection" between departments,
affecting the delivery of nursing

45 83.3

fnadeguate orientation to the
nurse execut,ive position.

45 83.3

o?

7.4

Lack of education and,/or experience
for nurse executive's
responsibilit ies/dut ies .

48 88.9

5.6

5.6

Supervision staff that were peers
and/or are known personally ,and
social-ly by the nurse executive.

48 88.9

CEO.a

r.1

20

B

15.7

3.7

11

20.4

1

1.9

I

L4.8

L

1.9

I

l_4.8

J.

t

.4

care.

11.1

Inef fective organizational
structure. c

40

75.5

Lack of qualified experienced
physicians.

43

79

Lack of support from

40

78.4

3

Ão

43

81.l_

2

3.8

44

83.0

CEO.c

Board of Trustees' involvement
in operational maÈters.c

Lack of support/underst,anding for
nurse executive's role by the
Board of Trustees.c

ConÈlict between nurse executive
rol-e and CEO role when nurse
executive is "in charge" in
cEO's absence.

9.4
1ô

.6

43 84.3

15.

l_0

18. s

1,s

I

1

.7

1s.l-

10

L7 .O

2.O

L3

.7

in Stressors
fncreased Decreased

Change

No Change

Stressor
Difficulty in recruitement
retention of permanent and
casual staff

Stress

and

Continued "bad feelings" about the
Manitoba Nurse's Union Strike of

43 79.6

Stress
Jo

#

5.6

50 94.3

14. 8

tr?

L99l-. c

Subjected to sex-role stereotyping.c 46 86.B
a

n

b
n
cn

=51
=52
=53

l_.9

1l-.3

